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Kenneth A. Brown, class of ’46, i» 

speaks from experience when he says: : —.——mUrUrUr 

*’There’s ee 2a 
| —T-.lmlUCU _ 

plenty of chance | We 9g , 
i. = . _ 

for advancement | Fe 

at U.S. Steel for A CO Fr 

the man who Ls ar 

really wants to s, 

get ahead. | a 

- KENNETH A. BROWN were to speak Cleveland General Office. Starting selves with U. S. Steel. “The unlim- 
to you face to face, he would January 1, 1953, he worked out of ited opportunities at U. S. Steel,” 

tell you: “Hi fellows... I’m not this office as Chief of Party on vari- says Mr. Brown, “plus the fine and 

much older than you . . . I still like ous construction projects. helpful spirit that exists among the 

a lot of the same things you do. In On June 1, 1955, Mr. Brown re- personnel, make success a matter of 

addition, I like my work and I sin- turned to engineering and main- one’s willingness to work to learn 

cerely believe that you will like your tenance assignments at the Duluth and to fit into the friendly atmos- 

work at United States Steel, and like Works. Although his work was pri- phere which exists here.” 

the fine bunch of fellows with whom marily concerned with engineering If you are interested in a challeng- 

you will come in contact.” problems, he also acquired a knowl- ing and rewarding career with United 

Mr. Brown, at the comparatively edge of various phases of mainte- States Steel, and feel you can qualify, 

young age of 29, is presently Works nance. This experience qualified him we suggest that you get in touch with 

Engineer in charge of all engineer- for promotion to the position of Divi- your placement director for addi- 

ing for the Worcester Works of the sion Engineer on April 1, 1956. On tional information. We shall be glad 

American Steel & Wire Division. He January 1, 1957, Mr. Brown re- to send you our informative booklet, 

graduated from Brown University in turned to the Worcester Works in his Paths of Opportunity, upon request. 

1946 with a B.S. degree in Engineer- present capacity of Works Engineer. Write to United States Steel Corpo- 

ing. He first joined U. S. Steel as a Mr. Brown’s “success story” is ration, Personnel Division, Room 

Junior Engineer at the Worcester typical of that of many graduate 1662, 525 William Penn Place, Pitts- 

Works, Worcester, Mass. Although engineers who have associated them- burgh 30, Pennsylvania. 

his original duties included much 
drafting, he acquired a general ad- 

ministrative background and engi- 
neering experience. This qualified U Ni I T E D = TAT ce Ss Ss T E E L 

him for promotion to Assistant to the 

Works Engineer in May, 1950. De- AMERICAN BRIDG!.. AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE ;, COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL 
spite a tour of military service for CONSCLIDATED WESTERN STEEL..GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING. . NATIONAL TUBE... OIL WELL SUPPLY 
two years, Mr. Brown's development TENNESSEE COAL & IRON .. UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES . , UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS 
resulted in his being transferred to UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 
the Construction Division in the UNION SUPPLY_COMPANY © UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY © UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 

See The United States Steel Hour. It's a full-hour TV program presented every other Wednesday evening by United States Steel. Consult your newspaper for time and station,
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Goodyear engineers, | __ 

using the latest in | 
electronicequipment, | 1 

reo thc armani ats the low-down characteristics of | | 
experimental air | I 

oad on next years cars : e 

They'll be lower, smoother-riding than ever— 
and Goodyear engineers can tell you why 

In the roaring twenties, not a little of These new, bellowslike springs are one 
: the tumult was contributed by the cars of the most excitingly different uses 
- of that era. How they throbbed and ever developed for rubber. They offer 

o sputtered, and how they rocked and a challenge to the skills and imagina- 
oo reeled on those pock-marked highways! tion of a whole corps of engineers — 
Se ‘ * electrical, mechanical, chemical and : Then along came balloon tires, pio- industrial 

. neered by Goodyear and other rubber : als 
o companies, and automobiles really Here-at Goodyear, there’s work aplenty 

_ began. to roll. for all types of technical graduates. 
Tod naie's -g her lati And not just on rubber air springs. 

EB h ay, 4 ere 5 anot er Revolutionary: For a Goodyear engineer deals with a 
anes in ride tte Gee aoe diversity of products scarcely matched 

under Ways and once the aia oodyear in all U.S. industry — tires, chemicals, 
_ engineers are right in the middle of it. plastics, aviation products, atomic 

iL On all kinds of trucks, buses, and now energy, and some things too top-secret 
passenger cars, too, metal springs are to mention. 

_ being replaced by durable and virtually So whatever your own bent or profes- 
ee . b damageproof, rubber air springs. sional training, the road ahead is wide 

Goop/vean i The rubber springs, mounted on each open. The opportunities—and the need \ _ wheel, insure a smoother ride, of ~—are practically limitless. The horizon 

_ < , course. They maintain a vehicle at a stretches just as far as your imagina- 
' S| as constant height, no matter how heavily tion can see. 
| ) rel | the rear is loaded. And they enable Wouldn’t you like to be a member of 

L stylists to create still lower cars, with- the Goodyear engineering team? We'd 
Send for your Capi = ; out reducing ground clearance. be glad to hear from you. 

of this booklet. It de- . 
seribes in detail your There’s a World of Opportunity at 
career opportunities : 

at Goodyear. Write 

Technical Personnel ] 
Dept. 806-W, The iP 
Goodyear Tire & : VM 
Rubber Company, 
Akron 16, Ohio. THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 
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GMR-235 » LE = 

Thar otp provers about necessity mothering inven- GMR-235 are not reflected in deterioration of its normal 

tion certainly applies to the aircraft engine industry. Take expected properties when the engine is returned to normal 

these jet aircraft engine turbine blades, for instance. operating temperatures. Previously, a 30 to 60 percent loss 

New, higher thrust engines made it necessary to find— of blade life was encountered when such conditions ex- 

or develop—a material which would withstand the high isted. The superior qualities of GMR-235 have made Pos- 

temperature shock and stress conditions associated with sibleia boostan engine temperature of about 150°F which 

these higher engine powers. Turbine blades turn at speeds can mean as much as 157% greater engine thrust. Since 
over 13,000 rpm and are subjected to intense temperatures GMR-235 is a cast alloy, turbine ‘parts: Gan be MASS 
of over 1800°F. No ordinary metal would take that kind produced in controlled foundry facilities instead of being 

of punishment forged by highly skilled personnel. 

) : wk ok ok It was through the cooperative efforts of General Motors 

Research and Allison engineers that GMR-235 came into Development of GMR-235 is typical of the interesting and 

being. GMR-235 is a nickel-base alloy. Some of the out- challenging work going on at Allison. Want to know how 

standing high temperature mechanical properties require- you'll fit into the engineering picture at Allison? Arrange 

ments are combined with an inherent ability of the alloy for an interview with our representative on your campus, 

to withstand momentary over-temperature exposures or write for information: Personnel Department, College 

which are sometimes met in turbine engine opera- Relations, Allison Division, General Motors Corporation, 

tions. The results of such over-temperature exposure on Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

2 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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SHOOTIN’ THE BREEZE “<< 
“Where's A Good Place to Live 

. As Well as Work?” 
os LOOK AT THESE 

. BIG ADVANTAGES 
You'll hear it on every campus where student engineers gather 

... because, more and more, you have a lot to think about when 

you decide where you want to work. Pleasant living conditions PUBLIC: SERVICE 

. . . pleasant working conditions . . . pleasant neighbors and Provides excellent 

pleasant surroundings — all of these factors are important. Cadet Training Courses 
for the following departments: 

One of the outstanding gas and electric utilities in the country, 

Public Service Electric and Gas Company, is fully aware of these ELECTRIC OPERATING 

problems which face you as an undergraduate. 

GAS OPERATING 

THE GARDEN STATE SALES ENGINEERING 

The Company operates in New Jersey, known as the Garden State. COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT 

New Jersey offers everything for gracious living; mountains and sparkling 

beaches for recreation; New York and Philadelphia for cultural and enter- 

tainment flings; in effect, all the advantages of suburban living with urban (Lr 

conveniences. You would be wise to consider working for Public Service. l Public Service Electric and Gas Company ») 

| Room 2152A, 80 Park Place, Newark 1, N. J. 

| Please send me literature on New Jersey | 
CLIP THE COUPON AND FIND OUT MORE 5 and job opportunities with Public Service. ! 

The Company has literature available describing its opera- Nag | 

tions, as well as additional information about the state’s [mR a | 

vacation opportunities. For your copies, please use the : College___ 

coupon at the right. tL Mew) 

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS CO., NEWARK 1, N. J. 
a 

nl 
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bea a : _ oS _— : eg G. Edward Gearhart was graduated from 
2 itanaiaan, 2 » - a : bf : the University of Delaware in June, 1956, 

= | —erati 7 oo cS 7 Le ie with a B.S. in chemical engineering, and 

. ; : 4 _ a is now working for his Ph.D. in chemical 
oe 4 : ro A , if ae a 3 engineering at Lehigh. At Delaware, he 
= | (2 . 4 f 4 was editor-in-chief of the yearbook, 

a 4 7 Vf - | — a | “Blue Hen,” active in sports and secre- 

Ed Gearhart asks: 

ul 7 ” . . 

What does Du Pont mean by “on-the-job” training? 

4% Denton Harris answers: 

Training is pretty much full-time at through all areas of the production The same on-the-job principle ap- 

DuPont, Ed. The main objective is cycle. In others, where the technical __ plies to new men in specialized fields 

to train men to reach their full capa- phases are more involved, he may of research, development or design . . . 

bilities as soon as possible. So we give spend time in a laboratory or devel- _ including daily contacts with super- 

the new man responsibility the day opment group before moving on to vision, frequent lectures, discussions 

he arrives, and increase it as oppor- _ production. and conferences. Periodic changes in 

tunities are available and he’s ready It works the same way in sales. The assignment, too. 

for more responsibility. graduate may first learn the labora- It’s carefully planned, individualized 

vhat’s the basic, guiding policy. But tory side of the products he’s going to _ training, Ed. We've found it’s the 
Du Pont has many departments. And sell, Or he may start right out on most effective way to broaden a man 
training has many facets. learning selling techniques. That all uickly. DuPont is a growing organ- 3 8 q q y: g % Og) 

In some plants, the college graduate depends on the products and markets _ ization. And men with leadership po- 

being trained for supervision is moved involved. tential are always in demand. 8 r y 

————— ge a 

Denton B. Harris joined Du Pont’s Engi- Are you interested in research work? 
necring Research Laboratory in June, About 2000 Du Pont scientists and some 
1952. after completing work for an M.S. 3500 other employees are now engaged 
in civil engineering at the University of in research. Laboratory facilities of the 
Massachusetts. He’s currently working highest quality are available at the = 
on an unusual project—a broad study of DuPont Experimental Station near EUS PAL OFF 
the philosophy ‘of design. The objective Wilmington, and elsewhere throughout BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
is to learn more about people’s design the country. Full information about re- THR 
preferences. and the trends behind new search work at DuPont is given in aa OQUGH: CHEMISTRY 
concepts in industrial design. This new “Du Pont Research.” Write for your copy 
assignment came after Denton gained of this free booklet to E. I. du Pont de Watch "Du Pont Theater” on Television 

several years of experience in various Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2507C Nemours 
kinds of civil engineering at Du Pont. Building, Wilmington. Delaware. 

4 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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just thinking 

Chemical progress is autoclaves, test tubes, distillation towers things have to be proved. It takes more thinking. The think- 

. . . hydrocarbons, heterocyclic compounds . . . processes, ing never stops. And so chemical progress never stops. It’s 

polymerizations, products. that way at Koppers. 

But mostly, chemical progress is thinking . .. men think- 

ing. Little men, big men, medium size men . . . in lab coats, You can be one of these men, think- 74 oo 
business suits, overalls... all of them, always, thinking. ing. Youcan create some ofthechem-  § ‘ _ 

Thinking up new products . . . new ways to make chem- ical progress that’s made at Koppers. ‘ ian: 
icals and new ways to use them. Thinking up more comfort, The products are many . . . the oppor- x J Ls 

more convenience, better health, for everyone. tunities myriad. Consider a career 4 ns as 

Always, the old things have to be improved, and the new with Koppers; send the coupon today. aaa | 

ea Ce  — 
i ‘ { Koppers Company, Inc 
LY te : Industrial Relations Manager 
tl K eo PPERS ! Dept. C-47, Koppers Building 
|| KOPPERS||| | | Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania 
| L 

ow J CHEMICALS | Please send the 24-page brochure entitled “Your Career at Koppert.” 

Oe | School oes eoseseeeseeseeeeseeseseecsesenensieeeesencees 

[ Address 2.0... c ccc e cence eee e eee ee eee eee eneeaes 

| City oo c eee eee eee SMO eee ee ee 
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A frank statement about the 
F e e e e 

uture in Field Engineering 

At first glance, Field Engineering may not seem to possessing today offer the rewards and opportunitics which are 

the potential and stature often associated with other engi- available to the Technical Liaison Engincers, Ficld Engi- 

necring activities. neers, Technical Training School Engineers, Technical 

Manuals Engineers, and Field Modifications Engincers 

At Hughes, however, nothing could be further from the who comprise the Field Service and Support Division. 

truth. 
Engineers and physicists selected for this highly respected 

Men who undertake the responsible task of evaluating phase of our activities at Hughes enjoy a number of dis- 
Hughes-produced military equipment in the field are in tinct advantages. These include generous moving and 
the enviable position of becoming thoroughly familiar travel allowances between present location and Culver 
with the complete design and operation of the advanced City, California. For three months before field assign- 

electronics systems involved. ments you will be training at full salary. During the 

és z va * : entire time away on assignments from Culver City, 
Essentially, Field Engineering embracesall phases ofsupport you'll receive a generous per diem allowance, in addi- 
required to assure maximum field performance of Hughes Gon.to your moving and travel expenses. Also, there 

armament control systems and guided missiles. E.E. and company-paid group and ‘hea leiainsGnance PeuPeIERE 

Physics peated selected for this highly ts plan, sick leave and paid vacations . . . and reimburse- 
respected phase of our engineering activities work with the J fs ses 2 A eo 

ae oes and airframe manufacturers at operational ae See IEA MACE On 

bases and plants in continental United States and overseas. 
E.E. or Physics graduates who feel they are qualified to 

The knowledge, background and experience so gained as- join the Field Engineering staff at Hughes are invited to 
sure unusual opportunities for more specialized develop- write for additional information about this exciting and 
ment in other divisions of the Research and Development rewarding opportunity to establish a challenging career in 
Laboratories at Hughes. In fact, few openings in engincer- electronics. Write to: 

SSS 

| HUGHES | THE WEST'S LEADER IN ADVANCED ELECTRONICS | | 

Lod 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

Scientific Staff Relations « Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California 

6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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ra Choose Westinghouse 
! for a rewarding future 

P - hCUdhYT hh You are making a tough 
rT... &  « os 
cl t~—‘<‘CiOiCRCSS decision ... 
ei Ne ee 
ie | where shall I start my career 

| eee ... which company offers 
AT Senge s TA me the best future?” 

i ") 4, 4 | f i? ae Your whole career can be 
Weare and dag f Tl 6 

iT Pee ceeet 1 E | affected by your decision, so 
ny | 1 is , choose carefully. 
i f.. Barr 4 i ‘ . 
ehh” a We sincerely believe you 

r, ee a= ( *% choosing Westinghouse, a 
or At a pgp ca iad company where big and excit- 
Le eee vy 4 ing things are happening. 
ea ats Here you can work with 

: men who are outstanding 

leaders in fields such as: 
. ’ 

Atomic PowER 

A u @ AUTOMATION 
a se JET-AGE METALS ~ ew) se 
~ ne ‘ LarGE POWER EQUIPMENT 

& ie 

4 os RapaR 
a SEMICONDUCTORS 
2 { ELECTRONICS 

. CHEMISTRY 
Paul Halpine, University of Pittsburgh ‘41, atomic engineer for Westinghouse, checking the 
operations of a model of the first nuclear reactor for the nation’s first full-scale atomic and dozens of others 
power plant being built by Westinghouse for the AEC and the Duquesne Light Company. 

You will have an opportunity to work with a company can pick a career in the industry of your choice . . . in 
that is having spectacular growth in many fields... the type of work you prefer, and in plants, sales offices 
giving you room to grow. and laboratories from the Atlantic to the Pacific. And, 

We value our engineers highly, for we know our you can study for advanced degrees at Company 
growth has been due largely to the high caliber of expense. 
engineering personnel we have succeeded in attracting. These are just a few of many reasons why you should 
Their development into scientists and managers has choose Westinghouse. If you want more information, 
resulted in dynamic and progressive planning and ask your Placement Officer for our booklets, or phone 
policies. or write the Westinghouse interviewer, or Educational 

We help you apply your training to industry. You Coordinator named below. 

i Mr. C. W. Mills 
@ I Regional Educational Co-ordinator 

e S t 1 n ou S e | Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
| P.O. Box B 
| Chicago 9, Illinois 
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TT IS ABOUT the time of year when engineer- climate of a corporation dedicated to what GM 
ing seniors sit down to some serious thinking President Harlow H. Curtice recently called, 

about their futures. “The inquiring mind.” 

For now is the time when they must start to I’ YOU FEEL these advantages can do for you 
decide which company they would like to join. what they’ve done for thousands of engineers 

And now is the time when they must begin who have carved richly rewarding careers with 

taking definite steps toward joining it. GM-—now is the time to take steps. 
envied 4 > thos 1h Sheik If you believe that you have a great deal to offer 

S voblom heme ke Be EROBE a , 8 over lor General Motors in return—now is the time to let 
eae em—here is some interesting news for us'know: 

i oe — RSs meres : Frcs. S A STARTER, why not see your Placement 

ce eet outed ries; AAC Otier his very weak? Ahm to put you 
Aelds : oO eee ° in touch with the GM College Representative. 

¢ GM offers you the untold advantages of its Or-write us directly. 
nearly boundless facilities and resources — SURE @ 8 & RGRUSISRLS 8 8 SIRES § 8 BUSES! © © SUSLSUGLS ¢ & isiRg 

including the fabulous new GM Technical Center. : : 
_ . : GM positions now available : 

sondliy © programs to help you grow profes- : in these fields : 

a : —in GM Divisions throughout th t : 
e Increasing responsibilities to match your : ” Pen TOME LETY : 
growing talents. : MECHANICAL ENGINEERING : 

e Rewards in line with your achievements. : CHEMICAL ENGINEERING : 
: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING : 

e The chance to work closely with some of : CNDUSTRIAT: ENGINEERING : 

America’s finest engineering minds in one of : METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING : 
GM's 34 lecentraived manufacturing divisions, : ABBONAUGICAT, ENGINEERING : 

plants in cities. < 7 

e Most especially, GM offers you the creative Jie S53 RRDING ¢ 6 6 SIN WII © 8 9 SOIR £ ¢ PRONE 9 * eS 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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-. . Imagineers FS CF ~~ 
-2=——eme whe Pe ONT 

WRITE for your copy of A Career for You With Alcoa 

Aluminum is where the excitement is. New uses, new designs, © 0°" | Aluminum Company of America 
more metal being produced than ever before. Tomorrow will YF Segre | 1825 Alcoa Building 

be even better. Maybe you’ve seen Alcoa’s Forecast ads in fs el pi . s CRETE. Pittsburgh 19, P 1 
Time, Saturday Evening Post, The New Yorker. re | “me “mes 

The men who will make this forecast come true are in ‘5 Ce Please send me a copy of A Career for You With 
college today. Perhaps it’s the man who sits next to youin Eales 4 Alcoa. 
Advanced Phys Met or Machine Analysis or Heat Power “gir = a :, 
Design or Chem Engineering Kinetics or Marketing or Cost & NAME 
Accounting. Or maybe it’s you. | i KODRESS. 

If you have that extra spark of imagination .. . creativity OO 
...adventurousness . . . take the first step: see your Place- ANY NS pn ag nyc 
ment Director or write for your copy of Alcoa’s Career 

Guide. It tells an exciting story ... of the future of the CO 
young Imagineers who join up with the men who built the DEGREE 

aluminum business. OT 

igi ALCOA HOUR DATE OF GRADUATION. 
Pi) TELEVISION'S FINEST LIVE DRAMA 
(A) ALTERNATE SUNDAY EVENINGS 

APRIL, 1957 9



During the | Oth CEN | UR H 

GR, this cumbersome machine 

Tia ae set the pace in large pumping units 
Hh Md Any J 

ly a rai “ig 'YYPICAL of the massive pumping units that pre- 

i [LS VAY ean K vailed during the late years of the nineteenth century, 
: ee Tw this machine supplied water to a New England munici- 

— pl : : . ; 
aed BUY pee pality. Of formidable appearance, it was considered 

= icc | ie the sensation of its day. 

We ees Fe 
SERGE tr 1 ee | I L Re 

+49 
| ODA it’s the modern BOILER FEED PUMP 

... marking another milestone 
in pump development by Ingersoll-Rand 

In power plants throughout the | = aaa CU ce | 
country, modern Ingersoll-Rand F! eta = @ “ee 
boiler feed pumps are being speci- é>) a Whi v a a i H i 7 — 
fied again and again to meet the fg me | ea a eee a a a l= i 

increasing demand for heavy-duty [i ak at QT bs : / a. all ayy ba aA | seen 
high-pressure service. These trim, i | aes a a Coy | Ge, A 3 ( 

compact multi-stage pumps, of the ne bas st | H ~ “ | Hees ied Fall a) QAO 

i 2 -casi - Pe a er etN solid forged steel barrel-casing de stated as er: oy = bs ay) Y ; 

sign, are delivering trouble-free per- mr | | aa. Et Mee ce 

formance with sustained efficiency [—al RM aaa! Te ta oe ee (one | + 
for pressures from 1000 to 6500 psi feemumem 9 (i = 7 hi i? 
and capacities up to 2800 gpm. —rr— = — ee : 

If you’d rather help make indus- .:—=—_—s . : 

trial history than read about it, - : — . : 

why not look into the fine job op- : 

portunities available with Ingersoll- 

Rand. For further information, 

contact your Placement Office or I 11-R d 
write Ingersoll-Rand. ngerso an 10-557 

11 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. 

COMPRESSORS + BLOWERS - GAS & DIESEL ENGINES - PUMPS « VACUUM EQUIPMENT - AIR & ELECTRIC TOOLS + MINING & CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
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Norton people can’t get into a daily- Norton is now extending its product the Director of Personnel, Norton 

grind frame of mind, because days lines far beyond those classifications. Company, Worcester 6, Massachu- 
are no more alike than lightning and Exciting new materials born in setts. Ask him for the new illustrated 
lightning bugs. As the world’s leading Norton furnaces are carrying Norton brochure, “Your Future at Norton.” 
producer of grinding wheels, grind- men and women deep into the fields 

ing machines and other. abrasive of jet propulsion, atomic energy and 

products, Norton has an astonish-  rocketry. NORTON 
ingly various list of customers — and Square pegs looking for square 

diva wo ae all is what makes the holes and round pegs looking for ABRASIVES 
ays so. diberents round holes need not apply. Pegs in ‘ 

Norton doesn’t serve just one in- holes can never meet the challenges Galaking better products . °° 
dustry — or two or even ten. It serves of each new day at.Norton. Pegs in to make your products better 
virtually all industry, and industry all _ holes also have a way of losing their ; 
over the world. identities — something that will NORTON PRODUCTS Abrasives, «| Grinding Wheels 

And, as though supplying the "°Y*T happen to you at Norton. Pe horenra Stoners Beton Tapec 
world with abrasives and grinding If the Norton Company sounds U.S.A. + Canada * South Africa England * France 

: ‘ : : Germany © Australia * Northern Ireland © Argentina 
machines were not challenge enough, _ like your kind of company, write to Broil 
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The proof of the planning isin the finished = . 
plans. That's why you're smarttouseKagle : : 

i TURQUOISE--the pencil the professionals : j | 

prefer. Look what it gives you: Uniform grading | 
. sg: ee io © 4 : (17 scientific formulas guarantee exactly the co “ | 

' blackness you want—from every pencil, every : i 

i time!). A strong non-crumbling needle point ' 

| that stays sharp for line after long line of © ~~ = ; 7 i 

unchanging width. Inimitable smoothness— 2 
thanks to Eagle’s exclusive “Electronic” graphite. i 

es a TURQUOISE makes your plans look sharp— 2s Uwe 

and you, too! _ ~, .. 

| WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE Turquoise wood Oe 
| pencil and Cleantex Eraser, naming this magazine 2. a | 

—or buy any of these drawing instruments from -. . : A - | 

your favorite dealer. ¢ y / a a y : 

- —  .. grr—is@sss—sS 
ee oo ghlhlU 2 

—_ ee "Sones EAGLE “CHEM xSEALED” TURQUOISE DRawincs EE 
~ ee | 

* TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS: With 100% ®’'Electrouic’” graphite. 17 grade: , 6B through 9H. a 
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mmm eo re 2 > | a= 

| ————1_-£,£; ool eyes aco 

| © TURQUOISE CLEANTEX ERASER: TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS: Fit any standard holder. Grades SB through 9H. | | DS: Fit any stan Ider. Gra ES Super-soft, non-abrasive rubber. |.  . 

i @ TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold an i oa oa : j : y grade of Turquoise lead-—so firmly that lead cannot be pressed back. 

i : ee _ | : a _ e 
| —. — , J yum PENCI 3 
| ® Tf amg FENCILS, i @igl@ m_ LEADS AND 

| are the largest-selling in the United States! 

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY + NEW YORK «© LONDON TORONTO MEXICO + SYDI ‘yo: BOGOTA 
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There was McOat, stuck in the sand, while the boat rewarding careers, making fullest use of their abili 
moved on to interesting new horizons. Every day of ties to arrive at those interesting new horizons. 
tandi tchi iti im j ‘ ‘ = aah alana ad and waiting, left him just a Such engineers have helped us develop many dis- 

. tinguished automotive firsts, including push-button 
McOat was an engineer with imagination, train- driving ... the first practical automotive gas turbine 

ing and talent. Off to a bad start. Stuck where he .-.and many others, all the way back to all-steel 
couldn’t make fullest use of what he had. body construction and hydraulic brakes. Now they 

. ; . are helping us pioneer beyond the automotive hori- Fortunately, this wasn’t fatal for him. It was zon in the fields of atomic power and solar energy. merely discouraging, costly and wasteful. 
. . . . We'd like you to have the facts about an engi- 

. And, as he discovered, there ps a bright side to neering career at Chrysler Corporation. Whatever this picture for all engineers of his capabilities. your particular field may be—research, metallurgi- 
Creative imagination and talent are exactly the cal, chemical, electrical or mechanical—we will 

qualities most wanted at Chrysler Corporation. Engi- gladly give you a complete run-down on the oppor: 
neers here enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that tunities awaiting you. 
they’re on the boat from the beginning . . . enjoying Just drop a card or letter to: 

Mr. L. C. Bettega, Technical Personnel Recruitment 

CHRYSLER Corporation 

ENGINEERING Division 
> P.O. BOX 1118 » DETROIT 31, MICHIGAN 

° ‘- 
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* 3 A Douglas engineer lives here 
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Douglas career now! | re. nN ASS 

Douglas has many things to offer the career- | gs seen emthien  4 

...there’s the stimulating daily contacts with ial ©: 

men who have designed and built some of the Be NF cia ses ig ao. So, _ 

world’s finest aircraft and missiles! i ae — Ce 

...there’s enough scope to the Douglas opera- and you'll be in both the income level and geo- 

tion so a man can select the kind of work he _ &*@Phical location to enjoy life to its full. 

likes best! Brochures and employment applications are 

..-there’s security in the company’s $2 Billion available at your college placement office. 

backlog of military and commercial contracts! For further information about opportunities with 

...and there’s every prospect that in 10 years Douglas in Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long 

you'll be where you want to be professionally, Beach, Calif. and Tulsa, Okla., write today to: 

_ DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 

© icc & C. C. LaVene, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd. 

Santa Monica, California 

poucias (@*———- = 2 
\ a G_— First in Aviation 
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Arne Steivang and Charles Baumann of Federal Bakery Co., Winona, Minnesota, receive engineering service and 

product data from Stan Nelson (left), of Standard Oil, to help keep maintenance costs low on Federal’s truck fleet. 

How to write a success story 

‘ Sran.ey NELSON, automotive engineer, istyp- _ intelligent analysis of a problem in his field 

. ical of many young men we like to tell about may either improve our service to a valued 

in the Standard Oil organization. He keeps customer or help us to secure a new one. 

. proving to be the right man in the right job as__. He likes to keep moving, too, and he’s done 

he advances with us. that. He held several sales positions in 

Stan likes engineering, of course. He grad- Minnesota and attended Standard’s intensive 

uated from the University of Minnesota witha Sales Engineering School in Chicago before 

B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1950. _ being promoted to his present position in which 

He likes people. He especially likes to get he works out of the Mason City, Iowa, divi- 

into business problems with them where he and __ sion office. 

his company can help. Truck maintenance, As men like Stanley Nelson earn their way 

lubrication, and fuel consumption are big items upward in our organization we have frequent 

to fleet operators, large and small, who have openings for ambitious college men to follow 

found that help from Stan pays off—for them. them. You might find a career in engineering, 

And he likes selling. He functions frequently —_ research or sales with this stable and progres- 

as a key man for the sales department. His sive company rewarding, too. 

; A 
Standard Oil Company (stanparp 

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois I 
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«On economy in national defense 

“The widespread belief that there is an inherent conflict cally equivalent to the choice which minimizes the cost 

of interest between those who put national security first of attaining that capability. Moreover, the weapon 

on the one hand and the taxpayer and his cost-conscious characteristics so chosen are typically similar at different 

representatives on the other is simply erroneous — except budget levels. In these circumstances economy and mili- 

when the level of the national security budget is at issue. tary effectiveness are not opposing objectives to be com- 

Once the budget level has been fixed, the choice of promised; they are different but equivalent aspects of the 

weapons which maximizes our military capability is logi- same national objective.” 

~Charles Hitch, Head of the Economics Division 

THE RAND CORPORATION sanra MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
. A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 

e 
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Sold Through Plumbing, Heating and Industrial Distributors Re ae ty ee ed load : 
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If you will put 

a Jenkins Valve, 

bu creeyeaventcseCelXOMBKOyMm Oley 

; se PMALa LE Dams cma LCoy 

on the worst place 

you can find — 

where you cannot keep 

other valves tight — 

and if it is not perfectly tight 

or it does not hold steam, oil, acids, 

water or other fluids. longer 

than any other valve, 

you may return it and your money 

will be refunded. 

This famous Fair Offer, 
which has appeared 
in every Jenkins catalog since 1869, 
gives the buyer of Jenkins Bronze, Iron and Steel Valves 
a unique assurance of dependability. 
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"7 EDITOR 
Do We Deserve To Be Ninth In The Nation? 

In a recent survey conducted by the Chicago Tribune, the University of Wisconsin ranked ninth in the 
country on an overall basis. If the Engineering School has a comparative rating over other technical schools | 
am afraid that I would have to question the validity of the survey. Certainly the caliber of instructors at this 
institution has been on the downgrade during the last few years. Instructors and teaching assistants have been 
added in large numbers while the permanent staff has decreased to alarmingly low sizes. A recent example of this 
was shown in the Engineering Mathematics Committee report of March 25, 1957. Here are a few excerpts. 

1. Currently, mathematics instruction is given by about 11 professors, 4 instructors, and about 60 teaching 
assistants. 

2. The permanent mathematics staff has decreased in the past 5 years. 
3. The freshman and sophomore engineering courses (Math. 51, 52, 102a, and 102b) are being taught by 

teaching assistants only. If no correction to this situation is made, the Department plans to use teaching 
assistants for instruction in Math. 111 (differential equations) next year. Moreover, they are contem- 
plating employing undergraduates as teaching assistants. 

4. The teaching assistants are admittedly not adequately supervised. This is the natural consequence of 
the high teaching assistant-to-professor ratio, and the fact that the senior staff is engaged in other essen- 
tial duties and maintaining a certain amount of research. At the present time, the professor in charge of 
the assistants can only handle complaints. 

Other similar examples are apparent to anybody who has been following an engineering course. 
The result of this shift in teaching load has produced results that draw comments from students such as: 

“How can I understand the material when I can’t understand what the instructor is saying?” 
“My instructor doesn’t have enough knowledge and experience to .............” 
“This instructor knows nothing about teaching techniques and he always speaks in a monotone, usually 

to the blackboard.” 

These comments point out the following deficiencies in Engineering teaching. 
1. Inability of instructors to communicate effectively because of language barriers or poor speach tech- 

niques. 

2. Lack of knowledge on the part of instructors who are primarily undergraduate or graduate students 
who teach part time. 

3. Lack of preparation. Use of stereotyped agendas including the giving of stereotyped assignments to 
students which seem to encourage plagarism. 

Who is to blame for this? First, increases in enrollment have brought on the need for more instructors. 
Industry has been making top offers to permanent staff people and has been successful in luring them away from 
the school. The State Legislature has not provided sufficient funds to the University to allow them to compete 
salary-ways with industry. The departments seem to be hiring far too many people with no teaching experience, 
including an increasing number of foreign people, some of whom can hardly speak English. A common joke 
around the M. E. building is that if we see a foreign student we can lay down pretty good odds that he is a 
graduate student in Mechanical Engineering. 

What is the solution? The college could limit enrollment to fit the teaching facilities. This would be an exact 
reversal to industry and their drive to recruit more technically trained people. Some type of limit that would be 
compromising is necessary. Industry in their drive for technical people will have to be called on to further subsidize 
educational institutions. More discretion should be used by department heads in signing up instructors to teach 
undergraduate courses. Instructors who do not fulfill their obligation to teach the subject manner properly should 
be dropped from the staff and not kept on, teaching in a hap-hazard fashion, until they finish their graduate 
work. 

In the very near future this problem will reach a head. Enrollments are expected to go up by leaps and 
bounds in the next couple of years and industry will continue to draw the top professors. Unless the University 
of Wisconsin starts on the road to recovery in the next year or two, the schools obligation to the country as a 
whole will be sadly unfulfilled. —R.F.S. 

Dual-mounted J-47 jet engines on a 

B-45 Bomber at General Electric’s Flight 
Test Center, Schenectady, New York. 
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j Ya at * ua" supersonic BOMARC guided missile weapon 
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iJ . Ff Consult your Placement Office, or write: 

/ JOHN C. SANDERS 
bee Engineering Personnel Administrator 
pe | Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle 24, Washington 

fi a | : FRED B. WALLACE, 

, i Chief Personnel Engineer 
q : Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita 1, Kansas 
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Aviation leadership since 1916 
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; ; ? Engineering? Or IMAGINEERING: 

Many capable engineers are perfectly radar, computers, microwaves and gun- will visit your school. In the meantime, 

content to go through life doing routine fire control systems. get more of the Sperry story by writing 

jobs over and over again. Frankly, such " A career with Sperry offers many direct to J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope 

engineers wouldn’t be interested in advantages. Good pay, of course. The Company, Section 1BS5. 

Sperry—and Sperry wouldn’t be inter- opportunity to participate in the really Sperry engineer tests hydraulic servo 

ested in them! important developments of these criti- valves for high temperature service on 
= Engineering, at Sperry, requires a cal times—working with the acknowl- jet engines. 

combination of fine technical training edged leaders in their fields. Your choice 

plus imagination — the desire to help of location at Sperry plants in Long 
solve anticipated problems of the future Island, Florida, California, Virginia and 

and pioneer in new methods and devel- Utah—close to excellent colleges where GYROSCOPE COMPANY 

opments. You can see the results of you can get advanced training with Great Neck, New York 
: : : : 5 . yep oo 7 Division of SperryRandCorporation 

such “imagineering” in the impressive Sperry paying your full tuition. 
list of Sperry “firsts” in such exciting = Your Placement Office will tell you SCertes paneteautabuus ee neon: EBEREO EVAGECORE 
fields as missiles, inertial guidance, the times when Sperry representatives COMPANY OF CANADA, .7p., MONTREAL, QUEBEC 
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For ages men have prized diamonds. They have collected them, studied 

them, smuggled them, stolen them, fought wars over them, and invented 

legends about them. In times past, the diamond has been valued mostly 

as a gem. Today, however, it is as highly valued for its use in industry in 

the cutting, grinding, and polishing of hard materials. Modern technology 

could hardly do without it. The distinguishing feature of diamond that 

makes it so useful is that it is by far the hardest material in the world. 

by Kenneth Joslin che’58 

When in February, 1955, the General Electric Com- By X-ray analysis it has been proven that diamond 

pany displayed the first man-made diamonds, they cli- crystallizes in a cubic system with each atom placed in 

maxed nearly 125 years of effort in this field. Often the center of four other atoms that are arranged about 

during this period, as a result of wishful thinking, self it at the corners of a regular tetrahedron, Graphite 

deception, fraud and even chance, many claims of — crystallizes in layers, having a pattern similar to that 

successful diamond synthesis have appeared, but at of diamond; however, these layers are separated by 

present only G.E.’s claim is accepted as valid. comparatively large intervals. 

Now that this cra of scientific endeavor is over it is The primary historical claims of successful diamond 

perhaps of interest to briefly survey some historical and formation were made by J. B. Hannay and Henri 

theoretical aspects of the problem. Moissan. Many other scientists attempted to produce 

In 1797, Smithson Tennant laid the basis for diamond diamonds with previously successful methods and 
synthesis when he showed that diamonds were an ele- through their own methods. However, in this article 

mentary form of carbon. He did this by igniting pure they will be mentioned only with respect to Hannary 

diamonds in pure oxygen and obtaining carbon dioxide and Moissan’s methods. Theoretical work in the field 

with no residue, as is the case with pure carbon. A of thermodynamics, such as that by Willard Gibbs, 

physical property of diamond that is also very impor- combined with the research of P. W. Bridgman and 

tant is its specific gravity, which equaled 3.51 while G.E.’s physists really made diamond synthesis possible. 
graphite (which is, of course, the crystalline form of J. B. Hannay’s attempt to produce diamonds was one 
carbon) equaled 2.25. of the earliest and most widely discussed. He felt that 
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A photomicrograph showing diamonds made in the GE Research Laboratory by the Hall-Wentorf process. 

if he could compress graphite to the point that its the British Museum, a display labeled “Hannay’s Dia- 
specific gravity equaled that of diamonds it would ac- mond” and through X-ray analysis the particles were 

tually be a diamond. To obtain the high pressure neces- proven to be diamonds of a rare variety. Bannister and 

sary he placed hydrocarbons (primarily light paraffin), Mrs. Lonsdale felt that it was unlikely that in an at- 
“bone oil” (probably pyridine) and lithium in a wrought tempted fraud such a rare variety of diamonds would 

iron tube which he sealed on both ends. By heating the have been used. Lord Rayleigh and others, however, 

tube to red heat Hannay felt extreme pressures would — pointed out known instances of bad faith by Hannay 

result due to the expanding liquids. which proved Hannay to be dishonest. As a result of 
When 77 of the 80 tubes he used exploded under his bad reputation and the inability to duplicate his 

these conditions he felt sure that the remaining three results Hannay’s claim is generally belived to have 

had experienced sufficient pressure to produce dia- been fraudulent, 
monds (Actually it is estimated that a pressure of 2,000 Henri Moissan, who invented the electric furnace, 

to 3,000 atmospheres could be obtained in this man- also attempted diamond synthesis on the basis of high 

ner.) When Hannay found particles in the three unex- pressure. His method involved heating iron and sugar 

ploded tubes having the specific gravity of diamond he charcoal to white heat and then cooling suddenly. He 

concluded that his synthesis was successful. predicted high pressures in the mass on the assumption 

At first, Hannay’s claim met with wide acceptance, that on cooling, the exterior of the mass hardened and 

when the London Times published the news. Then, contracted, while the inner core expanded. Of course 

other scientists reported that they were unable to re- it is now known that both inner and outer layers con- 

produce Hannay’s results and the claim became ques- tract on cooling and therefore the high pressure he as- 

tioned. sumed was non-existent. 

In 1943, Hannay’s synthesis was strengthened when When Moissan dissolved the solid obtained, he dis- 

F. A. Bannister and Kathleen Lonsdale discovered, in covered particles having a specific gravity of 3.51, 
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ro F objects fall from higher to lower positions under the 
— — se influence of gravity. 

, aa — ‘ ae Gibbs derived a mathematical equation that ex- 
yo ‘ —* — y ey, pressed thermodynamic potential in terms of specific 
e ; : Ps. 29a, = heat, thermal expansion, and other measurable prop- 
a e ee i re . erties of materials. On the basis of this equation, Gibbs _ oe — f predicted that graphite is more stable than diamond at 
‘= : ; ae RG normal temperature and pressure. At higher tempera- 
— ‘ <y —_— J ture and pressure Gibbs assumed diamond would be- 
_ Se one come the most stable phase. 
oe pie ial pee Of course, to get the results predicted, theoretically 
ee ¥ ite ree it is necessary to have the compounds present under 
fe eg , os. ideal conditions (i.e., they are present in the elementary 

ie a aed ce ‘ a eee form.) Since this is not generally the case, the rule does 
a _ es aah Hat 3 a - | not say the transformation must occur, but simply that 
a 7 J x — oe it can occur. This explains the failure of diamond to 

oo Sa Oh = a become graphite at room temperature and atmospheric 
- a NG Pe eee 2 _ Te pressure as is theoretically dictated. 

re “ae mm, aa = In 1938, R. S. Jessup and F. D. Rossini, working for 
, — ba oe the U. S. Bureau of Standards, extended Gibbs’ work 
a F - by publishing data that indicated with fair certainty 

8 , 2. oe the thermodynamic limits between the graphite and 
. ee diamond phase. Their experiments located the points 

a a a : “0 where the thermodynamic potential of graphite is just 

iis clatr about Yen dlmetr i common of.4 greater than tht of diamond for temperatures up t 
historic stones were presented to the Smithsonian on a plaque, 1000° C. At temperatures greater than 1000° C they 
surrounded by 100 carats of man-made industrial diamonds. extrapolated estimates. The data they obtained are in- 

which he determined were diamonds. In the attempts dicated by the blue band On Figure LA band is used to verify Moissan’s claim a great deal of confusion to indicate the limits of uncertainty in their experi- 

developed. First of all, the researcher would publish mental and extrapolated values. . 
an account of having successfully produced diamonds Perhaps the most extensive research on the synthesis 
in this way and then he'd retract his statement. One of of diamond through high pressure was carried out by 
the cases illustrating this uncertainty involved J. W. _ a Ne id 
Hershey, who was a professor at McPherson’s College wil + \ . 2 ed : re 
in Kansas. c . \ ae ee oe Vie a 

Around 1940, Hershey reported that his senior chem- Sok. ‘ele s ‘ \ _ Le U -—s cu 
istry class had successfully produced fifty diamonds, wW\ aN y Wy “ Laas / 
with the largest measuring 2.0 by 1.5 by 1.0 millimeter, iy \ 7 See whe \ s | | o bbs 
using Moissan’s method. Shortly after his initial claim es A a. NL al \ w 7 ue 
appeared, Hershey was misquoted by a German paper e i aN AN ‘ - | \ Cee 
as having retracted his original claim while actually he \ a S| : a i \ i |. 
was reporting on his inability to produce diamonds by \ % : ea i a) \ a : et 
another method. Hershey’s failure to have the mis- 4 ry ‘ : \ (a nt \ iS 
quote corrected has thrown considerable doubt on the ne ys We, 7 w \ \ \ : a dl 
validity of his initial claim that his class had repro- & 2c\c- _ s 7 weal a7 | a ; 
duced Moissan’s results. Ge 4 oe oe jiegen if ag dew f / 

In addition to the uncertainty of the ability to re- 5 "lly ol We) ee : aay ae - : He 

produce Moissan’s results, doubt was thrown on. this ‘eae S . W Ne a Vv 1 ) : ‘ } ii 

method when Moissan’s widow told how one of her 4 ye \ \ WG : oT 
husband's assistants had deceived him. It seems the f e \ EGE. at) a Ik 
assistant inserted diamonds in the product to satisfy 7 *Y PEAY ied . Mee =e i) a ih 
Moissan and thereby conclude the tedious experimenta- ON (7. ie ag Sy MM ‘ \ 7 q i 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, Willard Gibbs igs se YY ae i” a L | . 
work in thermodynamics gave a theoretical basis for >> <7 is in“ i yy ar] A i . 
the graphite to diamond transformation. It is theoreti- Pua aS BasSMiieeeer, , : f com> a 
cally known that a body tends to go from a state of A 1000-ton press for achieving high pressures (100,000 
high thermodynamic potential to one of lower thermo- atmnosn heres oF 1:6 ‘million pounds: iper square inch {psi}). § . is is the apparatus in which man-made diamonds were first 
dynamic potential in a manner analogous to the way _ produced. 
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In the photo above, the man-made diamonds are separated into grades according to usual industrial classifi- 

cations. The plastic container is approximately three and one-half inches in diameter. 

P. W. Bridgman at Harvard University. The red line and pressure sufficiently he would reach the point 

on Figure 1 indicates the pressure-temperature range where this transformation occurred completely, and at 

made possible through his research. higher temperature and pressure the graphite to dia- 

It will be noted from the illustration that Dr. Bridg- mond transformation would begin. On the basis of this 

man developed pressures near room temperatures that assumption General Electric’s Carboloy Department, 

were well above those theoretically necessary for dia- Norton Company and Carborundum Company spon- 

monds to form. However, he did not obtain any dia- sored Bridgman in a five year research program, 

mond. This Dr. Bridgman decided was due to the low During this five-year period he tried both external 

temperature causing insufficient agitation to break and internal methods of heating the graphite. The ex- 

down the graphite lattice and give the elementary par- ternal heating was dropped since due to rapid cooling 

ticles necessary for the rules of thermodynamics to it was impossible to operate in the desired temperature 

hold. On the basis of this he decided to work at higher range. For internal heating Bridgman developed a 

temperature. stepped up thermite type reaction that made possible 

In an attempt to determine the temperature and simultaneous temperature of 3000° C and at pressures 

pressure necessary for the transformation to occur, of 30,000 atmospheres for a few seconds. 

P. W. Bridgman decided to attack the problem from a Despite the high temperature and pressure no dia- 

new angle, In earlier experimentation he had observed _monds were formed, but Dr. Bridgman did learn that 

that at atmospheric pressure and 1500° C the trans- _ his basic assumption was correct. He observed that at 

formation of diamond to graphite began to occur. this temperature and pressure the transformation from 

Bridgman assumed that by increasing the temperature (Continued on page 80) 
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An analysis of one method of man’s campaign to 

keep comfortable—Why radiant heating is better. 

by Stephen D. Perry m’57 

Ever since civilization began, man has been con- The body has other methods of disposing heat, but 

fronted with the problem of heating his home. Until these are negligible. With the heat dissipated as men- 

Ben Franklin arrived on the scene and invented the — tioned, the body temperature will remain at a normal 

stove, man had to be contented with the fireplace, 98.6° F. 

which was notorious for warming one side excellently If it is assumed that a body is subjected to an en- 

“ a somal noglacting the omer. ‘dine th vironment of normal conditions, such as 70° F. air tem- 
oday there are several methods of providing the seem a or ‘anh aravld 

body with the proper heat to veined comfortable. ae a0 pes cent relative nee ni direct radi- 

These are convections currents evaporation, exhala- Ant HezBOg, nO ai cuments, tat a ovina dis fe oe on > ably clothed, and that the heat dissipation is in ac- 
tion, and radiation. cordance with the preceding table, then, under these 

Convection currents are generated on the principle conditions, the body would be comfortable, feeling 
that hot air rises and cold air descends. The establish- Hieithex heat-nor cold. 

ment to be heated would have warm air circulating up ; . 

and cold air circulating down throughout the room. Now, if the Suyironinent should change so that the 

Exhalation is the expenditure of heat in the air that is body can no longer radiate heat at 190 BTU per hour, 
exhaled through the nose or mouth. Evaporation is a the body temperature would either go up or down. To 
cooling process. As water evaporates from a surface, counteract this condition, the body would either begin 
it cools the surface. Radiation is the principle of the to perspire, for cooling, or the blood vessels near the 

heat traveling a straight line from its source until it is surface of the skin would expand to release more heat. 
absorbed by an object. This is the same manner in Both of these conditions are automatic and can cause 

which ‘the sun’s heat-is transferred. to the ‘earth, an uncomfortable sensation in the body. It is the pur- 

The minimum normal heat developed by the body — PSe of proper heating or cooling of a building to elim- 

approximates 500 BTU per hour. Of this amount, 109 mate these uncomfortable sensations. 
BTU are used in maintaining the body and making re- The heating systems that employ either hot air cir- 
pairs. The remaining 400 BTU have to be dissipated; culation or the use of the radiator generate convection 
otherwise the body would overheat, exactly as would currents to maintain the desired temperature. This 

an internal combustion engine. Under normal condi- method has a tendency to take effect after the body’s 
tions, nature maintains a proper balance in accordance automatic system of perspiration or expanding of the 
with the following table of heat dissipation: blood vessels has begun to operate. Until an  equili- 

190 BU per hour by radiation brium is established, there is a period of being uncom- 
110 BTU per hour by convection and evaporation fortable. On the other hand, if a radiant heating sys- 
100 BTU per hour by exhalation tem is used, this uncomfortable period is eliminated. 
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—All Photos Courtesy A. M. Beyers Co. 
A residential wrought iron pipe radiant heating installation. 

Radiant heating and cooling are directed toward the ble environment, consider the following example. The 

control of comfort by influencing the radiant component individual is standing within a space having an air 

of the body’s heat output rather than by adjusting the temperature of 75° F and a mean radiant temperature 

convection and evaporation elements to secure bodily of 65° F for the walls. Note that the air temperature is 

heat balance as is the method used by convectional higher than the wall temperature. This relation repre- 
systems. Hence, radiant heating is not simply another sents the normal comfort conditions with conventionl 

type of heating, but is a distinctly different method of heating systems, whereby the air in the room being 
providing comfort from any or all of the presently warmed is heated to an average temperature above 

known conventional methods. The prime difference be- the mean radiation temperature of the walls, which are 
ing that, in a radiant heating system, comfort can be assumed to have one side exposed to outdoor tempera- 
had independently of the air temperature. This is not tures lower than that required for comfort. 

true of any other method of heating, Another way of The body under this condition, will lose heat to the 

illustrating the difference between conventional meth- cool walls by radiation so that, to maintain bodily heat 

ods of heating and radiant heating resides in the fact balance, additional heat must be supplied to the body. 
that in all conventional methods the subject is present In this case, the heat is supplied by convection from 
in the space to be heated or cooled, or is immersed in the warm air, which must be heated sufficiently to 

the heating or cooling medium, the air. In a radiant properly warm the inside surface of the walls so that, 

system, the necessary effects are supplied or removed with the heat conducted to the body, comfort is 

by radiation independently, if necessary, of the air obtained. 

temperatures. Now consider this next example. In this case the air 
As an illustration of this subject of heat balance with temperature is 65° F and the mean radiant temperature 

respect to human beings within an enclosed controlla- is 75° F. This condition more closely approximates the 
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of ys : : ae 7 ou P = the nemanning distnibukion of temperature throughout 

A . a the room will be constant. 

pI . Radiant heating installations give greater comfort 

5 ae MRE? _— 4 @ than other heating systems to the occupants in the 

re ecg pine Fr yee _ h ated area owing to the improved temperature ree 

Ce z 27 es tionship and absence of noticeable air currents. The 

SRS al — i following examples will illustrate this, 

ree os ss oe SN Lets consider the direction of air currents and the 

ee . "Me Ur Aa approximate resulting temperatures within a room 

8 : oo i FELD ee - Any heated by conventional method with a concealed type 

Ss = ee . ree a of converter placed beneath the windows. With the 

a, a oe ee ae | it) 5 heat transfer surfaces of convectors at a temperature 

oe Saat i S 2 gene? ee approximating 180° F, air warmed to a temperature 

ee Za ah" yee — considerably above average will rise from the con- 

—— Wi eS AB ee eee ee = vectors and pass up in front of the windows, with the 

Ce ae a ee ee © result that air at maximum temperature will pass areas 

Photo showing completed U. of Maryland Student Activity of high heat conductivity exposed on the other side to 

Building, probably the first of its kind with a specifically de- low outdoor temperatures, resulting in a maximum rate 

signed radiant heating system: of heat loss at that point. The rising air will circulate 

natural outdoor relationship of air and radiant tempera- up to and along the ceiling and down toward the floor 

tures and hence gives a greater sense of comfort than at points most distant from the radiators. 

the previous condition explained, The same situation would prevail if a radiator were 
Consider now the condition that would exist in the used, whether it were heated by warm air or steam. 

same space with air temperature of 50° F and a mean It is almost impossible to eliminate convection currents 

radiant temperature of the same value. It is rather ob- when hot air or radiators are used to warm the room. 
vious that an individual exposed to these conditions Convection currents are undesirable because they can 
without proper clothing would soon become cold. How- deposit dust or germs throughout the whole area. 

ever, if the walls could be heated to a temperature of Consider the temperature and direction of radiation 

88° F, with a room temperature of 52° F, the individual that may be presumed to be present in a room radiantly 

would be comfortable. The heat loss by exhalation and jeated from the floor. 

convection would be made up by the increase in the Let’s compare that to the same condition existing in 

mean radiant temperature. These foregoing illustra- the room where use is made of the ceiling as the heat- 

fons should establish some of the advantages of radiant ing medium. 

reating. . : . oo. a 

As was pointed out before, radiant heat is the means Finally let's consider the direction of radiation and 

by which heat is transferred from the sun to the earth. enaciea currents when use is made of the Space 
This heat travels in straight lines, at the same speed below a window for installation of radiant heating. It 

as lightand div the, samé-manner must be remembered that every infinitesimal area of 

When the temperature of the ceiling, walls, floor, or the heat-transferring surface, such as the floor, wall, or 

any other object in a room is higher than the average ceiling, radiates heat in all directions to any surtace 

temperature of surrounding objects, heat is then trans- that is below the temperature of the radiant source. 

ferred to these areas by radiation, and also to a certain It is to be observed that in radiation, a temperature 
extent by convection. When a floor in a room is at a of 64° is assumed, and that the temperature is favor- 

temperature in excess of the surrounding air and ob- ably comparable to a temperature of 70° F. in a room 

jects, heat will be radiated from the floor to the other heated by convection currents. 

surfaces of the room and the temperature of these sur- In addition to the greater comfort obtainable with 

faces will be raised. At the same time, the air in con- radiant heating, there are other advantages concern- 

tact with the floor will be heated, and convection cur- ing mechanical construction and operation of the 
rents will begin. system. 

The relative percentages of heat transfer by radia- There is a great saving in floor space effected by 

tion and convection, with reference to ceiling, wall and the absence of radiators. If proper consideration is 
floor installation are given in the following table: given to the space lost by standard radiators, the cost 

Heat ‘Transfer Heat ‘Transfer for installing a radiant heating plant will be largely 
Type of Surface By Convection By Radiation offset by this saving. Considering this fact further, it 

Pléon 223 a soyee ue eSeNeR 50% 50% will be realized that space taken up by a radiator will 

Wall ve. c eee eee rene 43% 57% reduce the versatility of furniture arrangement. Even 

GOOMTINE so a ats te cant a0% 10% if concealed radiators with grills are used, furniture 
However, with the exception of the first 10” or 12” cannot be placed in front of these areas. All of these 

from the heated surface of the wall, floor or ceiling, difficulties are eliminated with radiant heating. 
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In this progress photo of early construction, the wrought iron piping for radiant heating the University of Maryland Student 

Activity Building is shown being installed. 

A further advantage of radiant heating resides in is particularly true if the building is a historical type, 

the fact that greater cleanliness in enclosed spaces is where the heating was originally by fireplaces and the 
obtained. This is because, with the lower temperature presence of radiators in such an environment would 

and greater areas involved in radiant heating, there be an architectural anachronism. 
are very low velocity convection currents to transmit Pipes and tubes are embedded in the wall, floor, or 

dust. The discoloration behind the radiators and above _ ceiling, in a radiant heating system. Hot water, steam, 

the radiators is not present with the radiant heating or hot air may be passed through the pipes to transfer 

installation. the heat energy from the fuel to the space to be heated. 
The cost of operating a radiant heating system is Of these three, hot water is the most effective, the 

less than that of conventional methods to the extent chief reason being the high thermal capacity of hot 
of 20 to 30 percent, basically for the reason that com- water and the ease with which its temperature can 

fort is obtained with lower indoor temperatures. With be regulated and controlled to suit the conditions of 

lower indoor temperatures, there is less differential the radiant heating installation. 
between indoors and outdoors; consequently, less heat Because of the fact that very moderate temperatures 

is lost through the walls. are required, steam at normal pressure does not lend 

With the basementless type of building, radiant heat- itself to radiant heating application. The maximum 

ing in the floor is almost a necessity to keep the floors temperature required for hot water is about 160° F., 

at a comfortable temperature. Convection currents whereas, the normal temperature for steam in a con- 

passing over the floor, are the coldest air in the room ventional system is 220° F. If low cost steam were 

and would be insufficient to warm the floor properly. available, it would be advisable to use the steam as a 
A further advantage of radiant heating is the ease heat exchange to the water, so that the hot water actu- 

with which it can be installed in an old building. This : (Continued on page 68) 
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Economy is in the news. Herein is pointed 

out the value of simplified drafting fol- 

lowed by a summary of suggested changes. 

by John Follett m’57 

“Since drafting is a key function in the engineering The examples given here are taken directly from 

operation and is responsible for the expenditure of a materials published by the U.S. Navy, American Ma- 
large portion of the engineering budget, we must search chine Foundry, and General Electric. Most opposition 

for new and better methods .. . to effectively reduce to simplified drafting is outlined in certain ASME, 

the time and effort to make drawings,” says Mr. A. H. ASEE, and SAE joint recommendations not yet avail- 

Rau of General Electric, one of the fathers of simplified able. 

drafting, American industry today is faced with a shortage of 
Dean J. Gerardi, of the University of Detroit School 35 to 40 thousand engineers and draftsmen, according 

of Enginecring, is opposed to simplified drafting in its to a recent report issued by the Engineering Manpower 
present form. He says, “A competent draftsman . .. Commission. No substantial increase in the number of 
must be an expert on dimensioning, tolerances, and engineering graduates. is anticipated during the next 
know something about planning, tools, manufacturing, ten years, although technological advances and higher 
inspection . . . algebra, trigonometry, descriptive and standards of living have created a greater-than-ever 
analytic geometry. No books or brochures on simplified demand for these technical men. 
drafting can do all this.” Drafting costs are high and draftsmen scarce. Since 

These views, expressed at a drafting institute at the a change in that situation is not expected soon, ways 

University of Wisconsin on November 9, 1956, repre- must be found to increase the output of draftsmen now 

sent a major controversy in industry today. available, 

But what is simplified drafting? It can be defined as Simplified drafting offers one solution to the prob- 
a technique of presenting mechanical drawings without lem of not having enough available draftsmen. 
any unnecessary detail, maintaining accuracy, and in- The savings due to simplified drafting programs are 
creasing clarity. The Navy (Naval Shipyard Design Di- principally in time, and therefore money. In an investi- 
vision) calls its program of simplified drafting “func- gation at the American Machine and Foundry Com- 
tional drafting.” American Machine and Foundry and _ pany’s Greenwich Laboratories, 144,000 man hours per 
General Electric call their program “simplified drafting.” (Continued on page 34) 
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Fig. 1.—Examples of Conventional Drafting. Dimensions left out for clarity. 
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Fig. 2.—Examples of Simplified Drafting. Dimensions left out for clarity. 
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Sim lified Drafting turn a free-hand sketch into a useable tool for produc- 
P tion—not beginners. It is doubtful that the basic train- 

(Continued from page 32) ing of a draftsman in the fundamentals of mathematics, 
year were saved. The company, itself, estimated a sav- mechanics, and chemistry could be shortened because 

ings of at least 30% in the number of draftsmen used. of the importance of the draftsman as a “check-point 
O , 2 age rps « . to the designer. 
Conventional and simplified drafting techniques are : ; / . 

alike in that they both require accuracy and complete- _ Simplification generally falls into four classes: A 

ness of vital information. If time is saved on the draft- Simplifying delineation—i.e., substituting word descrip- 
ing board, but lost on the floor due to lack of these tions and symbols for some views, 2. Using free-hand 
REGCHEIATR Hee: Ei: Sine drawings, 3. Decreasing size of drawings, and 4. Cor- 

. ; 93 . ;_recting and transferring methods. 
An experienced draftsman is likely to protest simpli- & a gu . -. 

fied techniques. But this same man has the necessary The reduction in size of large drawings is important. 
a ‘ ; «tornret Large drawings are hard to handle, require more post- training and is best equipped to use and interpret ‘ 

: sip ‘ : . age, are seldom kept clean, and usually have more de- simplified drafting. A draftsman must first understand y ty . i : : is : intelli. til than one department can use. The 4-inch side of a methods of conventional drafting before he can intelli- : . . 
oases Pnvgts photographic reduction to 4 x 11 inches can be en- gently use simplification. aR t Racaauene . - ; : aaa LF 1 ted traini larged to 30 inches maintaining clarity. The Navy esti- 

American Machine and Foundry reported training i . — _SMMETICU NELCUME BNE! LOMUGTY TEportes S mates this system to show a savings of $1,288,000 
time was saved by using simplified drafting and the annually 

Navy (Shipyard Division) instituted a training program S P . oo, . . 
ies a _ 5 ‘i Another way of saving time is to use correction fluids, consisting of 10 lectures of 20 to 40 minutes duration — , . zs eS . . Fon Bavining: fs: personel intermediates, etc. in reproduction. The changes may 

In both : I ‘ fatal Lif be made on the original by blocking out, masking, and n both cases, however, it was re-training or modify- 5 : ; . a t cas ' +f 1 dratt 8 | id using non-reproducible blue, Repeated detail may be » the training of skilled draftsmen—men who could : : : : ng, ENE “CAME OF Sk ‘ € ‘ transferred by using Transfer Matte tape. For example, 

block out unwanted parts, or use non-reproducible blue E P 
on parts of the master that are not needed for pro- 

duction. 

One important objection to simplified drafting is the 

lack of standardization throughout industry and within 
the factory itself. Many simplified techniques cannot 

be readily understood by other departments or other ) yi P 
EH companies and thus cause confusion. Industry must give 

roid its draftsmen training in simplified drafting they can 
12 ra use elsewhere. 
fo Pa The effective use of engineers and draftsmen is im- 
f=] portant now more than ever before because of their 
Coa) shortage. The fast pace of industry puts a heavier 

workload on these technical men. 

A manufacturer who pays high wages to the tech- 
ee oe nical man must use him to the best advantage—that is, 

A ~ 

eon / \ ga to produce new methods, new products, and new de- 
beso if \ et signs. There can be no waste of manpower if industry 
==. == is to meet the accelerating need for services and 

prducts. 

It is estimated that the population of the United 

States will be 190,000,000 by 1966. Forty per cent more YUU, ) YE 

goods and services will be required, but there will be 
only 14% increase in the work force. Standardizing 

simplified drafting and using it extensively will help to 
release more engineers to meet the present and forth- & E 

fof 4 coming demands on technical service. 

The American Machine and Foundry Company re- 
J ported no rejects due to simplified drawings from its 

Inspection Department, Its Production Group stated F I 
that training time was reduced. Foremen favored the 

program. They stated that time was saved in reading 

and interpreting drawings and requested redrawings 

using the new methods. 
Fig. 3.—Examples of Conventional Drafting. The government has already instituted simplified 
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drawings in the Navy, and it is indicated that Ordi- 18. Omit reference part circles and arrows on leader lines 
nance Weapons Command is initiating the system when it will not cause confusion with other data on the 

experimentally. drawing: 
? 19. Do not duplicate dimensions. 

A drawing is a record, a tool, and an instruction and 20, The delineation of commonly used objects can be greatly 
must be exact and correct to be used. But extra views, simplified by substituting recognized symbols. 
unnecessary lines, cross-hatching, shading, repetition, 21. Omit inch marks when the dimension cannot be confused 

and gigantic drawings are costly and do not add ac- 58 for a AUaREEY: Op other data. : 
. 4 22. Eliminate repetitive data by use of general notes. 

curacy or clarity. 25. Omit center lines except when necessary for processing. 

Through use of simplified drafting, the output of the 24. When delineating, use as much free-hand drawing as the 

draftsman will be increased by a savings in time. The ____ work permits in preference to using instruments. 
engineer will have fewer drafting worries and more 25. Do not use hand lettering wherever typing will save time. 

. betcect 33 26. Use tabulated arrangement instead of unnecessary repeti- 
time to “think. tive: oIEwS: 

TABLE 1. — LIST OF SIMPLIFIED DRAFTING METHODS CONTAINED IN TABLE Ill. TEN FUNCTIONAL DRAFTING RULES 
AMERICAN MACHINE AND FOUNDRY BOOKLET “ELEVEN TAKEN FROM: BUSHIPS 

RULES FOR SIMPLIFIED DRAFTING” 1. If it is easier to describe it, don’t draw it. 

1. Use description to eliminate delineation. 2. Use word description to eliminate projected views. 

2. Use description to eliminate projected views. 3. Omit elaborate or pictorial detail. 
3. Omit elaborate, pictorial, or repetitive detail. 4, Use numbered symbols for nuts, ete. 
4. Use keyed legend. 5. Avoid use of dotted lines. 

5. Only use dotted lines to add clarification. 6. Use cross-hatching for clarification only. 
6. Only use cross-sectioning to add clarification. 7. Avoid hand lettering. 
7. Use symbols to indicate various hole sizes. 8. Make free hand drawings where possible. 

8. Avoid the use of hand lettering. 9, Use ordinate dimensioning. 
9. Avoid the use of arrow heads. 10. Make drawings suitable for issuing half-size prints. 

10. Use datum lines. THE END 

Ll. Make free hand drawings where possible. 

TABLE Il.— A SUMMARY OF TIME-SAVING PRACTICES HTH 

TAKEN FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC 

1. Use description wherever practical to completely eliminate 

delineation. 

2. Use description wherever practical to eliminate projected 

views. 

3. Eliminate views where the shape can be given by descrip- No EWS 

tion; for example, hex, sq, dia, on Cr, thk, ete. 
4, Show only partial views of symmetrical objects. 

5. Avoid the use of elaborate, pictorial or repetitive detail. yO 

6. Where it is necessary to detail threads, do not carry it a + | | 

out completely over the full length of a stud, bolt or tapped Et 
hole. 

7. Omit detail of nuts, bolt heads and other hardware. Show 

plain outlines where it is necessary to indicate position. 

8. Omit detail of parts on assembly drawings the function of 

which is to simply show the part location. 

9. Avoid the use of unnecessary dotted lines which do not { 

add clarification. + 

10, Cross-sectioning should be employed only when the clarity 

of the drawing depends upon it. Partial cross-sectioning is 

recommended. 

11. Use simplified delineation of holes and tapped holes by use 
of symbols. 

12. Views with no dimensional or written instruction thereon 
can usually be omitted. 

13. Within limits, a small drawing is usually made more easily 
and quickly than a large one. 

14, When two parts are different to a slight degree, complete 
delineation of both parts is not required. 

(Inscribe “same as except .. .”) 

(or “otherwise same as . . .”) 

15. Drawings made to modify stock or commercial parts should 

be as plain as possible, avoid detail. 

16. Draw objects to scale only when absolutely necessary. 

Otherwise, draw objects out of scale but proportionately to 

the size so as not to confuse the user. 

17. Enlarge small details on larger parts for clarity when 

necessary. Fig. 4.—Examples of Free-Hand Sketching. 
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Frank Kovalcik, Purdue ’48, Covered 24,000 Miles in 

1956 as Western Editor of ELECTRICAL WORLD 

F YOU’RE LIKE MOST PEOPLE, you think of an “When I got my BS. in E.E. I started with 

l editor as a man who’s “chair-borne”’ most of the ELECTRICAL WORLD in New York. Within a year 

time... tied to a desk at an indoor job. I was promoted to Assistant Editor and made re- 

Nothing could be further from the facts when it’s sponsible for a department of the magazine. Before 

a McGraw-Hill editor you’re thinking about. Frank the big jump to San Francisco as Western Editor in 

Kovalcik, Western Editor of McGraw-Hill’s 54 I served briefly as assistant to the managing 

ELECTRICAL WORLD Magazine, can quickly tell editor. 

you that. He’s anything but a desk man . . . covers “As Western Editor my search for news takes me 

11 states and part of Canada. Frank says: jnto all important phases of the electric utility indus- 

“In 1956, I made eight major field trips, covered try—and into association with top management and 

close to 24,000 miles. I was underground in a trans- engineering men. Working with them is a constant 

former vault in Los Angeles, inside a diversion tun- reminder that the choice of an engineering-editorial 

nel in Idaho, atop a steel transmission tower in career was the right one for me.” 

northern California. Projects visited included The ' . 

Dalles multi-purpose project, Hoover Dam, Hells YOU—and McGraw-Hill Magazines 

Canyon, and even behind the scenes (electrically) at You, too, may find the right opportunity for your- 

the Republican National Convention. But none of self with McGraw-Hill—the world’s largest pub- 

them can touch the “Operation CUE” A-Bomb test lisher of business and technical magazines. If you 

I covered a year ago! are the kind of man we’re looking for—both an engi- 

““My chance to witness the detonation of a nuclear neer and an alert, inquisitive, knowledgeable man 

device came when the Federal Civil Defense Admin- who likes to report, appraise and write, we want to 

istration and the A.E.C. decided to test non-military talk with you. 

effects of the blast. I reported on what happened to Send today for your copy of “Successful Careers 

electrical utility lines and equipment.” in Publishing at McGraw-Hill” for information 

(Frank wouldn’t say so, but his story seta record... about career opportunities. Or write to us about 

from explosion to editorial pages in four days! The yourself. We’re interested in your background, extra- 

pictures at right were part of his original coverage of curricular activities, college record, summer jobs and 
this nanan ea story for his maga- career goals. Write to: 

zine. 
. Peter J. Davies 

McGraw-Hill As A Place to Work Assistant to The Editorial Director 

Frank can tell you about this, too: McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. 
“My first editorial job—with the Purdue Expo- 3830 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. 

nent in college—didn’t use my engineering training, - 

but it showed me the way to communicate what’s 

new in engineering . . . to report and interpret the Advertising sal 

work of engineers for the benefit of other engineers. Excellent ; es °PRortunities too! 
Graw-Hily ee openings exist o ves 

ti agazin n man 
. . mee for advertisine, domestic and aes Mce- 

McGraw-Hill Magazines “Peet will ive you ee Succes, 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. nets. 

330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, New York 
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TO THE CONTRARY: 

SHOULD ENGINEERS 

Professional Power Through Bargaining 

by Robert J. Walter met’57 

According to a news release of September 23, 1956 On the surface this sounds plausible, but let’s look 

many engineers attending Lehigh University are not into it. Doctors and lawyers, all known as professionals, 

returning to receive their degree despite the scramble have their organizations, which are to all intents and 

for 1957 college graduates. It also mentioned that other purposes, unions. The lawyer has the bar, which he is 

engineering schools report the same. forced to join to practice law. This organization has 

When we look at the engineers in industry the same its entrance requirement, a fee, and also some juris- 

confusion exists. J. J. Burke in his article “The High diction over its members. The doctors have one of the 

Cost of Thinking” expresses the viewpoint of engineers — strongest organizations known. They have entrance 

as: “You're a sucker if you've been on a job for more requirements, control the number of students enrolling 

than a year and are not actually shopping around for in medical schools, and in order to remain a member, 

more money; only by this technique can you advance the doctor must better himself by continuous learning. 

your salary and keep ahead, percentage-wise, with com- Both of these are unions and if their members were 

parable industry increases in other non-engineering confined to industry, each organization would exert con- 

fields”. siderable amounts of pressure and influence on behalf 

It seems that both the engineer and the student are — of their members. This influence would not be degrad- 

beginning to realize the relatively poor bargaining posi- ing, but uplifting for a professional man. 

tion of the engineer. Industry realizes this, and it is The next step follows easily. Why not take the Pro- 
rediculous to expect it to pay any more than it must fessional Engineer Society, give it more authority, re- 

for technical personnel. . . quire all engineers to belong and make it as much a 

The bargaining position of a graduate looking for part of the engineer as the bar is a part of the lawyer. 
his first job is good, and his starting wage adequate, J, other words let it be a union. 

but after he settles with one company he finds him- oo 
self relatively powerless with his only weapon being What would be the results? First, because they are 

a change of companies. This situation is common not now an organized body, the average wage of the engi- 
only to engincers, but to all who work in industry. neer would increase. Secondly, the overall standards of 

Let us see how other people have overcome this dilemma, ¢!eers would rise, because the organization can 

We all know the answer. From laborers to such highly demand both a minimum professional requirement to 
skilled men as engravers, from construction men to high belong and continual professional betterment. Thirdly, 

school teachers-men have found that they increased problems such as the shortage of good teachers would 

their bargaining power by banding together in a union. be partially solved because of close work between 
Why can’t engineers do the same? Their problem schools and industry, similar to the relationship be- 

is identical to the others. Whenever such a proposal veer the doctor and his hospital and university. 
is mentioned, the loud response “Professionals forming Thus this “union” would be degrading only if it is 
a union. How degrading. We receive prestige on our allowed to be, and would otherwise raise the engi- 
own worth and are not dependent on a union to help neers to even higher professional esteem and wages. 

us.” is heard. THE END 
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Amalgamation is Not the Answer 

by Lawrence D. Barr m’57 

In pre-historic time, as one story goes, an aging old and new problems, and today, the very structure 

cave-man killed a saber-tooth tiger to prove to his of modern civilization is founded upon this heritage 

fellow men that he was still an able hunter. How he of ideas. To say that the engineer is essential to our 

did this is open for speculation, but at any rate, upon — technical civilization is certainly true, but the fact also 

accomplishing this feat, the problem confronting him exists that his contribution is often unrecognized, essen- 
was how to get the carcass back home to prove he © ta] though it may be. To much of the engineering 

had done it. He was an old man with little strength, world, this poses a problem and the current means of 
but desperation spurred his mind, and after thinking solution are up for discussion here. 

a long time, he devised a crude cart, using hollow 

logs as wheels. With this he was able to do the job, That the engineer is not well-organized is a problem 
and we assume he received the credit he richly de- in human behavior and thought processes, and points 

served. So it happened that the wheel was created out a rather thorny situation to be faced. The engineer 

to solve a problem and the field of engineering was is perpetually a man with a problem and is usually not 

born. content without one. An essential part of his occupa- 

In the centuries to follow, engineers of various titles tion is solving these problems and he has become so 

and nationalities were to create new things to solve (Continued on page 76) 
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Work with the GAS industry... 

ion’s sixth | the nation’s sixth largest 

I "0 7 Pl "1 -' The Gas industry—the sixth largest in the 

: — nation—has a total investment of over 
ee ro 4 $15 billion. Last year the industry set a 

: — Bo a new all-time record in number of cus- 
i — en tomers, volume of Gas sold, and dollar 

a“ — SQ) revenue. In fact, Gas contributed 25% of 
em Voy aN Oe the total energy needs of the nation as 

Ned a el compared with 11.3% in 1940. The Gas 
> ‘a industry is a major force in the growth 
VS —_ » development and economic health of this 
oe a {3 country. 
4 a { / - - | There are many opportunities for you 

\fwas Pin A . 16. , in the Gas industry. The industry needs 
H. BROWN BALDWIN W. C. DAHLMAN engineers, and does not over-hire. You 

B.S. Mech. Eng., U. of Vermont, 1949. B. S. Gas Eng., Texas A. & I., 1938. won’t be regimented. There’s always room 
Began as Cadet Engineer, Boston Gas Began as Engineer trainee with Lone d Wi h ili . 
Go. 1200. Became Staff Engineer in Star Gas Company after graduation for advancement. With uti ity companies 
istribution Development Section, from Texas A. & |. with first four-year i ip- 

1952; Staff Engineer in charge of De- Gas Engineering degree offered by and with manufacturers of Gas equip 
velopment. 1955; Distribution planning _ institution. Joined Houston Natural Gas ment, there’s a future for you as an 
Engineer, 1956. Worked closely with Company in 1942. Became District : 1° 
company's natural gas conversion pro- Engineer in Texas City and then District engineer. Call your nearest Gas Utility. 

grams. low advisor to Distribution Manager in Beeville and El Campo. ’ + 
Department charged with developing Dahiman is currently Chief Engineer They'll be glad to talk with Yon, ena 
Processes, machines, specifications. with full engineering responsibility i i i ‘ 
Assists management in preparing cost throughout the twenty counties in the your opportunity: mm the Gas industry 
estimates, job analyses, other projects. company's Texas Gulf Coast System. American Gas Association, 
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—_—_— FOLLOW THE LEAD OF DON CARTER, E.E., CLASS OF ‘54 

Li littl build ees VU 

E | | C j D [ [ 

' TALK SHOP OR SPORTS CARS to Don Carter, and you'll 
3 find his keenest interests. At Chance Vought, in Dallas, Don 

~~ keeps up with both subjects. He’s living while he’s building his 
professional career. Fun, to Don, means sports car races at 

: go nearby Eagle Mountain Lake, or a splash in his swank apart- sy as So ment pool. Fun means career, too, because Vought helped . SS oe Ls oo ee Don find a field he thoroughly enjoys — exploring new applica- Ee Wee tions for human engineering in the design of complex elec- Se 5 re ee wo Here, Don’s electronics training c es in hand 
Ee ey ee tronic gear. Here, Don’s electronics training comes in handy, ees Sg oe “= ae - and so would a good grasp of psychology. So Don’s working SS a 4 toward an M.A. in Psychology, and Chance Vought’s helping , Sa ith tuiti ee = ee with tuition. 
Se Se . ; : 
Don helps Chance Vought designers create producible, easy-to-maintain Q\ oo _. 2 ae ; 
electronic gear for products like this Regulus II surface-to-surface missile, aN a  — NS a 

IT'S AN OLD VOUGHT CUSTOM, helping young engi- _ _e _f/.)hlCUK neers. Our symposiums on creative thinking and expert NM J a /! “ a career counseling have started some spectacular careers, And  s a ON re there’s longstanding agreement in bachelor circles that 2 N Si vy | & j Dallas is a good place to live. For details about living and | oe r advancing in Dallas, write to: Ce on > * 

a he = i 
Mr. C. A. Besio, Supervisor om 

Engineering Personnel Dept. CM-2 Part of Don’s assignment is to simplify instrument arrangement in super- 
sonic fighter cockpits. Here he and a Vought psychologist study a 
problem in human engineering. 

CHANCE 

OUGHT AIRCRAFT 
INCORPORATED ~ DALLAS, TEXAS 
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Cth’ ENGINE 
\a JENS EARS 

Soe by Pete DeWitt che’60 

/ At USAFE headquarters, the re- fellowships. Established in 1955, 

/ servists also received a command the grants go to outstanding  stu- 

briefing before departing to visit dents pursuing graduate studies 

bases in Germany, France, and the leading to Ph.D. degrees in 

~ United Kingdom. branches of mathematics, physics, 

a Selection of the officers for this chemistry, and engineering. 

special tour of duty is made by the Harold R. Leland, who is now 

RESERVIST DAVIDSON Assistant Chief of Staff for Reserve — working towards a Doctor of Phi- 
VISITS EUROPE Forces in Washington under a plan losophy degree in electrical engi- 

Wiesbaden. Mar. 6, 1957—Six Air designed to keep key reservists in- neering here at the University of 

. > Me dia’ -_— formed on the global responsibili- Wisconsin, was one of those who 

Fore’ reserve GUS susited Us ties of the United States Air Force. received one of these fellowships. 
Air Forces in Europe headquarters a 
incase ut the starts of may extensive Leland, whose home is in Wausau, 

tour of USAFE. facilities during LELAND WINS BELL FELLOWSHIP is one of four others who have 

their annual two week tour of ac. Bell Telephone Laboratories, re- received this award for the second 

tive duty, and while here they — search and development organiza- consecutive year. ‘ 
met with Maj. Gen. Herbert B. tion of the Bell System, recently Each fellowship carries a grant 

Thatcher, Viee Commander in announced the names of the re- of $2,000 0 the fellow and_an 
Chief, USAFE. cipients of its 1957-58 college additional $2,000 to cover tuition, 

. fees, and other costs to the insti- 

tution where he elects to study. 

Lane of ge ga ate ae oe pS KAPPA ETA KAPPA ANNOUNCES 
be ili <% oe eC NEW PLEDGES AND INITIATES 

ear? or Be ny 2 aod <= - Al Boehme, publicity chairman 

Ess ‘eee Fi a “ we _ i announced that the following stu- 

beg » 5 Rey 2 { v7 . a4 dents have pledged Delta Chapter 

iB : aS ae of Kappa Eta Kappa, professional 

€ : . : electrical engineering fraternity: 

i : , Clarence Butenhofl 
— fC : ~ ’ William R, Hanke 
AN ®, ho Pe . Bruce Zuckerman 
ome 2 \ af Burt Beer 
a a ae os oe a. | 4 Dale R. Lowe 

aT] { AS ff Pons William W. Steit 
| ») 5 me Loy 5 Jim Teppo 

a i a Bog : John T. VanRoo 
me “et ae A : Gary W. Orberg 

be eae og 
; ~ ce a Pesivs, CHlaven st.) Divers ‘Bassa: The following people were initi- 

chassis Cal TS ee manaw, Mee Oxke Park) La Crescenta, California, *tedl into the chapter recently. 
Maj. Gen. Herbert B. Thatcher, USAFE Vice Commander in Chief. Standing, Tinie Giihe 

(L to R) Maj. James D. Abbott, Jr., (746 Gaylord st.) Denver, Colorado; Maj. Carl H. Kaack 

Bruce M. Davidson, (4142 Mandan Crescent) Madison, Wisconsin; Col. Irving D. ‘ 

Hirschfield, (1900 Fox Hills Drive) Los Angeles, California; and Col. Hamlin Lee E, Eichenseer 

Smithdeal, (Cheyenne Mountain) Colorado Springs, Colorado. Karel Olson 
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FOUR WISCONSIN ALUMNI CITED room of the chemical waste treat- INSTITUTES 

Who fe enne aft aL, : ment plant at Maytag Plant 2, . 
The four sons of one of the Uni- here I for wack & and dry The following Engineering In- 

versity of Wisconsin’s faculty Where automatic washers and dry- a . “ 
versity 0 s sins fé y - are manufactured. In additi stitutes will be offered by the Uni- 
“siants’ of the past, all of them ers are manufactured. In addition Santee . : 
giants oO; past, ¢ hee - of Plant 2 sa Wai versity of Wisconsin on the Madi- 
Wisconsin graduates, will be cited to; Thenr tour 0: ant 2, members a5 : th Avil 

a a, acai of the group were also guests at a SOW DES DADE: 
for outstanding accomplishments at ae 

the annual Wisconsin Engineers luncheon at the Newton County 

Day celebration to be held on the club and toured Maytag's Plant 1, INDUSTRIAL NOISE CONTROL 
UW campus May 3. where wringer washers are made. May 1-2 

ae -brotl A photo of the group is shown ne a 
They are the four Slichter broth- balow: This institute will include dis- 

ers—Allen M., Donald C., Louis B., cussions on what noise is, how you 
and Sumner H.—sons of Charles measure it, and the effect of noise 

Sumner Slichter who, as dean of AEM a weUNCED on the individual. Ways of reduc- 
the UW Graduate School from ing or controlling noise in equip- 
1920 until his retirement in 1934, Recently the Board of Directors ment, offices, and working areas 
helped to build Wisconsin’s school of the Wisconsin Engineer an- will also be discussed. Sessions 

of advanced study into one of the nounced new staff assignments for will be included on legislative and 

strongest in the nation. the 57-58 school year. Allan Clauer compensation trends in this field. 

Slichter Hali. a UW dormitory, was named Business Manager tak- Fee: $20.00. Ralph D, Smith, In- 

now bears his name. ing over for Robert Walter and Jim stitute Coordinator. 
Ali four-of the Slichter sous: are Schilling was named Editor-in- 

fe sr eran, Tans Chief relieving Ron Schroeder. 
Wisconsin natives. They were born These new seo le will officially INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS’ SEMINAR 

in Madison, educated in Wisconsin ae ~~ ' t : cw ° t : ON HUMAN ENGINEERING 
schools, received their UW degrees take over or the: next _Tssue put May 7-8 

—in mechanical and chemical engi- have been doing most of the work oy 
neering, physics, geology, and eco- on this issue during their break-in This seminar will be devoted to 

vovnies—and hi 508 made nannies for period. Other new people will be discussions of the physiological and 
themselves in education, engineer- added to the staff and the complete psychological nature of the worker. 

ing, business, industry, and science. list of new assignments will appear Learning curves, motivation, fa- 

The four were recommended for in the May issue. (Continued on page 44) 

the distinguished service citations 

by the UW College of Engineering 

faculty and Pres. E. B, Fred. The ‘ 2 ote Re Re he 
: 5 ow oh: | ae Pe ie be 

recommendations were approved s - oe . er yo 

by the Board of Regents Saturday. 4 we bo | s y z| ; wy 

The citations will be presented y% 9 = 7a fy Me rm oe ; = 

at the ninth annual Engineers Day a c tetas ROAM. 
- : wo tpt gn yo a \ , a a 

dinner in Great Hall of Wisconsin’s we a i \ fo iv i fe 

Memorial Union at 6:30 p.m. Fri- : >. y ee a (2 4 

day, May 3. More than 400 of the g, ri a . ah : ae cS a ff 

state’s and nation’s leading engi- = Ee ay ‘ ie i / 
oe 

neers and industrialists will attend. ad 4 | ty m 
: ‘ S| iy { 

A WISCONSIN ENGINEER i ure rey) 
VISITS MAYTAG PLANT ae : Cy} ie 

Five senior engineering students, \ | ee ve] rl Pe gt 

recipients of special scholarships J kt ky ~ 2 ».. Ye 
awarded by the Maytag Company ; \ yy FL oS ( i: 

mo ; ‘ 4 wid { Par: 
Foundation, Inc., are shown above } ; A 7 \\ 

during their recent visit here as | 1) ; boat ig 7 _ 

guests of the Maytag company. In 4 1) a 7 

the above photo, Burt Livingston sel a at F co 
: oe \ j a 

(right), construction engineer, and a un oo 

Art Vonderhaar of the Maytag re- Pictured above, from left, are Bruce Lindahl, University of Minnesota; Robert 
search divisi are s * + Knox, Purdue university, Lafayette, Ind.; Ralph Onsager, University of Wisconsin, 
search division are shown with the Madison; Vonderhaar; Robert Davis, Iowa State college, Ames; Harry Jacobs, Uni- 
students as they toured the control versity of Iowa, Iowa City, and Burt Livingston. 
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Persons responsible for the opera- Martin Company, Baltimore, Mary- 

Campus News tion of heating, process of power land. Mr. Pasik is in the simulation 

(Continued from page 43) equipment will find this program section in analog computer work 

tisue. and creativity will be some helpful. The rapidly developing on the Vanguard project. His sub- 

= ine alaramaues, iat ine application of recirculating cooling ject was the Vanguard rocket that 
of the topics discussed. Chief in , | ‘ \ 

dustrial engincers, training special- waters will receive proper empha- will be used to propel the satellite 

‘cts - Fo am epyigore Wi sis in this meeting. into space. Slides and movies illus- 
ists and production supervisors will c 

be interested in this meeting. Fee: $25.00. Paul J. Grogan, In- med his talk. 

stitute Coordinator. ur most recent meeting was 

Fee $25.00. Robert A. Ratner; held on April 4, 1957, in the Loft 

Institute Coordinator. ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION of the Memorial Union, Will Ebel 

and Ron Fenske gave the Polygon 

ENGINEERING PHOTOGRAPHY May 21-22 report and the bill of 1960 was 

May 9-10 Chief engineers, works’ manag- voted to stay in. Gil Soldat and 

ers, managers of research and de- Bruce Ebert reported definite prog- 

Discussion and demonstrations of \yelopment departments, and others ress on the “ralley” scheduled for 

the latest photographic techniques holding similar positions have the this spring. About twenty drivers 

available to the engineer to help problem of making the best use of are expected to compete in this test 

him do his job quickly, easily and the time of the engineers in their of driving skill. 

more efficiently will be discussed. department. Current information in Mr. Robert Karlin, a representa- 

Experts from the field will discuss three general areas will be stressed: tive of our parent S.A.E. branch 

COS and benefits of photography (1) management controls, (2) op- extended an invitation to graduat- 

mt SNEMeCng: The institute wall erating techniques and (3) under- ing student members to join the 

he of interest fe EnBIncels aD all standing of the human  relation- professional society upon comple- 
fields, adnan rane = ships involved. tion of their studies. 

sroweashens. and industria ‘ Bee $20.00. Robert A. Ratner, The speaker was Dr. Gordon 

. nstitute Coordinator. Millard, section supervisor, me- 

Fee: $20.00. Lewis E. Johnston, chanical department, scientific lab- 

Institute Coordinator. INSIDE S. A. E. oratory, of the Ford Motor Com- 
pany, gave his talk on the prospects 

PLASTIC LAMINATES and advancement made thus far 

May 13-14 (Sa on the free piston engine. The 
meeting was adjourned at 10 

This institute is directed towards o'clock and refreshments were 

the material supplier, molder or served during a brief question 

fabricator, and end user of Jami- DON BECKER period. 

nates. Subjects. to be discussed in- The Society of Automotive Engi- Don’t miss the last meeting of 

clude fiberglas reinforced plastics, neers here on Campus has her eyes —S.A.E. this year. It will be held 
high and low Pressure laminates, on the future. In the last two during the first week in May. 

sandwich construction, equipment, meetings she has placed at the feet — Watch the bulletin boards on the 

and problems in lamination of dis- of her members, vast stores of in- Engineering Campus for further 

similar materials. formation, both general and tech- details. 

Fee: $20.00. Ralph D. Smith, nical, on the Vanguard space satel- 

Institute Coordinator, lite, the C-150 turbo-prop air 

freighter, and the free piston ASME REPORT 

WATER CONDITIONING engine. « 
On Wednesday, March 6, 1957, Uy, 

May: 15216 a joint meeting with A.IE.E. and 
Discussion topics at this meeting LR.E. was held in B-19 of the a 

will include the water cycle, prop- Commerce building. During a very 

erties of water, nature of water short meeting, the members were 
j ‘ais 4 meen ROGER UMLAND 
impurities, water tests and analy- reminded about the availability of 

ses, water treatment methods, na- the §.A.E. handbook and were The February meeting of the 

ture and identification of deposits, asked to give their approval or ASME, consisting of about 70 stu- 

boiler water treatment, boiler scale disapproval to the proposed Poly- dent members and visitors, had the 

and corrosion protection, — boiler gon radio station and the lockers in opportunity to listen to an inter- 

carry-over and embrittlement pro- — the M.E. building. esting talk by Mr. E. W. Radke, 

tection, return line protection, cool- The speaker for the evening was Design Engineer for Hamilton 

ing water systems and treatments. Mr. Daniel Pasik of the Glen L. (Continued on page 46) 
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[his record tells why—musically 
— wel Like werd to Lend You a eh odlor 
There are a lot of things to consider in ...We think that last factor is mighty 

selecting the organization with which you important. We call it the “human touch” ele- 
will stake your future. For example, how is ment and it’s pretty well explained, music- 
the company rated in its field? Is it known ally, in a theme song we had recorded for a 
as a “quality” company? Isit growing? Isit recent national sales conference. The Ray 
aggressive? Is it big enough to offer you the Porter singers do some rather unusual vocal- 
opportunities you want? Is it too big—to izing you'll probably enjoy. Clip the coupon 
the point where, of necessity, it deals with and let us send you a record. It’s good listen- 
numbers instead of individuals? ing with a little food for thought thrown in. 

Prodan nn == 

\ 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 
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the main objects of the convention Porths are living in Milwaukee, 

Campus News was to have a series of speech con- The UW Board of Regents ac- 

(Continued from page +4) tests to obtain speakers for the cepted the retirement of associate 

Standard, Inc. The topic was “Cool ASME National Convention, which professor of mechanical engineer- 

Pilots. and) Hot Airplanes”. The is to be held later in the spring. ing Reed Rose, ’25. 

word “hot” was used in the literal Students from ten mid-western uni- C. J. Schmidt, 23, is executive 

sense, Unbelievably high tempera- versities participated, and some vice president of the J. O. Ross En- 

tures are developed in airplanes very interesting speeches resulted. gineering Corporation of New 

and rockets because of air friction. Activities included a Friday lunch- York. He has been with the organ- 

This is especially true when they eon and dinner and a Saturday ization for 26 years. 

reach or exceed the speed of sound, luncheon, at which awards were J. J. Chyle, '24, Milwaukee, has 

The talk dealt with the problem of made to all winners of the contest. be a P a antes 
Tne ‘ iG = A . been elected president of the 

designing air conditioning units to At each dinner there was an inter- Awieriean Welding Society. He is 

maintain comfortable temperatures esting speaker, either from indus- ideas Aer eee yA 
: Bice were te Ad oe + yyy: director of welding research of the 
for the pilot inside the cockpit. Air try or from the University of Wis- ‘A. ©. 'Sinith' Cor 

conditioning is also required to consin. Also, several industries gen- — “IR 

cool the electrical and mechanical erously donated door prizes at each Francis W. Swantz, '26, was re- 

gadgets, to keep them functioning dinner. A special feature of the con- cently elected chairman of the St. 
properly. vention was a tour through the Louis section of the Institute of 

The speaker at the March 13 Gisholt Machine Company of Radio Engineers. 

meeting was Mr. R. R. Robinson, Madison. Richard W. Leach, °28, Racine, 

Assistant Chief Engineer for the A discussion of the convention is the new president of the Wiscon- 

Caterpillar Tractor Company. His in more detail will be included in Si? Utilities Association. He is vice 
topic, “The Challenge to the De- the next ASME report. president and general manager of 
sign Engineer”, was an eye-opener the Wisconsin Natural Gas Co., and 

to students who have previously ALUMNI NEWS vice president of the Wisconsin 

dreaded entering the design field Electric Power Co. extension sys- 

of engineering. The work of the Wesley J. Burmeister has been tem. 
design engineer, contrary to popu- named chief maintenance engineer Dr. George J. Mueller, 28, top 
lar belief, means more than being of the State Highway Department. authority on guided missiles, has 
chained to a drawing board. The Harold i. Plummer chairman of the accepted the position of chief engi- 

designer will constantly be consult- Highway Commission announced neer for the technical products divi- 
ing experts in special fields, for oe = rats Mr. Burmierstee was sion of the Packard—Bell Co. 
assistance in solving problems con- bea oe ae Sista engineer Arnold W. Hartig, °31, a native 

nected with his particular design ti A 7 se eae Dis: of Reedsburg, has been appointed 

project. Thus, the ability to get me e ne me Maison. He was to the staff of R. S. Bright, Chrysler 
along with people is an important transferred to Milwaukee in Jan- Corp. group vice-president of basic 

requirement of the design engineer. uary of 1954 and has been district cnibeowicin y ps : 
This is only one of the many in- engineer for the Waukesha District. al cacnne cities 4 ‘ 
hn ; ae Me. Bucwieistes waduated fon All research activities in the in- 
stances when the designer will have the Universi os . : . dustrial chemicals division of Olin 
to do more than merely draw lines | ie oe aad, Wisconsin with Mathieson Chemical Corp. have 

on a piece of paper. a degree m civil engmeering. been combined under the direction 
Both meetings were very inform- At the time of his transfer to the of Dr. Bruno H. Wojcik, 34, who 

ative to the students attending. One Waukesha District, Mr. Burmeister has been named manager of re- 
of the hardest problems for the | Was president of the Southwest — search and development for the 
student engineer to solve is his Chapter of W.S.P.E. at Madison. division. Dr. Wojcik joined the 
choice of a particular engineering While a member of the Southwest — company in 1950 and is known for 

career, The talks by speakers from Chapter, he was an active member his work in the polymerization and 

industry can be especially benefi- serving on various committees in- high pressure hydrogenation fields. 
cial to beginning student engineers, cluding the capacity of program He holds a number of patents on 
to aid them in choosing a career chairman and member of the the preparation of organic sulfides. 

after graduation. board. He has been active in the Col. Aldro Lingard, ’38, has left 
‘The ‘heetie ‘activity ‘has receded Southeast Chapter while in Wau- his position as chief of the Wright 

back to normal in ASME circles Kesha. Air Development center aeronau- 

since April 5 and 6, when the Walter H. Porth, °23, former tical research laboratory to attend 

Region 6 ASME Convention was director of A. O. Smith Corp., in- the Air War college at Maxwell Air 
held in Madison. The planning for ternational division, has been ap- Force Base, Ala. 

the convention presented a real pointed assistant to the president Ellis P. Hansen, 33, has been 

challenge to those involved. One of for international development. The (Continued on page 66) 
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6G | ral . ‘Take my advice... . 
My 

“— vEI 
. “Before I left school I just didn’t know where to look <BR 3 ay 

, for a job in engineering that offered the greatest Se ae ‘as ; i (4 
opportunity. First of all I wanted to make sure of ia OS 2 \ | HI | 
getting into an industry that wasn’t overcrowded... ee Iss, ed { 
where I wouldn’t be lost. “eee ak Hid Li, 

“Also, I wanted to hook up with a firm that had a, ui i 4 | my 
pioneered in its field, yet was young enough to go ARERR al 1 P, | oe 
places and take me along with it. And, I wanted to be “ere / ad i a il ! i pal 
certain that salary would be right and there’d be a ] f7 uy AY al i a 
good chance of lasting security for my family. baat iL ey | he ( | 4 | 

“After looking around, I decided to get into the Cee ft i J A vy Hy ’ 
aircraft industry because of the bright future it N Af if ay Ml i 
offered. That's particularly true now with the devel- ee Ve ] / fi ys 
opment of supersonic aircraft and missiles. To my al Do d 4 i‘ 4 u 
way of thinking there’s no greater opportunity in - oy #] ~~) |, 
engineering —anywhere! Gay A oA ONY < 

“So take my advice...your best bet is in the air- ee ch ye | :| an Ok. 
craft industry where you can build a real career for en / | et, a q, 4 
yourself and have something worth-while to show for ii / 4 i ee 1 f° \ \ 
it the rest of your life?’ a fl ‘4 | ee fe \ AZ 

oy fi HoH Hi een. . 
rE choosing an engineering career, there is particular {J i oy / ae ] , i _ 7 

satisfaction in being with a recognized leader. ‘At 4 4° a \ pak ey , 
Northrop Aircraft, you will be with a forefront com: ‘ | ‘ Li Meo 
pany that for more than seventeen years has pio- | VE? NV fy ie iy eS 
neered in the development of entire weapon syste | \\ ef | _ 
manned and pilotless aircraft, all of them distincti j y ™ foe A; nS 
contributions to our aerial supremacy. \ i ): SS J “| Le a 

Northrop ingenuity is continually applied on new] | Fe f * TS ew 
and revolutionary programs. Significant advances are}\; | ; f \@ a ke 
being made in the important field of boundary layer: LS oe! Z\ J ch \ 
control. Northrop is also world pioneer in the devel" 1°f —S Ay — 
opment of the first operational inertial and celestial ~ hi 7 womans p Os oo \ & 
guidance systems. Other vital projects include North- [i i 2 ee aN 
rop’s new supersonic jet trainer plane, the T-38, and : \f . a ovement ay 
the Snark SM-62, first intercontinental guided mis- | { he carne eB | 

sile for the Strategic Air Command of the U.S.A.F. ‘NY \ Oa ell 4 d 
At Northrop, your capabilities and accomplish- be. Nas AWN Oy 

ments will be reviewed regularly for higher rating. Re - > j \k 2 [fa + 
On the financial side, you'll find the salary right, plus . t . SSN ee ; i ' 
many company-paid benefits for extra security for A i & Tee | : 
yourself and family. And if you wish to continue your 3 \ 4 N al \ 
engineering’ studies, Northrop’s cooperative educa- \ : \ megs? 4 oa \ 
tional program is available to you. \ Pe . Be > ye Ae ‘ 

Northrop’s great new air-conditioned engineering \ ae 2 re & 
center at Hawthorne, California, offers the latest in Rs on : . eel 
scientific equipment and comfortable working con- WT Pa, —e ay 4 ~ 
ditions. There you'll be among top engineers and A W “A ; } ore 
scientists with whom you'll be proud to work. .. bril- i — 2, a 4 4 ee 
liant men who will be ready and willing to help you. \ yy Sh Sicoevs oe mtr 

Write now and ask us questions as they apply to No re ao elsidiiascn scammer ‘ % nape 
your engineering objectives. Tell us your ambitions com d .—— , ae 
...we believe we can relate them to opportunities at tf | ht 
Northrop. Address Manager of Engineering Indus- \ / ny ff en Nee 
trial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., 1019 East A\ pereneratbeietatitinw a TAM _ Gm 
Broadway, Hawthorne, California, an) “s 4 as 

aS np seats ar 
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NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC., HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 
Builders of the First Intercontinental Guided Missile 
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jan at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

th fl Id f A dl | 

| Although each successive chapter in gine inlet, compressor, burner, tur- Moreover, since every aircraft is 
' the history of aircraft engines has as- bine and afterburner. From both the literally designed around a power- 
: signed new and greater importance __ theoretical and applied viewpoints, plant, the aerodynamicist must con- 

to the problems of aerodynamics, he is engrossed in the problems of  tinually project his thinking in such 
' perhaps the most significant de- perfect, viscous and compressible a way as to anticipate the timely 
H selayepents came with ee of poe ee concerning Naat application of tomorrow's engines to 
i] the jet age. To lay, aerodynamics ayers, diffusion, transonic flow, fomorvow's aisfeanes: At histsenvios 

i is one of the primary factors in- shock waves, jet and wake phenom- 2 ie P . . ar are one of industry’s foremost com- fluencing design and performance of ena, airfoil theory, flutter and : ‘ : . puting laboratories and the finest t an aircraft powerplant. It follows, stall propagation — all must be at- 5 tal faciliti 
; then, that Pratt & Whitney Aircraft tacked through profound theoretical cApermen| CHIPS: 
i — world’s foremost designer and and detailed experimental processes. Aerodynamics, of course, is only 

builder of aircraft engines — is as Adding further to the challenge and one part of a broadly diversified en- 
active in the broad field of aero- complexity of these assignments at gineering program at Pratt & Whit- 
dynamics as any such company op g W A is this fact: the engines ney Aircraft. That program — with could be. developed must ultimately perform other far-reaching activities in the 

| Although the work is demanding, __ in varieties of aircraft ranging from __ fields of instrumentation, combus- 
/ by its very nature it offers virtually supersonic fighters to intercontinen- tion, materials problems and me- 

unlimited opportunity for the aero- tal bombers and transports, func- chanical design — spells out a 
| dynamicist at P & W A. He deals __ tioning throughout a wide range of gratifying future for many of to- 
1 with airflow conditions in the en- operational conditions for each type. day’s engineering students. 

x i = — oF bs ro " 

a = ey Sere) SG ae Ye Bee ae P : 2 H ROR Tien: (ay i\ Ve Va Wa Se a 
Mo aa eg, ie. See a 3 \Va i ae a % i 4 

2 i F ee a oe | eS Anal a 
1 4 : i L Ain, 7 ati (yi io e \ y oe e | ' me * bd Sy MS So ie fo we | een "Re a ety Ye / i 4 . t i a Oe ge Coe v4 fs eee Do hs 2 J ye Le: Ze — : . i Pe) nd " eee | : ian eet a Ce 2x a . a : aa oe: a = “eer iL NF een Ba 

electronic computers accelerate both the analy- Design of a multi-stage, axial-flow compressor Mounting a compressor in a special high-altitude test 
id the solution of aerodynamic problems. Some of involves some of the most complex problems in chamber in P & W A’s Willgoos Turbine Laboratory per- 
problems include studies of airplane performance the entire field of aerodynamics. The work of mits study of a variety of performance problems that 
permit evaluation of engine-to-airframe applications, aerodynamicists ultimately determines those aspects may be encountered during later development stages. 

of blade and total rotor design that are crucial, 

Wag 

. EX ‘ ‘ s ‘ World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 

us PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT
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JOHN MORAN, who joined Western Electric's engineering staff at the Kearny Works recently, is now studying for his M.S.M.E. under the new 

Tuition Refund Plan. Western Electric expects to refund the tuition for John’s graduate study at the Newark College of Engineering this year. 
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West Electric’ TUITION REFUND PLAN 

hel ti tudi hil 

| hing an exciting career 

Under the new plan, Western Electric will refund As one of us, you'd help engineer the manufac- 
tuition costs for after-hours study at graduate or ture, distribution or installation of the equipment 
undergraduate level, up to a maximum of $250 for needed for the nation-wide communications net- 
each school year, work of 49 million Bell telephones. 

Say, for example, that you decide on a career at Here—where transistors were first developed for 
Western Electric in one of many rewarding phases production; where repeaters for the new transat- : 
of telephony —electronics, development engineer- lantic telephone cable were tailor-made—there’s a 
ing, design, manufacturing production, plant engi- constant need for new products and new processes. 
neering, or some other. You may be eligible for Two-thirds of the equipment we make today for 
financial assistance to help defray the cost of grad- the Bell telephone companies is of types developed 
uate or other study from the very first day. Choose since World War II. 
engineering, science or any course that is appro- . . 

priate to your job or that adds to your ability to Besides telephone work, Western Electric—over 
accept greater responsibility, and the Company the years — has been responsible for a continuous 
will refund to you up to $250 a year for tuition. flow of defense jobs for the government such as the 
(You'll note from the map on this page that Nike guided missile system and the DEW Line. 

Westen Electric's work locations ave well situated ‘There’ plenty of room for advancement... 

in ter pes FAROE thot « hols T seat that whatever your field of specialization. So—whether 
many of the nation’s best schools are close by.) you'd be helping with our telephone job, or work- 

Plus values, like the new Tuition Refund Plan, ing on a major defense project like guided missile 
give Western Electric engineers many opportuni- systems—with Western Electric you can expect to 

ties that others never have. There’s specialized grow! 

training both in the classroom and on the job “iy For our College Tuition Refund Plan booklet 
4 formal program of advanced engineelng stuey’ and additional information about Western Electric 
that includes full-time, off-job courses of up to a0 write: College Relations, Room 1030, Western Elec- 
weeks’ duration . ...a retirement and benefit pro- tric Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 
gram that’s one of the best known and most liberal 
in industry... low-cost life insurance that would PIT 7 7 

. . ee oe BEGINS A 
appeal to any man with his eye on the future. And eT ——— \ 
of paramount importance is the chance to work tae [ogee he Oe ES 
alongside top men in the field of communications. I f ‘ahaa i 1M | “ * hts 7 

There’s a good deal more for which there isn’t é [pm ‘4 —— Te eee 
space here. Why not write us or contact your place- as \ poof BT QS be Nee 
ment office to schedule an interview when Bell BNe \ prone ee JE 
System representatives visit your campus. 7 ; i | Loe foes gy 

“ 3 i a | \ > 

| a MANUFACTURING LOCATIONS e LED : awe 

ee bismbumc Houses NN FA aN Jet 
| A NSTALATON Aten omes Ms 

Western Electric has major manufacturing plants located at 
Chicago, Ill., Kearny, N. J., Baltimore, Md., Indianapolis, Ind., 
Allentown, Pa., Winston-Salem, N. C., Buffalo, N. Y., North 

xm Andover, Mass. Distribution Centers in 30 cities. Installation 
headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, 

MAANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY XH UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM New York. N.Y. Also Teletype Corporation, Chicago 14, Illinois 
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WISCONSIN W. " . E. 

SOCIETY OF # — 
National Director’s Report total of 39,589 members as of De- 

4e) ap =f ile ~ D PROFESSIONAL to Annual W.S.P.E. cember 31, 1956. While the PE 

‘ members have increased by 6,5 Mast bers | 1 by 6,500 
esting during this period, the EIT mem- 

ENGINEERS Your National Society of Profes- bers have only increased by 400. 
sional Engineers has continued to It is obvious that there is much 

make significant progress during to be done to attract the young 

the last two and one-half years I registered engineer to NSPE—for 
SECRETARY'S OFFICE have been familiar with its activi- therein lies the future of NSPE. 
575 Toepfer Avenue ties as your National Director. The During this same period, accord- 

Madison 5, Wisconsin following report will try to review ing to NSPE records, Wisconsin 
Hanotp N. Kinespury, Secretary- some of the highlights of its activi- has advanced from 9th place in 

Preastrer ties and indicate the progress that — State society membership to 8th 
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE has been made. place. 
BASLE Ds GIOSON. Sakai 1. Budget. The budget for 1957 While Wisconsin has lost its 

Madison, Witcnsia has been established at $430,000 | membership contest with Michigan, 

Cuarues M. PenLatany, View Chatman established on the following in- | who won first place in our divi- 

Madison, Wisconsin come: sion nationally, our successful ef- 
c H. H. Buen, Madison Dues income ...............$367,000 forts of the year before paid divi- 

me Sine Rothchild. Advertising ................. 48,000  dends. Wisconsin received a check 
oan ENCEREORD | Kenosha Miscellaneous ............... 15,000 in the amount of $916.20 for dues 
E. C. Kestinc, Superior iml f NSPE f 

2 cat. E a —~~—~ reimbursement from or 
E. J. Dotasex, Eau Claire Total income ..........+..$430,000 oo . . 
E. A. Rircuir, Milwaukee membership gains. The dues reim- 

eee Fenians Nestiahy Budget requests together with bursement for 1956 will be small, 

KENNESH ZURK, La (Crosse administrative and operation costs but another good opportunity lies 
W.S.P.E. OFFICERS resulted in a budget of $470,000— ahead for this year if we but tum 

Ann . a i . Presifl thus requiring a cutting of desir- on the heat in getting new mem 

A UCase Tint Vike president able projects. Some of the projects bers, keep dues paid up, and bring 

C.J. Nevsow: Second Vice President for which funds are not available the delinquents back into the fold. 
"An OWEN Aviizs, Bast Bresidlont aye the— This year, also, is the last opportu- 

H. N. Kinessury, Secretary—Treasurer . nity to bring home the bacon as 
Tueron A. Brown, Director Professional Engrs. Conference Board far as the dues refunds from NSPE 

W. G. Bryan, Director . for Industry, Loe are concerned, 
F. L. Cartson, Director State Secretaries Conference, . . 
W. E. Dick, Director Additional programs in the fields of Membership has always been, is 

Joun Gasmett, Director Chapter Activities, Engineering Prep- now, and will continue to be a vital 
aration, Employment Practices, activity for our society. 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE Membership, Public Relations, and ° . oe 
Haroip Trestor Young Engineers. 3. NSPE Headquarters Building. 

Wintann S$. Corrixcuam The NSPE headquarters building, 
SS Any excess funds which will accrue dedicated in February of 1956, has 

ENGINEERS” ‘CREED during the year due to receipts been another significant step for- 
As a professional engineer, I dedicate beyond the estimated income will, ward during this period 

my professional knowledge and skill £ course. beranplied to'thoserprok : 5 EUs E ; 
to the advancement and betterment of Q arg der app: - LO NOSe Pro} The $440,000 financing for this 
human welfare. ects of greatest need. building was subscribed entirely 

| PLEDGE Contrast this year’s budget with by the members of NSPE. Mem- 
To give the udmost of pettormance; that of 1954 which amounted to bers of WSPE contributed to the 

to participate in none but honest enter- b ¥ SEG ' fi 5 pets Sa dpce gst 
prise, to lice and work according to $311,500—and the steady growth of initial solicitation and also met 
the laws of and the highest standards NSPE activities is obvious. their quota established for the vari- 
of professional conduct. To place serv- 9 . arch? : . sarah? 5 State SHSIAHES Atak > initie 
ice before profit, the honor and standing o~ Membership. The membership ons state societies, alter the initial 
of the profession before personal advan- of NSPE has grown from 29,393 solicitation. 
tafe and the public jeetfere Hboe ul PE’s and 3,293 EIT’s for a total of When in Washington, D. C., be 
other considerations, n humility ana 6 2QR i aun - pe: sure . : 9029 Stree: N J 

with need for Divine Guidance, I make 32886 members in July, 1954 to sure to stop at 2029 K Street, N. W. 
this pledge. 35,892 PE’s and 3.697 EIT’s for a (Continued on page 54) 
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Meet the President 
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VIRGIL M. DUFECK 

Northwest Chapter 

Virgil M. Dufeck, President of the Northwest Chapter of W.S.P.E., was 

born in Denmark, Wisconsin on June 26, 1916. He received his B.S. in Electrical 

Engineering from the College of Electrical Engineering of the Milwaukee School 

of Engineering in 1937. From 1937 to 1942 he was employed by the Wisconsin 

Public Service Corporation in Manitowoc. His next three years were spent with 

the U. S. Navy Department at Manitowoc where he was employed as Electrical 

Engineer. From 1945 to 1948 he was employed by the Rural Electrification 

Administration as Field Engineer in the northern half of Wisconsin and the 

Michigan peninsula. Since 1948 he has been Manager of the Eau Claire Elec- 

tric Cooperative at Eau Claire, 
He was married to Virginia C. Meany of Manitowoc on November 13, 

1943. They have a three year old daughter, Ann Gilbert. 

Mr. Dufeck is a charter member of the Northwest Chapter of W.S.P.E. and 
served on various chapter committees, He was program chairman during 1954 

and served as Vice-President of the chapter during 1955. Mr. Dufeck will com- 

plete an 18 month term as President of the chapter on June 30. 
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Ww S P E with some minor changes, but has tion. This window ran all week and 
-3.F.E. . : e : ° 

taken on action on the Interprofes- carried the mayor's proclamation, 
EF aancerd) iB 8.52) : : ; . . .. : 

(Continued from page 52) sional Code of Practice, as yet, President Eisenhower's letter, a 

to see your beautiful headquarters although it had been approved and transit, rod, electrical instruments, 

building. You will be cordially re- recommended by their committee. drawing boards and drawing  in- 

ceived by the staff. 7, Engineers’ Week. The theme struments, literature, ete. Snap 

4, Functional Sections. Another for the 1957 observance, February shots of this display are avulables 

significant step forward has been 17-23, is “Engineering — America’s A very important part of the En- 

taken by NSPE in the development Great Resource”. This was chosen gineers’ Week here at Wausau was 

of a functional section program on the basis of the fact that the the February 21 dinner meeting of 

within its framework. The first such country’s real resources are not the Society Chapter at the Hotel 

section to be organized at the na- buried in the ground but are actu- Wausau. After dinner about 40 stu- 

tional level is that for consulting ally walking around 6 feet above dents from D. C, Everest and Wau- 
engineers, and it has been my priv- ground—in the minds and attitudes sau Senior High Schools met with 

ilege and pleasure to have had an of the people. us to: view-the: American: Engineer 
active part in this development. A total of 1,500 kits were pre- Film, and took part in a panel dis- 

: . ‘ ‘USS sngineering. sii E 
Four task forces of the section pared and sent to presidents and sewtay on "nl aaewe A ee E 

have been actively working on secretaries of all state societies and QUCSHORS AIG! EINSWEIS, LOLOWEC 
ich items as : chapters and refreshments were served to 

suc ‘MS as: © o 4 
3 See Heald esd close the session. All who took part 

, od L bidet In addition to the kits, individual 2 : . 
a. Rules of organization and budget. sn feel that it was a very worthwhile 
b. Fee schedule letters were sent to 800 newspaper that slial V1 tad 

syne . Heyy : . rogram that should be repeatec 
c. Mthics and practice. publishers and 500 industrial exec- prog eC TEY 

cL Professional liability insurance. utives calling attention to the week next year. 
ej ; ; i Buttons were worn by engineers The executive committee, itself, is und asking for their cooperation andl some: utudlents, Bicker “mere 

. . with local engineering groups. and some students. Stickers were 
busy planing the day long confer- 8 & ; : 2 

"to be held in Dall te used on mail during the week. 
snee to be he allas next June, : Kcr : 
wap? to be@mela’ nit ta J WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER Material was furnished for bul- 

Bats , . letin boards in all of the high 
“ 5 i... “Apa . We have just concluded a most : 1 . 
5. Registration. This period has kc . > schools in the Wisconsin Valley 

: iwity in the field successful “Engineers Week” as far ies : : 
also witnessed activity in the fielc fs 5: i cities and some of the schools ar- 

: . : as the Wisconsin Valley Chapter, i ' 
of registration. eo: ’ ranged rather attractive displays 

. . . W.S.P.E. is concerned. . 7 . . . 
A book “Compendium of Regis- The first activity of th k making use of this material and 

% ‘ he first activity s wrens . 
tration Laws” by Senator Me- 4 C.BES or Qo ; ne in ‘ newspaper engineers wanted sec- 

. nr . re signing of proclamations by one 
Cauley of Missouri was success- gms prec 8D) tions. 
fully underwritten by the NSPE mayors of our cities. Several such 

erwritte » NS q. eve - és 
: I ° . | signings took place. Enclosed is a FOX RIVER VALLEY 

oY rward step consists 0 ; i 7 = a 5 . Sore joe ste} see picture carried in the Wausau Rec- George P. Steinmetz, chairman 
»“Tdeal bi roposed by Ns Pir : woe : . . oa, 

~ o y a pr a sat . ord-Herald of the Wausau signing of the Wisconsin Public Service 
+h comes during the 50th anni- G : : 1 ws eyyys on which ¢¢ ‘ s , 6 sataiti and an article on the Wisconsin Commission and “Wisconsin’s En- 

versary. of cngineering registration aacittiN's fran . . . 
verses os MapneS Sheet : Rapids signing. gineer of the Year”, was featured 
in these United States. The first i ; : ‘ 

° _ The next event took place on speaker at Oshkosh on Wednesday, 
law was enacted by Wyoming in . : . ee is a . nee 
1907 . . Sunday night February 17, 1957 February 20, at a meeting of the 

, fs . 2 a3 . a * . : 

When WSAU-TV. gave us the Fox River Valley Chapter, Wiscon- 
ES +f ahs j sey] y recog=- ‘ 4: 5 eo « is oy % 

a us fight for enamec»nng ae 9:00-9:30 P. M. spot to show “The sin Society of Professional Engi- 

nition is so big and important that American Engineer” to about 75,- neers. The occasion was a dinner 
. longer take refuge in . : SMG GHD MO: IQHIEGT VSG: POSES 000 viewers in Central Wisconsin. meeting held at the Oshkosh Amer- 

the fact that registration is not re- TV station break slides were made ican Legion Club in observance of ore 1” (end ¢ g 
quired in our present wor (enc up with the Engineer Week Sym- National Engineers’ Week, 

quote). i. _ . : > 
l ) bol on them and these were used Speaking on the engineers’ week 

6. Interprofessional Relations. on the Wausau station along with theme, “Engineering, America’s 

During this period, the NSPE in- quite a few spot announcements. Greatest Resource”, Mr. Steinmetz 
terprofessional committee has been WSAU radio and WOSA-WLIN stated that America’s greatest re- 

working in conjunction with a com- radio in Wausau and WDLB in source was its people, particularly 

mittee of A.LA. on both contractual Marshfield gave us several spot an- its young engineers and scientists. 

agreements and an Interprofes- nouncements throughout the week. After recollecting some of the great 
oT " i! ¥ F Practice . : > : “fo . . - 
sional Code of Practice. A very attractive Engineers scientific contributions and contrib- 

The NSPE has approved both of | Week window display was set up —_utors of the past and present, he 
these documents. A.LA. has ap- in the main show window of the emphasized the need for an ade- 

proved the contractual agreements Wisconsin Public Service Corpora- (Continued on page 56) 
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The Electronic Classroom—RCA adds a new 
world of sight and sound to the ‘‘3 R’s”’ 

Today’s classroom is no longer  country...internes watching an opera- 
bounded by books and blackboards. tion close-up on closed-circuit TV... . WHERE''TO, ‘MR. ENGINEER? 
For our children, school is big as the The applications are endless. nee offers i in meseardli Je 
world of sight and sound itself. Through its leadership in electronics, vel pe design ie my i 

5 - y on gineers ache RCA has sent the electron to school RCA contributes a great deal to the turing for engineers with Bachelor OOOAT core AR ee : : : or advanced degrees in E. E., M. E. 
—in TV sets, radios, “Victrolas,”® rec- success of this new and broader kind of Bes = x cae 

: . . or Physics. For full information, 
ords, tape recorders, film projectors. education. In fact, helping our on- write: Mr. R, Haklisch, Manager, 
And with all this, valued help for coming generation to see, to hear... to College Relations, Radio Corpora- 
teachers who must make fullest use of understand...is one of the most im- i F rica. Camder tion of America, Camden 2, N. J. 
our overcrowded classrooms. portant jobs we do. TMK(S) © 

Picture a civics class listening to a 
vital debate in the UN .. . a young- 
ster improving his diction with the RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
help of a tape recorder... kindergart- Electronics for Living 
ners dancing to folk music of a faraway 
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W.S.P.E. NORTHWEST CHAPTER kesha which hire engineers, and 
(Continued fram page 84) The March meeting was held on with their cooperation and that of 

March 6 in Eau Claire. the Waukesha newspaper put out a 
quate corps of competent technolo- Guest speaker was Mr. Karl special Engineers’ Week section 

gistsito:assure continued technolog- Roesser Structural Engineer for the which appeared on Friday, Febru- 

ical superiority for all freedom-lov- Portland Cement Association. Mr. ary 22. Featured were articles and 

ing peoples. He stressed the impor- —_ Roesser was born and educated in pictures showing engineers in their 
tance of young people with natural Germany, and maintained his pri- work, “America’s greatest re- 
abilities and the need for enlight- vate practice there before coming source”. Much favorable comment 

ened parental encouragement and to the United States in 1950. He de- has been heard regarding the sec- 

guidance of these potential tech- signed the Telefunken factories af- tion. 

nologists that they might SUCCESS= ter the war, portions of the Magi- On Wednesday, February 20, the 
fully enter and pUSHe i CATEET: 10 not and Seigfried Lines, and the Chapter held a dinner meeting at 
ther in engineering or scientific US Army 96th Quartermaster Dept. the Avalon Hotel in Waukesha. 

Phe RaKiouel Society of Profes- Mr. Roesser showed films which Following dinner, a short business 

sional Engineers and ‘each of its Brenenee any Geteal the Iateet teebe Tea ws sete an sim about 

local affiliated chapters, one of niques in the construction of pre- ‘ a mona vacation nui 
Which is thé ‘Fox River ‘Vallee stressed concrete structures. Ac- Highlight of the meeting was the 

Chapter, is dedicated to the protec- cording to Mr. Roesser, the labor/ presentauon of a plaque to John 
tion and the promotion of the engi- material ration had been such that Mielke of the firm of Reukert and 

neering profession as a social and prestressed structures were eco- Mielke, wos SNBIACETS; 25:29 
economic influence vital to the af. 2o™ical in Europe, but not in the outstanding engineer born and ed- 
fairs of men and of the: United United States until recently. New ucated in Waukesha County and at 

States. Bounded iv 1934, the: na: techniques permit economical use a Wisconsin University and now 

tional organization enrolls more of prestressed concrete in_ this practicing his profession in Wau- 

ina 36,000 professional engineers country when the girder in ques- kesha County in an outstanding 

in all technical branches who are tion is 40’ between supports or manner: 

registered to practice engineering longer. 

according to the laws of their states Mr. Roesser answered a great SOUTHWEST CHAPTER 

and territories. many detailed questions from the John Gammell, director of grad- 

LAKE SUPERIOR CHAPTER a oot a anal period uate training at Allis-Chalmers 
The Lake Superior Chapter of wing his talk. Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, 

the Wisconsin Socictv of Profes- Reports were submitted by Pro- — was the speaker at the Engineers’ 
sonal Engineers held its “Engi- fessional Registration and Future Week banquet at the Memorial 

ides Waele meating on Febriay Engineers of America Committees: Union on the University campus. 

18 19ST ut 8.80R.M-in.the Badger = George Young. Chatman of Tha progeau ‘was sponsored bythe 
Room of Hotel Superior. a temporary committee: formed to southwest chapter, Wisconsin Soci- 

After a social hour and dinner, study a group insurance plan for ety of Professional Engineers. 

a very instructive and interesting members in private practice, ne Among the guests were officers 
film entitled “The Eighth Sea” was por ted progress and set a meeting of student chapters of engineering 

shown. This was a forty-five min- for interested members. Mo. groups. 

ute presentation, depicting out- re ‘we 6, ea on Mr. Gammell has been with 

standing features of the forthcom- ne Buhetiong) roup, V » OX Allis-Chalmers since 1928 with the 

ing St. Lawrence Seaway. As the ecutive COMmmttes, reported on the exception of three years during 

building of the seaway is probably Milwaukee and Madison meetings. World War I when he was chief 

the outstanding engineering accom- of the electrical equipment branch 

plishment of the present genera- WAUKESHA COUNTY CHAPTER of the War Production Board, He 

tion, it was appropriate to the cele- Engineers’ Week in the Wau- talked on “The Professional Re- 

bration of “Engineers’ Week”; a kesha Chapter area was celebrated sponsibilities of the Engineering 

week which had been set aside to in a number of different ways. Graduate.” 

call attention to the importance of Waukesha radio station WAUX 

the Engineer in our present day featured spot announcements IDEAL REGISTRATION LAW 

life. throughout the week recorded by RESOLUTION ON THE N.S.P.E. PROPOSED 

The film was presented by Mr. Chapter members Joe Kuranz, Don IDEAL REGISTRATION LAW 

Mike Conroy through the courtesy Bengs, Fritz Fosdal, Howard Wuereas: Engineering registra- 

of the Nagle-Hart Equipment Wurst, and Richard Jahnke. tion laws, as enacted by various 

Company of Eau Claire, Wis- President Kuranz contacted vari- states, permit registration of cer- 
consin. ous industries in and around Wau- (Continued on page 88) 
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Keepi t t in the rai 
MASONRY WALLS made of brick, stone, or concrete have raincoat .. . yet, because the pores are not sealed, mois- 
long stood the test of time. But today, they can be made ture from within can evaporate freely. 

Fe better with a eins of silicone water repellents. The people of Union Carbide produce silicones 
i ess, AMAZING he 1 prevent eamaging rainwater for other uses, too... automobile and furniture polishes, 
rom entering the countless tiny pores or openings in lubricants, electrical insulation, and new rubber-like 
masonry structures. products . . . all of which help bring more and better 

When the water freezes after penetrating, it can things for all of us. 
cause spalling—cracks off small pieces. And, if it seeps STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career 
all the way through to the inside of a building, paint opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, 

peels ... woodwork warps... plaster stains and cracks. Gasts, and PLasrics. Write for “Products and Processes” booklet C-2. 

Now, silicone water repellents provide the an- | N I Oo N C, N R B I D E 
swer. Brushed or sprayed on the surface, they line— 

not seal—the pores in masonry. Even heavy rain driven AND CARBON CORPORATION 
by hurricane winds cannot break through this invisible 30 EAST 42np street [I] New york 17, N.Y. 

In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, Toronto 

TTT aos — GEC’ Trade-marked Products include ———___ 
UNION CARBIDE Silicones Crac Agricultural Chemicals EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries © ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals 
LINDE Oxygen SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS PRESTONE Anti-Freeze HAYNES STELLITE Alloys Dynel Textile Fibers 
Pyrorax Gas BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics. NATSONAL Carbons UNION Calcium Carbide PREST-O-LITE Acetylene 
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: _ FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY 
. i 

° ° + . . . : 
Collins Radio Company Confidential Application for Technical Employment 

oo BIRTH | 

PL LASTNAME 0 IRSTINAME MIDDLE NAME DAIE 

P stneer avoness re sre ! 

PCO 
io WO.[ YR: { ae . YR | __EMPLOvER'S NAME, BUSINESS, LOCATION POSITION AND NATURE OF DUTIES 

| | __ PRESENT OR LAST EMPLOYER 

LS | | | -——— —_|—__— 
i aide pun SiR a 

STATE NATURE OF YOUR MOST RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS ~ a eee - 

ee 

MILITARY SERVICE RECORD 

Signature ______i 

r ° 
COLLINS in 1 COLLINS in 

reer 
Aviation H Ground Communication x 
Collins completely oufits airline, military and busi- i Collins engineers, designs and supplies the equip- NY 

ness aircraft with the most advanced communica- n ment, installs, and puts into operation integrated ul ri 
tion, navigation, flight control and instrumentation r] point-to-point communication systems of any scope. aa 
systems in aviation. Many new lightweight, reduced- | ia VY r] The Collins system engineering staff is backed by Mt 

size versions are now being delivered. Collins By i] the finest equipment in the world, whether standard Mt 

designed the original Integrated Flight System, leads ae 1 MF, HF or VHF, Transhorizon "'scatter," microwave Wy 
in combining comm/nav/ident units into a single | ote 1 relay and multiplex or single sideband HF. Typical Wa 

compact "CNI" package for new military aircraft, Ss ! of Collins communication progress is ''Kineplex'’ — 

and continues to pace the industry in developments ; 1 a high speed data transmission system doubling 
in airborne radar, ADF, ILS, VOR, HF and VHF F communication capacity. 
Ta it it f] 

i) 
O 5 

Send your application to: 

L. R. Nuss Fred Aiken Harold McDaniel 

Collins Radio Co. Collins Radio Co. Collins Radio Co. 

Cedar Rapids, 2700 W. Olive Ave. 1930 Hi-Line Drive 

lowa Burbank, California Dallas, Texas



You've got to be good to 

Y Command highest salary 

VW Advance rapidly in a strong, growing company 

V Work with highest caliber development groups 
, . , ’ spege 

WUse the world’s finest engineering facilities 

V Maintain Collins creative reputation 

Collins depends on its engineers. That’s why will continue, and you can be a part of this 

you have to be good to earn a place on a growth. 

Collins Research and Development team. Send the application form printed on the opposite 

Collins hard earned reputation was built on page as an expression of your interest in knowing 

a solid foundation of engineering talent. The more about the opportunities at Collins. Your 

sales growth of the Company has _ justified application will be held in the strictest confidence 

Collins emphasis on engineering. Sales have and will be answered immediately by a personal 

increased 10 fold in the last 10 years. And letter. Take only a few minutes now to fill out the 

employment of research and development per- application and mail to one of the addresses listed. 

sonnel has more than kept pace. Collins growth This can be the turning point in your career. 

é i A 
COLLINS in ! COLLINS in : 
Amateur Radio 1 LY r-T-ToCt- Fay 

RUC UNA EOL Cn LCMELCL: C at ! Collins supplies a complete new AM station from 
Amateur radio and, through continuous design and r mike to antenna or modernizes existing facilities. 
PO uu Me Ee MMe Cg r] Besides the superior line of transmitters, Collins 
jingle sideband station — the most honored and ' supplies the broadcaster's needs with such advanced 
orized in the Amateur fraternity. This station is the i] additions as TV-STL microwave relay system, the 
‘op performing rig on the air with its kilowatt 1 eae ecu LUC Me Aa a 
<WS-I transmitter and highly selective 75A-4 4 phasing equipment and audio consoles. Collins a 
'eceiver. Many of the leaders in the electronics Ee ee H field service organization has built an enviable an 
ndustry became acquainted with Collins through PN YE \ r reputation in assisting the broadcaster in installa- —— | 
ihe Company's superior Amateur equipment. r] SLM CL [-Lh 2 

' 
i] 
1 

e oy 
4 CH CREATIVE LEADER IN ELECTRONICS 

Collins Radio Company — Cedar Rapids ¢ Dallas « Burbank
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OPERATING ATOMIC REACTOR TO 
BE ON DISPLAY IN PHILA- 

- DELPHIA IN MARCH 

Next March 11th to 15th, visitors 

to the International Atomic Expo- 

a ae sition and 1957 Nuclear Congress 

pe : ‘ will be able to walk around and 

sa raceme — Eads tee ae , inspect a critical nuclear reactor in 

eet se a a actual operation in Philadelphia’s 
ae i : (Z Convention Hall. 

M8 et ) a | Ge) os Now in quantity production at 

Se gay a SS Aerojet-General Nucleonics, the re- 

actor has been approved by the 
Atomic Energy Commission as com- 

/ _ pletely safe for public exhibition 
yy . 

Wi; eo de without special shielding. 

Ye ss en Developing a normal output of 

4 &, r e —————— 100 milliwatts with a peak of 3 

Y, 9 a a ‘ watts, the reactor, which includes 

fe , A a remote control console, is de- 

Y/, cs signed for use in hospitals, educa- 
Yy Le : 3 i tional institutions and industry for 

© i ( aS a production of radio-active isotopes. 
hs “ : . . Neen All shielding required has been 

hei 

pee E Ce All-weather traveling is a pleasure in 

‘ ee : x ae ee all Je the world’s first fully automatic steel-top 
/ - tC, convertible, the Ford “Skyliner,” which 

: “ b my is making its eagerly-awaited appearance 
p at Ford dealerships. Its suggested list 

; price of $2702 is lower than 85 per cent 
of the conventional convertibles on the 

mm” oe i market today. The six-passenger Skyliner, 
i i BN ‘ heralded as the first really new car de- 

Ve). sce... ee vie Siulid ) Gants enue: sign in 40 years, sets a model trend for 
ye ue Glb eeueniil iiiklhiearrae comnen momma future automobiles. Originally engineered 
rr hs ie [Rais ioe "a CC : ca for higher priced cars, it was introduced 

Ee i : ie: f ie ia sa _ ee a oe Ce (| as a Ford because only Ford could 
A Ps, Se EES) spread developmental costs over a larger 

Ye. Bi i eb yterse ions ties tial) be y)} number of units, making it commercially 
cal feasible. 
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built into the reactor so that it is It is used by thousands of secre- 3. Uniformity—The compactness 

completely self-contained. taries—although they may not know and simplicity of the quartz infra- 
The reactor is about 914 feet it—in office copying machines. red lamps permit ready installa- 

high and looks a bit like a giant It touches the lives of millions tions providing uniform, constant 

upside-down milk-can. Weight is of people because it is used in the energy. 

22,000 Ibs. The enriched U-235 printing industry to set ink in high- 4. Cost—Infrared systems are eco- 

uranium is in the form of a pow- speed presses. In the textile indus- nomical to install, simple in con- 

der dispersed in solid polyethylene try, this radiant energy source— struction, and are made largely of 

plastic. with other drying facilities—speeds standard parts. Maintenance is easy 
This will be the first time that an up and improves textile processing. and inexpensive, operating cost is 

actual “critical” reactor has been It is used to produce supersonic — low. No power is used when the 

on public exhibit except for the wing-surface temperatures for the unit is not in use. Expensive con- 

U. S. reactor in Geneva, Switzer- aircraft industry in a developmen- trols are not needed. 

land. At the previous International tal quartz infrared oven with ad- 5. Space—Infrared ovens require 
. Atomic Exposition in Cleveland a justable segments to fit aerody- substantially less space than other 

pickle-barrel type of reactor was on namic contours. In this application, types. 

display but that unit was non- special 1000-watt quartz lamps, de- 6. Comfort and safety—Employ- 

conical aad this unable to main- signed for intermittent burning ges work in a comfortable tempera- 
tain fission without the PIESERES only, are mounted in a closely ture because infrared adds little 
of a separate neutron producing — meshed two-layer grid and oper- heat to the air, Hazards are mini- 
— . ated to produce a total energy con- mized because the source of heat 

_ The Aerojet, reactor, except for centration of more than 150,000 jg enclosed in the bulb. 

Size, 18 similar in principle to some watts per square foot. The amazing versatility of the 
of the giant power-producing ae It bakes lacquers, enamels and quartz infrared lamp, according to 
stallations planned THPMATIONS, pants varnishes in a fraction of the time — G-E engineers, is due to its small 
of the U.S. and abroad. Its 61/5 required by other baking processes. size, high operating temperature, 
Ibs. of fuel is estimated to have a - oceccos — where lia. and ability to withstand the shock 
useful life of around 300 years. dn crys peodeiies — where Na mee - sofia io 

# uids must be evaporated — the of violent temperature change. 
QUARTZ INFRARED LAMP HAILED quartz infrared lamp is replacing The tube is made of fused trans- 

FOR VERSATILITY gas and oil ovens, electric heaters, lucent quartz which has high me- 

In two and one half years, the and even blowtorches. chanical strength, low coefficient of 

smallest, hottest electrical heat Some of the reasons for this ex- expansion, high melting point, supe- 
source on the market—the General panding and diversified use of rior insulating properties, and re- 

Electric tubular quartz infrared quartz infrared lamps are: sistance to acid and thermal shock. 

lamp—has developed almost unbe- l ‘ten hear tHbaesd ‘i . Even when the tube is heated to a 
lievable versatility. a Quie a * al an ae cherry red, it almost never cracks 

This lamp is three-eighths of an vam ue : most ne 7 wen when subjected to such extreme 
inch in diameter and comes in enerey creates: tmmee fate Heat abuse as being doused with water 
lighted lengths of 5, 10, 16, 25, 38 when — a product that can or touched with a piece of ice. 
and _ 50 inches at 100 watts per inch! == #?S0 b it. Even iors tportant in The lamp # deseued to last 
And its applications, according to many processes, the time has been more than 5000 hours, 
the manufacturer, are Jegion. reduced from hours to minutes. 

It is used for cooking and food 2. Efficient operation —Old-type | SKIS RESIST ARCTIC FREEZE-DOWN 
warming—from a hamburger to a — ovens burned fuel that heated the The effect of a thin plastic film, 
roast—but it is also used by rail- air which in turn heated the prod- fastened to the bottoms of the larg- 
roads and machine shops for shrink- uct. Direct infrared heating is more est aircraft skis ever made, is being 
fitting pinions and bearings. efficient. examined closely by Lockheed Air- 

ES eeeeeenemmemeeneenmeesenn 8 

Various lengths in i? BLUE eter 
which infrared quartz 

lamps are available. a 

~ decent ee het eeceereeeeieeceee E 
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craft in tests of its C-130 polar conditions ranging from deep, soft with mechanical fasteners. More 
troop carrier. slush to hard, weathered ice. than 190 pounds of “Teflon” are 

The C-130 skis, resembling mini- To meet these rugged require- used to cover the C-130 undercar- 
ature landing craft, are covered ments, engineers designed a three- riage. 
with a skin of “Teflon” tetrafluoro- part undercarriage. The main load In spite of their size, the three 
ethylene resin, a Du Pont plastic is distributed between two main skis are completely retractable. For 
with a surface so. slick virtually skis approximately 19 feet long landings on concrete runways, the 
nothing will stick to it. and five feet wide. The nose ski, skis may be replaced with wheels 

The underside of “Teflon” re- used to steer the plane on the by the flick of a small control 
duces the friction of bare metal on ground, is approximately nine feet switch, 

snow by 50 per cent and _ resists long and five feet wide. 

the adhesion of ice, a factor which In covering the skis, sheets of CLEAN HEAT 
can immobilize the most power- “Teflon” three thirty-seconds of an Atomic Heating of Buildings 
ful aircraft by causing the skis to inch thick were treated on one side Developed 

freeze fast. in a sodium-ammonia bath to pro- Within a few decades, factories, 
At Bemidji, Minn., the unique duce a cemetable surface. After office buildings and other large 

undercarriage is being tested for bonding the skin to the ski with structures may be heated atomi- 
its ability to pillow the 62-ton, four- an epoxy resin adhesive, runners cally “without a speck of soot, an 
engined craft over a variety of snow were mounted on the outer surface ounce of ash or a cubic foot of 

smog,” a General Electric Com- 
si os es —== pany engineer predicts. 

: : et eA Sa S. L. Nelson, manager of one of 
Mi ss ae A the processing operations at the 

| a oe os et : = iar, Hanford atomic plant, says that 
es Ligacw , “a eo . - successful use of reactor waste heat 

irae a tn = S Te for Hanford buildings has shown 

ae i ey ak | that dirt-free atomic heating is ame € ae es: = : 3 : technically feasible. 
pt : Cee = ES a sy es FE : He pointed out, however, that 

Gi ee : SS cy 7s Pala success of his predictions depends 

% ee ae as SS) : : ay on making atomic fuel available for 
2° ns CE cae if \ heating purposes, design of a re- 
- . ° sae a = ce actor specifically for low-energy 

fis my Pe 2a _ =. i | Ae heat production and over-all reduc- 
pi a me, | ea Abn tions in costs of building and oper- 
’\\esueene By Ce - Nt ating reactors. 

, a a “ae Lo. «(| : ty? A Atomic technology is fully cap- 
iy , kA. ot € My i o af eo) able of producing a long-life, low 

al oo NN gee Je an 2. powered safe reactor, suitable for 
_ TO. £ " po p ie space heating,” he stated. “Although 

oe & he MO Van not enough work has been done on 
eg a a “ : cS the economic aspects of atomic 

b Pa Ly oS? : oS , a me \ ] space heating to make any evalua- 
a Pa A | . T aan tion, a preliminary glance indicates 

gre ee < a ” ae i that for some applications it would 
Le § Ce Al SN ge \a ny be attractive even now. 

oe _ i Q OF r , ra Y He said that the Atomic Energy 

oe oN ‘a f Commission already has laid the 
7 si * y a N | ground work for standardization 
o. aN A i! \\ i and control of such systems, but 

: " pS > i | that “the remaining problem is 
— . aN / fuel.” He said that fuel now is 
on » ~ ; rl I channeled into “more urgent proj- 

bg wo , on Vv i ects.” 
ae SS ~~, — q ti ! He said that the Hanford heat- 

Roe s a ae l ing system works this way. 
Experienced gained in building and successfully testing this 600,000-volt, single- Water from the Columbia River 

sa Taonga, out to we by, AlisGhaimen, i comtrucing i is pumped through Hanford rete 
in the United States. tors used in producing plutonium. 
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Sa eR AT: G5 s ee een nay wy oe y AR” ia This water cools the reactor and oe ss i {aoe ie ” . & 
picks up immense amounts of heat, oe ae || \ceneene . 

j itha sli ; Cadi ee i | Ok meme | along with a slight amount of radio- i 2a - joa a eee ee ras 

activity. i —- oft ee 
. ‘ ce A ae oe 

The reactor cooling water then ~~ Ramee: ===. ip ee | 
is od é si “ mt be a io i is pumped to an outside heat ex- ‘ ee ag eS a a = = 
changer, where it gives up its heat Sen & i i f 
to an ethylene glycol water solu- — in : ee ig | he + 
tion. The ethylene glycol solution ae a : "s Hy Nee i ‘ 
is circulated to air conditioning sys- CE ed ae oe A ae 

tems in reactor buildings, opera- Caen eee ee aaeeiemmemncnnnnat Taree ; A Cl 
. wee . . — < oo x ° caw : % corsa 

tions buildings, administrative offi- “ : ey yi a \ aa q F 
ces and maintenance shops. : a ee ae ce ce wv mo i P 

x : ee POO eS el Lge a ey S - Ethylene glycol is used to pre- ee ye ee ra | las 
olin | ia i : po lia acme og Ae Oe | vent freezing in outside air condi- Le. + ve oro eee oe homstas' ‘ . ; . : : SS get 5 7 eee eG Pop) : 

tioner coils during sub-freezing on an oe —_—— “i ir ia 4 
A ————— ee e 

weather. MER rst ced i ee a Silla set Tl es 

Safety of the system is assured This rotor for one of two generators in a 300,000-kw steam turbine-generator 
by maintenance of higt seca ye unit being built for the River Rouge plant of the Detroit Edison Company is 
a he ; Brier Pressure being machined at Allis-Chalmers West Allis Works on the largest special design 
in the secondary ethylene glycol adjustable rail milling machine in the country. 
system than in the reactor coolant This machine has four 75-hp heads, a maximum overall width of 28 ft., maximum 
water. If a leak should develop, the height above floor line of 18 ft., 6 inches, and maximum overall length of 102 ft. 

fl 1 . velop, a The table is 84 inches wide, 56 ft. long and has a carrying capacity of 175 tons. 

low would be from the non-radio- The machine can be used as a conventional four-head planer type milling machine 
active fluid into the radioactive as well as for special rotor slotting work. It is equipped with a split table arrange- 
fluid, thus preventing radioactive ment permitting set-up on one portion of the table while the other part is in use. 

® . . . ow It is fixtured with an index mechanism that operates on the air electric principle. 
water from getting into the heating 

system. 

Nelson said that the Hanford ° oe Ay, eal yh 
installation has shown itself to be me Te ie a ‘) 

“remarkably sound and_ trouble- | emi . Dy z 3 ee) am / 
free system. ei aco ( % ao i mae MI ji: a iA 

« ‘ a : ee. - Ss ve Although development projects ss SS) Er es aa 
” tions 2 hover” _ he AS often operate at a loss,” he stated, 2 |e EA kee L. aN wae ‘ i = ag ya} os this system will make a profit, sav- e lS a - 

ing the taxpayers a net of about a { ee 

$60,000 a year after a three to ~~ i i \ ZN a eo 
seven-year amortization.” ma oe u ba ae > . . EE aS a loos re Enough heat is recovered in the a in ad : ee a oe 
system to heat more than 1,000 ah i te i 28 WEA)» ES 
average-size ee uri ‘ spree” See ONG, Wye er average-size houses during the win- ae j Ce ey NY Vp oe, yA Fs Sear < addé ft Ss S ne : P aia ay Saas ter season, he added. wee Lh eg = A \Z& = 2 Pinas iach : ai SS | ea if ae wee ee ~ = Zz GF OO gas: 

SAFE SOLVENTS << to | d= os 
z EA ‘ ids LAME Sa lS 

N i we a a A egetWN: .- - ew Solvent Solves Industrial ed a ym fo ti Wa s Be 
Cleaning Problems or | ae gi 7, vy &.) 

a a ; SS we ye Nonflammable solvents that will oe tea. \ ce et 
bite into and remove oil, grease, rs al CA A 
and dirt without harming delicate 
metal parts or electrical insulati The 76-ton, 4-pole, 1800-rpm rotor (on blocks) and its 35-ton, 2-pole, 3600-rpm. 
ak « “Pe , cal insulation, partner suspended from a crane are for the world’s first 300,000-kilowatt steam 

yet are safe enough to use in ordi- turbine-generator unit. This is a 3600/1800-rpm close-coupled, cross-compound unit Bi 
nary work areas with conventional which Allis-Chalmers is building for The Detroit Edison Company. 
ventilating equipment, are Another 3600-rpm rotor is being machined in the lathe. It is for single-shaft, 

availabl ne # E > are me 150,000-kilowatt unit being built for an Indiana utility. Both 3600-rpm rotors are 
aval able to solve a wide range for fully-supercharged, conductor-cooled generators. 
of special industrial cleaning prob- In fully-supercharged machines, cool hydrogen gas is pressurized by supercharger- 
lems. type blowers and driven at high velocity in direct contact with rotor conductor 

Adaptbi . surfaces and through stainless steel tubes inside the stator coils. This cooling method 
Adaptable to vapor degreasing removes heat from these parts so effectively that large capacity generators now re- 

or cleaning by liquid immersion, quire no more space than formerly occupied by conventionally hydrogen-cooled 
the solvents will be marketed by generators of much smaller capacity. Supercharging makes possible turbine-generators 

. = ? of far greater capacity than heretofore without proportionate increase in physical 
(Continued on page 83) size. 
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... . |... ..... ss. 
TAKING THE GUESSWORK OUT OF 

—rr—~™~—~—~—~—‘“OsOSSStsS—~—:—U—.—U—U—U—U C“ &§rsSsS 4 : ‘ : é : 
—  ..,rttrtrt—<“(istséi‘“‘“‘i‘“‘i‘“‘i‘“‘( ‘CéiC;C;‘;‘C;C™;C; DEC Po (0) N- AL A | (e - 

speed oc amar la bene | =.  f¢ FF # §= = CCC. errant aes, ate ce ci ea] 
oe 0—hUt LE ones 

f fi eS og ae 
ous ae | eee ee i 

; ~~, i er ay 4 ae. 0 5 

a ce eee ee i Lye. 
Ce lal niall ld en 7 — : 4 == 4 

i 3 A Cae  lt(<i—~wSCC 

he # Oe a ial i. — sp Se ok le 

fice = fave < 

a = WEL ete OO a ~“ { 

Bk | Oe — , r—r— : : : 
i ree  . oe oe ae foe co - 

Have you heard about linear programming? It’s a new 5 : ‘ 

tool of Management Science—a mathematical technique TS eee 
devised to help management make decisions more quickly pueies 
and accurately than ever before. , 

Suppose, for example, you are a manager faced with ae cae 

a veritable jungle of figures—schedules, machine loads, c <<  n. 

cost inventories. A decision based on these must be made. _ _ — . ee 
Once youwould have had to be satisfied with an educated : ng ms  . re Pd nin 
“guesstimate,” or perhaps recourse to trial and error. “ae et ee hs 

But now, with linear programming and electronic com- Paine el nw! ase “es _— ae 
. te 2 ee ; lle 

putation, you can get not merely “an” answer, but the 3  #« 2 
best possible answer—and get it fast. _ oo . | .—lON 

The computer’s the key : 2 / . 4 

Key to the success of linear programming is an electronic Transportation costs cut: Shippers use linear programming 
computer—IBM’s 704. Its tremendous calculating speed and the IBM 704 to map most economical routes. One 
and data capacity solve complex management problems reports a 50% yearly cost reduction. 
often in a matter of minutes. N a Ya a 

If you are preparing for an engineering career, or are F elt) fi alt 

majoring in math or physics, perhaps you would enjoy na a a a ie e. 
helping IBM create electronic computers such as the 704. . ip Se il ag i i | 
The potential of this phase of electronics presents one of a ) No if a iw oF e 

gee ou ao 
the brightest chances today for a rewarding career. Why ine i ae i: : ah al | i a" 
not ask your Placement Director for a copy of IBM’s C2 a - 2. 
brochure? Or write direct to our Manager of Engineering Ce a a _ 
Recruitment: a i ee 5 a 

| > ee | 
R. A. Whitehorne, Room 3304, a i ms i ‘ 5 bi i Aue a i 
International Business Machines Corporation sa ee 
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 

INTERNATIONAL 
More profit per plant: Manufacturers use electronic com- 

e371 BUSINESS bea CHINES: putation to determine which combination of machines and 
2 CORPORATION products means minimized costs, maximized profits. 
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: The never-ending search for oil takes men to 
strange places—even to ocean floors. 

: : : _ Here Mobil scientists, the first company team of 
 . : research geologists trained as skin divers, probe 

: B U) Ss S|) ais | the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. 

: / | From their findings have come clues which may ‘ 
: (@4 (@) iS al ER E i (@4 i= | _ lead to the location of new oil reserves to strength- 

: : en the Free World—to guarantee you a continu- 4) 
_ ous and abundant flow of the thousands of a 

be / . products made from petroleum toenrich yourlife. 

: : Geology is but one of many professions repre- 
_ sented on the world-wide roster of Mobil per- 

_ | sonnel. We also employ nuclear physicists, math- 
: - ematicians, chemists and engineers of every type, L 

re _~~—_ scmarketing analysts, marketers . . . people pre- [ 
. / Sse pared to handle more than 100 different positions. 
CO /  —s 

pe — : : ——e If you qualify, the Mobil companies offer youan 
oF opportunity to build a career through training 

. |. _ — @2@27«&=;~2© 7 that will utilize your talents to the fullest . . . : 
| i 4) _ . _ _=Sssconstantiy challenge your ingenuity . . . reward a 
br : en  ——— __ you with a lifetime of richly satisfying work. 

ea a a —rrt—‘(ONCCSCiCOiCiCNMCCNCNCiCiOCisNC‘CSS‘VNor' more information about your opportunity _ 
< aS “Pp _2@=—U__ with the world’s most experienced oil company, | 

Soul rt—“C*w™wC~*~s~sC~—O—OOC—~—C—C—CC—C—CC.. 6SSOCOONNY MOOBIL OIL CO., INC. oF 

™ ~~  . Leader in lubrication for 91 years 

A / -  —rti—O AFFILIATES: _ 
id f Te lUlUlrlrrt~SCSCOrst— General Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles 54, California 
es a, r—“Otir—O~is—~*~OS*=C<C<Ct:*rti—iSS Magnolia Petroleum Company, Dallas 21, Texas [_ 
——lUlUlUlmlmrwt~OCOCS™YCO Mobil Oil of Canada Ltd., Calgary, Alberta, Canada Yo 

v4 | CCC pty, Mobil Overseas Oil Company, New York 17, N. Y. [_ — | LCLCLhLULUcrlrc LL Of | 
— - °>-va * Mobil Producing Company, Billings, Montana | | “ —_§ << of “se. Socony Mobil Oil Company de Venezuela [| 

: beewal _ On ne ill \ forei i i Le Pr i x and other foreign producing companies ve 

| ee c—h—UlUCe.hhlrlrti‘“iéi™OSOSOSOSOSC:— Cl 

Oe ...—ti‘(i‘(COéCOCzC;*O YT 
3 CO , a — =. 

_ -, - oe =—_. 

Yh Oe! 2. Ie tcf... 
ie Fe, _. | oe e!6hChlUl LL EG a  @;+§«=@©™+»©=~—hliOr 

Sr > tA ed 0 ee come 7 AS ms a oo , 
i #éé##-« . yS- ® : _ , > 

—- oe at i Frrrt—~s~SCszSCCQYS 

te eS a 7, 4 -  ... 2 rt—( iC 
Sle, ee — Ge) _ 2 ee eee ee A a, : ! oe ny 

——— |. a al a a 
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Alumni is former associate director of re- section head of the correlation sec- 

— / search for nucleonics at the Naval tion in the process research divi- 

(Continued from page 46) Research Laboratory, Washington, sion of the Esso Research and En- 

named cngineer-in-charge of me- District of Columbia. gineering Co., Linden, N. J. 

chanical design in the Allis-Chal- Dr. Walter F. Grether, ’34, has Former research engineer with 
mers steam turbine department. been named chief of operations at the Sinclair Research Laboratories, 

Clifford Holmes, “41, is the new the Wright Air Development Cen- Harvey, Ill, Warren E. Stewart, 

engineer-in-charge of steam design, ter’s. Aero Medical Laboratory, *45, returned to the campus in Sep- 

same department. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, tember to teach chemical engineer- 
Lt. Col. Fred F. Seifert, °34, has Ohio. ing. Also new on the College of En- 

ae ; metan an William S. Kinne, Jr., 34, profes- gineering faculty is Jean Van 
moved from Redlands, Calif., to : . . di : <2 . 
Arlington, Virginia sor of architecture at the Univer-  Bladel, ’49, who instructs courses in 

a / sity of Illinois since 1949, has been electrical engineering. An engineer 
John E. Brennan, 34, has been appointed director of architecture with the Gisholt Machine Co., 

appointed a vice president and planning of the Kawneer Co., Niles Madison, Robert R. Zenk, ’47, is 

group executive of Chrysler Corp. Mich., a major fabricator of alum- teaching part-time in machine de- 

to take charge of the 19-plant inum for the architectural, aircraft, sign in mechanical engineering, 

stamping and general manufactur- and appliance industries. A Madison engineer, Robert Wil- 

ing group. New general manager of General liam Fleming, ’46, has joined the 

Dr, Ernest Krause, “34, president Electric’s low voltage switchgear Bettis Plant, atomic power research 

of the Systems Research Corpora- department in Philadelphia, Frank — Jaboratory which Westinghouse 

tion, Van Nuys, Calif., has been E. Stehlik, °34. Electric Corp. operates in Pitts- 

awarded the Navy's highest civil- Dr, Donald L. Benedict, *43, burgh for the Atomic Energy com- 

ian award, the Distinguished Civil- director of physical sciences re- mission. He and his family are liv- ing phy: ) 
ian Service Award, for his “pioneer- search at Stanford Research Insti- ing in Pleasant Hills, Pa. I & 

ing efforts in the field of rockets tute, has announced the formation Monsanto Chemical Company’s 

and upper atmosphere research, of a department of metallurgy inorganic chemicals division has 

achievements in the nuclear wea- under the division he heads. added to its sales department John 

pons program, and administrative James R. Felix, 44, Westfield, C. Docter, ’47, Lebanon, Ind. 

and organizational capabilities.” He N. J., has been named an assistant THE END 

| Here’s Your Opportunity for Long-Term Success 

in the Fast-Growing Automatic Control Industry | 

THE INDUSTRY As the industry's specialists, Sith 100 fully staffed an 

: +3: s sss offices, we’ve done the control systems for most 0 e 

The automatic temperature, humidity and air conditioning nation’s better buildings—skyscrapers, schools, industrial 
control field is one of today’s leading growth industries. plants, hotels, hospitals and other large buildings. The 

Continued rapid expansion in the years ahead is inevitable work is diversified, exacting, with plenty of challenge for 
in this age of air conditioned buildings and mounting con- our engineering ability ” 

struction activity. That means abundant opportunity for ¥ = 
you to grow—and prosper, too! THE REWARDS 

THE WORK At Johnson, you'll be able to realize your full potential as 

. 5 " s an engineer, in the work of your choice. You'll enjoy ready 

For graduates in any branch of engineering, with or without recognition of your accomplishments. Your work will be 

experience, Johnson has immediate openings in sales engi- sufficiently important for you to retain your identity as an 

ton aed product design and development, research, produc: individual always. Salaries, insurance, pension plan and 
lon and application engineering. involve assignments 0! . = 

responsibility and offer unlimited possibilities for personal other company-paid benefits are attractive. 

development and advancement. . . . 
Strictly an engineer’s company, we deal entirely with in- Our “Job Opportunities Booklet” contains setae sf our sheraten and 

dividually designed control systems. You'll find yourself phowsighere You Barre ree weet Sony See PRE NSO, Connson 

working with the nation’s top architects, consulting engi- pany: # = 

neers, contractors and building owners. 

THE COMPANY 

Johnson established the automatic temperature control in- a 
dustry when we developed the room thermostat over 70 
years ago. Johnson is the only nationwide organization dj 
devoted exclusively to planning, manufacturing and instal- SINCE 1885 
ling automatic temperature and air conditioning control 
systems. PLANNING * MANUFACTURING © INSTALLING 
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lo the engineer who intends 

b il to blaze new trails... 
ae " 5 . nami _ ee Six inch long compressor-turbine assembly in a midget 
‘a ot. See — ee | AiResearch air expansion refrigeration unit which 

| Pe ——rlr—r——CSC9QS 7 wee | operates at 100,000 r.p.m., can drop temperature more 

[Kk owe cn a Second 
i . ‘ a ae fe. 

wie rt™—s—“(i‘“‘iéisCSC—COC 
as Re UE Ne. 

| ~—r—“™—S—<—haes 

fee a es a " a 

S enn sett ese 3 Yo 

Fee a —— ee 

SLL SSS_ WY 
A ~~ Log. === sevice oe a ~~ a ay ‘>. Py ge et ennai a re 5 

: ‘ | | ~~ Peo ee 

NSE ea, ae Ye, 8 e/ yy , SS) yy 
AQ OS UlnS | fae Ne ey OP Wy 

\ nn SOX SY \V eS —f- | ah Ly 4 

ie OS ees j ‘C4 " ip 

Ee aeotewee :--.. yyy 
a 8 SS ——— Sy y A aS enn oon aaa - ‘ Comey 

ea wee ea Se eer re ie ar a 

P Great engineering advances are now _— And if you like pleasant living, too, and controls, temperature controls, 
taking place in America, and The _ our plants are located in the most cabin air compressors, turbine 
Garrett Corporation is playing a desirable areas in America. Also, motors, gas turbine engines, cabin 
vital part in making them possible. financial assistance and encourage- pressure controls, heat transfer, 

Reason for our important role is ment will help you continue your — electro-mechanical equipment, elec- 
the forward looking approach of our _ education in the graduate schools of tronic computers and controls. 
engineers, who develop new solutions __ fine neighboring universities. We are seeking engineers in all 
for industry as needed. If stimulat- All modern U.S. and many foreign categories to help us advance our 
ing assignments and recognition for aircraft are Garrett equipped. We _ knowledge in these and other fields. 
achievement is what you’re looking have pioneered such fields as refrig- | Send resume of education and expe- 
for, you'll enjoy working with us. eration systems, pneumatic valves rience today to: Mr. G. D. Bradley 

THE CoRPORATION 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES © AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX * AIRSUPPLY 
AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL ¢ REX * AERO ENGINEERING ° AIR CRUISERS © AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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i ee ko be heating the room above. In this connection, a ceil- 
St peach lied See: = eee ~=—_ ing installation could be considered cither a floor instal- 

aie ee nner |. a ceili installation for radiant heating. If ee 4 lation or a ceiling installation for radia g 

m ee. es SS” Cit: werre undesirable to heat the area above the ceiling, 

Beas ae eo. — SS the radiant heat loss in the upward direction could 

et ee SS. SS be reduced by adequate insulation, as in the floor or 

me RSS. ee Che eel wall installation. Ceiling installation is more efficient 

eS ome fo than floor installation if a thick rug or carpet is on 

Se ce ye ne < nee | the floor of a building. 
Si. > SCO eek Be ee ee eee . . r 

EN me =e SS When installing the coils, they may be embedded 

Eo Se SENG fia = ee in either concrete or plaster or placed in their proper 

ee ee OL ee eee, $= position without being embedded, If it ever became 
aoe Se Oe A me onecessary to remove the coils, it would be impossible 
aie ects 5 emia eT eS Cee ) > PI 
Sas Sa ae for those that were embedded in the concrete or plas- 

ae he ee es i > e ter. This problem does not arise often because the tubes 

pee es oe [esl oe =< are made of a non-corrosive material, and there never 

. ; oo _ would be an occasion to remove corroded piping. 
Here is another photo taken during construction of the Student 

Activity Building on the University of Maryland campus. Greater care must be employed in planning radiant 

heating systems designed with buried tubing than with 

Radiant Heating conventional systems for the obvious reason that after 

installation it is not possible to make major changes. 

(Continued from page 31) With conventional systems, it is a relatively simple 

ally does the heating. If only relatively low tempera- matter to increase the size of a radiator. 

tures are required, hot air can be used with radiant With a radiant system in which the pipes or tubing 

heating. are buried in the floor or ceiling, it is obvious that few 

When selecting a boiler for the radiant heating plant, changes can be made, as far as mechanical additions 

the local conditions would determine what type of fuel — to the systems are concerned; but owing to the fact 

would be the most economical. Oil, coal, or gas fuel that the ordinary operating temperature is quite mod- 

for heat in a radiant heating system would have the erate, the output of the radiant system can be in- 

same advantages and disadvantages if the heating sys- creased to some extent, if necessary, by either slightly 
tem were of the conventional type. increasing the water temperature or increasing the rate 

One of the major factors to be considered in the of flow of the circulating water. 

radiant heating plant is the location of the tubes or In designing a radiant heating system, the flow of 

pipes. As mentioned before, there are only three types heat through the floors, walls, or ceilings must be 

of construction. The tubes must be placed either in the considered. This will be illustrated by the following 
floor, walls, or ceiling. example. 

If the tubes are installed in the floor of a building, Consider a metallic tube 1 inch in diameter buried 

preventative methods must be taken so that a large in the center of a concrete slab 7 inches thick. Obvi- 
percentage of the heat is not radiated down into the ously there will be 3 inches of concrete slab above and 

ground. This might be desirable if there were a space below the pipe. Assume further, that this slab is hori- 

below the heated floor that required heat, But, if this zontal in an enclosed space with an air temperature 

were not the case, steps must be taken to prevent this approximating 65° F., with no air currents, and then 

loss. There are several types of insulators that are assume that water having a temperature of 140° F. 
available that could be placed below the coils, to pre- Starts to flow through the tube. Also assume that the 

vent the heat from being radiated down. Also there temperature of the slab was at room temperature 

are reflectors available, that would reflect the radiant throughout its volume. 

heat back up through the floor with little loss. The first effect of the increase in temperature of the 

Coils placed in the walls, present the same problem pipe due to the circulating water will be the increase 

as those that are placed in the floor. The heat would in temperature of the concrete directly surrounding 

have a tendency to radiate outside where it would be the pipe due to the relatively high heat conductivity 

a complete loss. The methods employed to prevent this of metal as compared with concrete, The temperature 
loss are the same as those employed to prevent heat on the inside of the tube and outside of the tube will 

loss in the floor installation of radiant heating tubes. be approximately equal and also equal to the tempera- 

A difficulty encountered with wall tubes, would be the ture of the water circulated; however, with the passage 

obstructions in the wall itself. Doors and windows of time, the temperature of the concrete surrounding 

would have to be bypassed. the tube will gradually increase until, at points on the 

The ceiling installation of coils has one large advan- surface of the slab nearest the pipe the surface tem- 

tage over the other methods mentioned. The heat that perature of the slab will begin to increase and, up 

escapes through the top of the ceiling will actually (Continued on page 72) 
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e e 

-— ii ~ f B 4) first assignments satisfactorily, what 
| oe ‘ae h—  — would be his first major step upward? 

Co — . take | _____ Tompson: After from 6 to9 months 
8 i aX eo | iC his first responsible assignment might 

hm haw | ___ be on a project in connection with 

[_ a | —_ handling pumps. On his next project 
g A a“ yo a fo assignment he might have the re- 

oo - : -y : = a sponsibility for handling pumps and 

Po i “ae , 4 PF _ exchangers. He would likely be 
i. ww 1G _<. __ assigned some other responsibility on 
i oo | /  - each succeeding project. In that way 
 g e * | ie of — he would get a good grasp of all types 

= , bs _ of work and eventually be capable 
| A Cae. 4 . ' | ae of taking overall charge of a project. 

ot ‘ Coy QuESTION: Suppose he is in the 
. a © structural phase; would there be any 

difference in his “‘basic training” ? 

PoRTER THOMPSON, Assistant Chief Engineer, Refinery Division Tuompson: No. He would still have 

to serve his apprenticeship, moving 
gradually into more and more com- 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING plex design work as he gains, a little 
at a time, the knowledge and experi- 
ence which qualify him to handle the 

One of a series of interviews in which overall job. 

Bechtel Corporation executives discuss 
Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel 

career opportunities for college men. foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers 
and constructs petroleum refineries, 

petrochemical and chemical plants; 
thermal, hydro and nuclear electric 

QuEsTIoN: Mr. Thompson, some en- __ tions for pumps, exchangers, vessels, _ generating plants; pipelines for oil and 
gineering graduates seem to believe piping, instrumentation, insulation, natural gas transmission. Its large and 
their first jobs might include little etc. diversified engineering organization 
more than filing papers. Would that offers opportunities for careers in many 

be true at Bechtel? QuESTION: There’s certainly no sign branches and specialties of engineering 
of “paper shuffling,” is there? —Mechanical...Electrical...Structural 

THOMPSON: It would not. When the . . ..-Chemical... Hydraulic. 
young man joins the Refinery Divi- | THompson: No. The training period 
sion, if he is a structural engineer he 18 interesting right from the start. write for new brochures showing the 
starts immediately to do structuralde- After a few months, we like to send —_wide variety of projects Bechtel builds 
sign work, under proper supervision. _ the young engineer out into the field throughout the world. 
An electrical engineer would join our so he can see the end result of what ‘Address: John FE, O’Connell, 

electrical group, working on electri- he has been doing. Vice President, Industrial Relations 

cal systems for refineries, doing some Bush Street, San Francisco 4, if. 
ana a work, taking off materials and QuESTION: What has been vOur 220 ee 
working on instrumentation. experience as to the length of time ie 

required to train a man? ie an 

Sn Etec SEED ray Tuompson: That will vary according ae gineers! aa : 
to the man, so it’s impossible to gen- 

THOMPSON: Mechanical and chemi- eralize. The young man will have BECHTEL 
cal engineers may either go right into | some responsibility right from the 
the process department, where they start, but it may well be a matter of CORPORATION 
would do calculations, or into the several years before he can actually SAN FRANCISCO 
project group where they would do take full responsibility for running Los Angeles + New York + Houston 

routine designing and write specifica- a job. e 
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i“ Unique method of anchoring IRC leads keeps them from 
i o being twisted or pulled out in automatic bending and 

: : inserting operations. 

IRC Type BT Resistor leads withstand 5 pounds pull even before -— oo Be ~. 

resistor is molded. After molding, crimped collar provides a > . A Cee a 

tooth-and-notch effect for still greater strength. - —lr™r™~™~—™ CN we 
a ge So 

©) i Pita eg _ 
| la 4 Cc i Cox be A 

NN Ocean OV od 

TALMUD LU a Oe 7 
...@ science in themselves 

New alloy surface on leads assures superior solder- 

ability by any method and under various temperature 

Extra terminal security in resistors pays conditions. 

off in easier assembly, better solder- i 

ability, and greater reliability. It’s espe- a ENGINEERING POSITIONS 

cially important in automated assembly 

9 and dip soldering. That’s why IRC jovetes ___ IRC, leader in resistor engineering, offers excel- : 

a lot of engineering into resistor termi- eT erable in ensinceing pasion f S mie | covering many professional fields. New de- __ 

nations—and another reason electronic | velopments in electronics, miniaturization and | _ 
: 5 : | automation constantly present new creative __ 

engineers depend upon IRC for their Loa oy ifedea a ca oo 
f=} | challenges. For information, write: . — 

resistor requirements, | ENGINEERING EMPLOYMENT, — . 

| INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCECO, = 
| 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa, 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
401. Broad St, Philadelphia 8, Po, «MUU I Cc | 

: — ® 
In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto Licensee | 
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CORROSION and HEAT- RESISTANT STEELS 
Super High-Temperature Steels On f th R | F il f St | 

P cf yaa Our niche in the economic health of this nation in peace, and its defense in 

co Se ene war, is to develop and produce the high-alloy steels and other special metals i; ~ 0 a that play an irreplaceable role in modern design and future planning. The 
i 5 ck nS oy function of these materials is to do what ordinary metals cannot even approach 
o|° ee . ew : in resisting corrosion, heat and wear, and in performing vital electrical and 

; a bay > a electronic chores. @ The kind of pioneering work we do may be what will 
vy q | A appeal to you after college. In any event, whenever your industrial future brings 
we Pc cual om you face-to-face with problems that or special high-alloy steels can solve, 

ee on the place to come for answers is Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, 
Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

TOOL and DIE STEELS ‘ and SINTERED CARBIDES PIONEERING on the Horizons of Steel SA 
CA 

eghen UM [eae ICH. £ 
wsw ease Hratloy ste 
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The warehouse for the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, San Leandro, Calif., used more than 16,300 feet of 

corrosion-resistant wrought iron pipe to radiant heat 22,500 square feet of floor area. A wire mesh was stretched over the 

pipes to strengthen concrete “topping” slab and help to distribute the heat evenly. Mesh is then covered with 3 inches of 

concrete. 

Radiant Heating tubes are used in place of one and spaced a consider- 
ne: 68) able distance apart, say on the order of two feet, twice 

(Continued from page 6 4 . 
° pas as much heat will be delivered to the slab as with one 

to this time, the flow of heat in all directions from tube, but if the distance between the tubes is only 

the tube will be uniform. . . three inches apart, then, they are not much more effec- 

Now, as this flow of heat reaches the surface of the tive than one tube, because the two semidiameters of 
slab, conditions will be altered owing to the convec- . . . 

. : : . . the tubes facing eath other, are necessarily restricted 
tion air currents that will be formed as a result of — . : - ‘ 
the heared surfaces, On the upper sortues of the sla in their ability to transfer heat to the surrounding area. 

: a an _— Further considering the concrete panel with a tube 
increase in temperature will be restricted by the con- Furt age considering ‘the concrete: panel wath a tube 

. . : f _..... buried in the center, we see that, if there is additional 
vection air currents removing heat. On the under sur- . . 
face of the slab. air currents cannot be so readily Tesistance to heat flow, such as wood flooring or car- 

formed, consequently, the temperature of the under- peting on the concrete slab, the tendency will be for 
surface of the slab will tend to increase at a greater the temperature on the undersurface to increase and 

rate than the temperature of the upper surface of the the flow of heat upward to decrease by reason of the 

slab, although the heat delivery in BTU will be greater resistance to heat flow imposed by the wood and carpet 

on the upper surface. covering. This can be practically compensated for by 

It is fairly obvious that by increasing the diameter moving the tubes from their central location to the 

of the tube buried in concrete floors, such procedure uppermost location in the concrete slab. If heat trans- 

will tend to increase the heat output by reason of fer in the downward direction is objectionable, insu- 
increased area of contact between the metal and the lation should be placed below the pipes to restrict 

surrounding concrete. It is also obvious that if two the flow of heat in that direction. THE END 
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oe . where you can design, build, 

research or sell products like these 
° h e d e 

eee-and grow with 3 growth industries 

es Serer (ks es 
wy eee a etal as <b PA = . “0 A nnn 

se CE ie, 0 iti fw ee haa OK pportunities I 
de 0 im ey sin These Tlelds | 

aU SL ai euume Ee J eS ~~ Thermodynamics ! 
Steam Turbines Transformers of all Types Circuit Breakers Acoustics { 

aaa (as as ia . i a System Analysis 

a i “oa Se ee | Mechanical) | pos os — ae 7 > ee b es . : a, ae ee 4 Stress Analysis I - da ‘ Th. a BP 4 kw 2 owe 5 | 
ipa Ne od pe (a Hydraulics 

Ld a 4 \ _. lus WC oiler bam = Electronics I 

OOM ee Structural Design I 
Road Building Equipment Pumps, Blowers Cement-Making Equipment Metallurgy l 

aie cemminmmemaains ‘aii vs : 5 si Nucleonics | 

EA é mei ae 7 “5 3 High Voltage Phenomenon I 
—— — |hClUCdUCU : des, Analog and Digital Computers | 

G et oa) / < ee : a <a / er as 4 ig Fluid Dynamics | 
iG ee aa OF eo po Basic Research I soy me PF so tH i ines. © a 

SS el 
OT ee ed PUGS Cee Le ee 

é Motors Control V-Belt Drives 

You can grow faster in a company that supplies the to many fields of engineering: electric power, hy- 
basic needs of growth! Power, construction and draulics, atomic energy, ore processing. 
manufacturing must grow to supply the needs of our Theis are: wan . . . 

; Nee 2 y kinds of work to try: design 
BODINE oe fice dee at the rate of pone engineering, application, research, manufacturing, 
per Ween. « he baste t a a. Major Suppher o| sales. Over 90 training stations are available, with 

equipment in these basic industries. expert guidance when you want it. Your future is 
But there’s another factor of equal importance: as big as your ability can make it. 

ae ees ne ene Course offers un- Or, if you have decided your field of interest and 

usual opportunities for the young engineer to: are well qualified, opportunities exist for direct as- 

e Find the type of work he likes best signments on our engineering staff. 

° Pen ene e skill f ibiliti In any case—learn more about Allis-Chalmers. 
© Choose from a wide range of career possibilities Ack the A-C manager in your territory, or write 
Allis-Chalmers graduate training course has been Allis-Chalmers, Graduate Training Section, Mil- 

a model for industry since 1904. You have access waukee 1, Wisconsin. 

5196 
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—__—__ Nickel Progress Report ————_______ 

ee i errrrrr==srs—~——<“‘“CiCOQUCCOCOCOCCisizsu 
Ree s~—~< rrststri (i‘i‘a™OOsOCC—isCrsNS  rrr—“‘_O”—~—~OC—~—“CS~isr—COC=CCM BS | —rt~—™”—~<( C.rrtss 
wo : dl | ne ee eaaeee ' Eo be tts 

om . Sey wba : j Nw LS 

a ee mace 

oe | oe LlUlmrmrm = a. Panel caving is one of two bulk mining 

ee wee 6h. Ul (ite methods which account for 70 per cent 
PR -— Fe 4 Oe of the company’s total nickel output. 

3 ete . : Sy OTPR 
\ Ser es 7 vy Loh, 

eo “ 7 ss sh he oA 

Ke Go eee PS BABE Ati sce SOP y ae nae Wee SLSR Ca SRS 
n oN. Ce nS ee : \ s RS REESE nS A) A Re . S| oe ae y ‘ mee OE antrny a aes OK ST Wea cnc te A ‘ 2 ae Pa ee 
We NO ee : ‘ ARR Cornet hag. </ We ae oo mA 
RS ORE eS Ee Se” ee spiebearasoneaeeed « J 

LAR Be ae : ; < MiSaesn ean SIZ 
Ora a oO 2 : WS ae BOK Ses 

enemy et Ua ees 
a pans cea e i eae pe 
Fey ~ ae epg ate : : Diagram of panel caving in Creighton 
oem ee eee oe i wae : mine. The heavy panel of ore and rock 
bees ka oan ere | : ree aa re sinks, breaking up as it moves down. 
ft aes Se ie oe Po ea ees He, 
Rr Re re = ae oot ; ’ S| 
PA We keg On raphe: A Umer) nnn 
Rae eee ee “s P : 1 

(petals one N25 P ORC ae ey com a : y I Which Mining Method is BEST? ! 
: i i Ne . | There is no one best method of 1 

A crack at the earth’s surface shows bulk mining is proceeding far underground. | getting ore out of the ground. ! 
H Type of ore; type of rock; even 1 
| the location of the mine must I 
| be weighed. Inco uses five 1 I 

Once only “waste rock’. | Sean Mune mecion | eee { at Sudbury: ! 

e ! Square Set Cut and Fill | 
now aq new source 0 ICKEE {| Shrinkage  Blasthole ' 

t Panel Caving 1 

be een 

How Inco’s mine engineers the mine. From crushers the ore goes production of nickel from ore de- 
utilize a panel-caving method a quarter mile by conveyor to hoists posits once only ‘“‘waste rock.” 

in order to recover nickel from that lift it to the mine head. Inco has prepared a full-color 
huge ore deposits that formerly From there, the ore is milled as sound film—Mining for Nickel—that 

were not practicable to mine fine as sand. The concentrate is then shows the operations of modern 
5 ‘ : pumped to the Inco reduction plant nickel mines. 16mm prints are loaned 
Panel caving is one of the newest 7% miles away. for showings before technical soci- 
mining methods put into use by The Panel mining; new concentrating ties, engineering classes of univer- 
International Nickel Company. . : : ; iti d industrial izati : . machinery; new, continuously im- sities and industrial organizations. 

The tonnage of ore handled by this proved operating practices; pipeline For details, write Dept. 130f, 

method is immense. Sometimes a transport. Add them together and The International Nickel Company, Inc., 
single block measures 200 by 800 you can see how they make possible | New York 5,N. Y. ©1957, 7.1.N.Co. Inc. 
feet. It may weigh as much as 1% 

million tons. Keo e e 

As these heavy massesmove down- (NCQ Infernational Nicke 
ward they break into pieces small a oe § Niskal & 

> . a « e International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of The International Nickel 
enough to drop through chutes and Company of Canada, Limited Tro Canale radu of Vebo Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, 
into machine crushers deep inside Tron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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-.- pioneers in 

nuclear energy since 1936 

At the University of California Radiation Laboratory, 

Berkeley and Livermore, there is an unusual spirit among 

scientists and engineers—a spirit stimulated by association 

with pioneers in nuclear research who encourage development 

of new ideas, techniques, and individual initiative. 

Si its founding in 1936, UCRL This is the constant and continuing 

has contributed an impressive list spirit of UCRL. It is to be found 
of achievements to the world’s knowl- _in each new and expanded project— 
edge of the atomic nucleus— from whether it involves pure or applied 
development of the cyclotron and science. It keynotes work on nuclear 
Bevatron, to electromagnetic separa- weapon design, nuclear propulsion, 
tion of uranium-235, to the discovery controlled thermonuclear energy 

of the antiproton and antineutron. (Project Sherwood), and high current 
These accomplishments have, of accelerators, as well as such problems 

course, stemmed from an outstanding _as the application of radioactive sub- 

group of men working with un- _ stances to biology and medicine. 

matched laboratory facilities. But The UCRL “spirit” appeals to a 

just as important—and the key, per- particular kind of scientist and engi- 
haps, to UCRL’s successes—has been peer —to men of ability and imagi- 

the spirit with which these men work. nation, to men who wish to move 

For UCRL is managed and directed forward and challenge the unknown. 

by scientists and engineers—men who _ If you wish additional information, 

are liberal with their own knowledge __ write to the Director of Professional 

and enthusiastic in the encourage- Personnel, University of California 

ment of their teammates’ new ideas _ Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, 

and new techniques. California. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY + BERKELEY +» LIVERMORE 
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. laboratory assistants, and high-grade clerks. Further- Amalgamation sabia rea easels sal eee 
oo . more, the idea of having his decisions and personal 

(Continued from page 39) i s 
few ak 4-1 le I Hef relations with management taken over by someone else, 

adept at it that many people have the foregone con- ‘ ‘ : I I that “tl ¥ POOF ‘ll fi et c re e does not appeal to him. There is no reason why it 
clusion tha 1c engineers will figure it out”. . , : : : : 

— 8 8 : should. As a free-thinker, he is paid to exercise his 
Phis attitude often leads to acceptance of the answers mind, not to put it on a short leash that is lengthened 

and their benefits without full realization of the thought, only when work is to be done and never used in his 
ingenuity, and perseverance that may have gone into own behalf 
the solution. In this way, the engineer’s work is woven 3 a 5 ; ‘ : 
. ee Eee & oo rE a With this in mind, the union organizers have avoided 
into the economic fabric with a take-it-for-granted atti- tn . . >. . 

. . , the name “union”, when forming their group. Probably 
tude. Modern people are not glad if an engineer's | “aes te : | 

. wn SE & the strongest such organization is the “Engineers and 
device works well; they are upset if it does not. Bic af a np. Fe 

; ° ne Scientists of America,” (ESA), which is a union in 
Beware the engineer who resents this fact, however. ; si we iar tin } tatu that Kis fore! lid sach a § everything except the name. Their membership runs 

wt him be grateful that his forebears did such a fine : : : . = : . “ between 16,000 and 40,000, depending on who is doing 
job that people now trust the engineer's work. No one 8 ‘ © a as 5s 

: . i, . . the computation. Most of this membership is found in 
flying an airplane today worries about being burnt for . 3 A - . Le : i aA » large companies employing several thousand engineers. 
practicing witchcraft, nor does the ery “Get a horse! ESA i se 1 ‘ Iectivel : . A is an organization set nargain collectively hound the modern motorist. - . 8 E f up to“pargaln ‘c . 2 
— . . for technical personnel, as well as, to define job cate- 

We wish, however, as engineers and engineers-to-be, > - ; i . . . gories, etc. Standard union practices generally prevail 
that people would take notice of these fundamental : . . . an 

ace : _ regarding seniority rights, promotion policies, and wage 
contributions and grant a bit more recognition. In other; y iti ‘ : ee . ~ increases. Note here the conditions under which an 
words, give professional status to the qualified engi- ‘ “f x a 3 

ae ; , as engineer works if he joins a union: 
neer. Since most worthwhile things are maintained by 
struggle and force, however, at least a mild prodding ly He is reduced fo common denominator”. 
imtiv be reditired before this will 4 2. His ability may mean less than his seniority. 

“ 1 One SEIS WE -Aappen. 3. He gives up his right to individual decisons in his deal- 
A concurrent desire, too, is a paycheck that increases ings with management. 

with experience, ability, and work well done. This, by 4. He is “on the other side of the fence” from management. 

affecting someone's pocketbook, usually requires more B. Thies union’ nay: ‘help his: payeherk; but: does little: tor 
than gentle prodding and frequently. brings t tl his professional status. 

; l . Be equently brings out the 6. Once a union member, he may find it difficult to quit 
contrary streak in some employers. To accomplish these the union. 
goals, some sort of “battle” seems quite probable. What 7. If he is promoted to management, his union activity is 

“knight in shining armor,” then, should be chosen to not in his favor. 
save the engineer fr scurity >» villai ; Sl : He hill coll c eee from obscurity and the villainous Many more conditions could be listed here, but this 

yi collector: , er. 
is enough. Need more be said? 

Iwo “knights” stand out; one being the professional Alright then, let us see how a professional organiza- 

society, shielded by professional spirit and active mem- tion stacks up. Remember that the search is for a way 

bership, while the other is an engineers union, made to enhance the profession and boost the paycheck. 

strong by a large membership and a conviction that A professional group by its very nature should cer- 
in numbers there is strength. Both are willing to wield tainly be able to enhance the profession. The regis- 

a sword in the same direction, but what happens to tered professional engineering societies require exami- 
those who assume their protection? Are they benefited — nations of various kinds to eliminate applicants without 
by the battle, or will they, too, stand vanquished after — the necessary ability and to protect the public from 

the clanging and banging has stopped? Or, stated dif- incompetence. These are not easy tests, thereby mak- 

ferently, will cither of these “knights” do a good job in _ ing the title “Professional Engineer” a worthwhile goal 

the long run? for any engineer desiring to prove his worth. By con- 
It seems odd that engineers should ever resort to tinuing this practice and making known the quality 

unionism to solve their problems. Going back to our of membership, a professional society can do much to 

supposed cave-man originator, can you imagine him further recognition of the engineer. 
trying to prove his hunting prowess by collective bar- Do not underestimate the engineer's desire to be 

gaining? Yet that seems no more difficult to visualize active in a professional organization. Of all engineers, 

than a group of free-thinking engineers trying to prove 88% would attend professional functions if the “boss” 

their individual worth “en masse”. Still, the problem could be persuaded to allow the time off. 
exists and some engineers think that a union is the This presentation is much simplified, of course, but, 

right approach, although a recent survey shows that at least, the trend that can be followed is clear and 

71% of all engineers do not want unions. (Only 17% do). remains only for time and initiative to carry it to 
Most of this antipathy arises from the “mongreliz- fulfillment. The next part is not as clear, and that is 

ing” effect of a union. No engineer, having worked how to convince employers and management people 

many years to attain professional status, wants to be to pay the engineer in proportion to his value. 

“amalgamated” into a group of technicians, draftsmen, (Continued on page 92) 
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dae aua YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 

a tti—i“‘i—sC—CS How to keep a 

Pe — ~ This portable semi-trailer is used to haul and 

i» nN engineers faced in designing it was making sure 
7... 7 rr . the wheels and axles could take the heavy radial 
bye LT *) || and thrust loads. Thar’s why they ended up spe- 
i 22 we : 2 cifying Timken® tapered roller bearings. 

Llc ec 

. § Tapered design lets TS. y 
e ® e AS O Timken’ bearings take both SG Ss 

e 

radial and thrust loads TL.) 
Because of their tapered design, Timken bearings can take = ) = 
radial or thrust loads or any combination. And because 7) 
the load is carried along a full line of contact between \ fl a) 
rollers and races, Timken bearings have extra load- A = Zo n 
Carrying capacity. And they practically eliminate friction. —— 

e Want to learn more about bearings 
e e,e or job opportunities? 

f\ 
a 1 Some of the engineering problems And for information about the < * you'll face after graduation will in- excellent job opportunities at the 8 >. Lae volve bearing applications. For help | Timken Company, write for a copy of oe 'P. 

7 _» e in learning more about bearings,write ‘Career Opportunities at the Timken 
i , for the 270-page General Informa- Company”. The Timken Roller 
 . > tion Manual on Timken bearings. Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

— ee eee 

O i Uf ee — NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER @—> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 

TRADE-MARK REG. Us 8. PAT. OFF. —s w= BEARING TAKES RADIAL €) AND THRUST -@~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION He TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS eg fNS fixe] fi — 
— 
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American Socicty of Mechanical Engi- Electronic components symposium, Proc. lischen Werkstoffe. 1956 

neers. Material specifications: ASME 1956 Kogan, Zuce. Essentials in problem solv- 

boiler and pressure vessel code, Sec- Faires, Virgil. Problems on the design of ing. 1956 

tion | and 2, 1956 machine elements. 1955 Korn, Granino. Electronic analog com- 

American Society of Mechanical Engi- Ferguson, Thomas, Electric railway en- puters. 2nd ed. 1956 

neers. Aviation Division. Symposium gineering. 1955 Kubaschewski, O. Termochemical data 

on structures for termal flight. 1956 Finck, Joseph L. Thermodynamics from of alloys. 1956 

Baker, Arthur, The ultimate load theory the classic and generalized standpoint. Leonard, Carroll. Heat power funda- 

applied to the design of reinforced and 1956 mentals. 1956 

prestressed concrete frames. 1956 Fink, Donald. Television engineering Liepman, H. Elements of gasdynamics. 

Ball, John, Manual of reclaimed rubber. handbook. 1957 1957 

1956 Freudenthal, Alfred. Fatigue in aircraft Matthiessen, Herman. Die Pumpen. 1955 

Batley, Ronald. Boiler plant technology. structures—proceedings of an interna- Miller, Kenneth. Engineering mathemat- 

1956 tional conference held at Columbia ics, 1956 

Battelle: Memorial Institute. Cobalt and Univ. 1956 Merchant, W. An introduction to the 

its alloys. 1957 Garner, R. Mechanical design for clec- theory of structures. 1956 

Bitter, Francis. Currents, fields, and par- tronics engineers. 1956 Merrill, G. Operations research, arma- 

ticles. 1956 General Electric Co. Properties of ment launching. 1956 

Bodewig, BK. Matrix calculus. 1956 combustion gases. 1956 Moyer, James A. Elements of engineer- 

Bogulavsky, Boris. Design of reinforced Hahn, Wolfgang. Nichtlincare regelungs- ing thermodynamics. 1941 

concrete, 1955 vorgange. 1956 National simulation conference. Proc. 

Bosworth, Richard. Transport) processes Hannah, John, Examples in mechanical 1956 

in applied chemistry; the flow of phys- vibrations. 1956 Nodelman, Henry. Mathematics for clec- 

ical properties in chemical reactors. Hansen, Max. Constitution of titanium tronics. 1956 

1956 alloy systems. 1953 & 1954 (Continued on page 82) 
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three...two...one... HISTO RY 1 

Never before in the long story of scientific breakthroughs 

has a single coming event so captured the imagination of the 

entire world. 

It is that moment in history when the final countdown 

launches the Martin VANGUARD, man’s first earth satellite 

vehicle, marking the commencement of the new age of scientific 

exploration. 

There is no “background experience” available for the com- 

ing Age of Astronautics, and the learning curves are only be- 

ginning. Hence the opportunities at Martin in this biggest of 

all adventures are a beginning engineer’s dream. 

Contact your Placement Director, the Martin Representative, 

or J. M. Hollyday, Dept. C-3, The Glenn L. Martin Company, 

Baltimore 3, Maryland. 

BA he Tl NTI DOR & 
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ee wy ie aa R. Wentrof, Dr, F. P. Bundy, Dr. H. T. Hall and Dr. 

a | H. M. Strong. 

i e ~~ » ; The most successful synthesis was by Dr. Strong 

a ill when he submitted carbonaceous matter to a pres- 

4 - : 4 sure equal to 53,000 atmospheres for 16 hours at an 

4 4 © undisclosed temperature. He obtained a diamond meas- 

. uring 1.3 by .4 by .2 millimeters and weighing 0.01 of 

3 _ * | a carat. 

4 se Dr. Hall made perhaps the most important advance- 

. ment when he developed a “belt” chamber capable of 

. withstanding a pressure equal to 100,000 atmospheres 

; at 5,000° F, Using this chamber he obtained clusters 

of diamonds weighing up to 0.1 carat in a few seconds. 

Other than these few glimpses at particular syn- 

OE EOS thesis attempts, G.E. isn’t disclosing their method. It 
ag es a . 

po Re ee o seems that the secret of diamond production that was 

ra eee Bs : Ne formerly God’s alone is now shared by G.E., but it 

ies Se ee rae Soe still is just as well kept. G.E. only says that they work 

Seite Oe eae e with pressures from 40,000 to 100,000 atmospheres at 

ere aa Bf : temperatures between 700 and 2700° C for periods 

x ee bs eS Ps e ae A from 2 seconds to 16 hours. Pressure and temperature 

i Gin : y are determined through the methods developed by 

a a aes a | Bridgman along with some new ones they've developed. 

4 _ The composition of the carbonaceous matter used by 

i 7 G.E. is undisclosed, the method of heating is described 

= a as electrical, and the limiting factor of the system is 

Diamond tool bits such as this find wide use for the pressure vessel. 

man-made diamonds. Despite General Electric's secrecy, there are certain 

aspects of the requirements for diamond synthesis that 

Diamonds can be assumed on the basis of chemical and thermo- 

(Continued from page 27) SS + 

diamond to graphite stopped while at the temperature | -. 4 

of 3,000 C and the pressure of 15,000 atmospheres the ~ . i 

transformation was LOQ per cent. i _ |. _ 

On the basis of this observation Bridgman revised - a gg , 

his previous estimate and stated that to obtain dia- 2s oy . — ‘ 

monds would require greater temperatures and pres- - - a 

sures than were obtainable with the equimpent he had 8 i. a 4 y 

available. Before he was able to develop equipment | -_ ‘ : 

capable of the pressures and temperature he felt neces- . « - i 

sary, his sponsors decided to discontinue the research 5. _ oe 

Despite Dr. Bridgman’s failure to produce diamonds | N a 

he laid the ground work for G.E.’s success in this line . _. = _ 

with the equipment and theory he developed. For ex- , «=. f 

ample, he invented a single stage pressure vessel capa- Ss — oe : ” 

ble of withstanding 50,000 atmospheres at room tem- Ll Me hs 

perature. Another of his achievements was in tempera- oe > a a i _ 

ture and pressure recording apparatus. ala \ Co, 

In the basis of the preceding theory and research, ff ; : ™ yas _ 

General Electric felt that diamond synthesis was worthy i J ow / 

of further development by then. Four years later they nn —_-0lCU ‘ 

were able to proudly announce the accomplishment. As |.) es. ——— : 

a matter of fact, G.E. has developed not only one, but oo. ; a ae 

several methods for diamond synthesis and successful ee a. | 

experiments have been carried out over 100 times. The oS 

rescarch group that achieved this goal consisted of Hee # ariananade gein: isi compared ‘to: the: real. article, ‘a 

A. J. Nerad, who headed the project, the physists, Dr. So iat As ofnow, synthetic igems ‘are: Immited to anelus 
J s > al applications. 
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Atomic models show similarity between borazon—cubic boron nitride—(top, left) and diamond (top, right) the cubic form of carbon. Borazon has alternating atoms of boron and nitrogen packed together almost as closely as the carbon atoms in diamond. 

dynamic theory. The first requirement, that for the aspect—the future, The real question is, “Where does 
graphite to diamond transformation to oceur, calls for G.E. go from here>” 
temperatures and pressures in the diamond _ stable At present, they have no intention of trying to sell 
phase. their synthetic diamonds on the competitive diamond 

E } L 
Since the thermodynamic limits determined by R. S. market because of the high cost of production, How- Jessup and F. D. Rossini are obviously a function of ¢Vet in the case of war or further developments that 

temperature and pressure, it is desirable to operate at lead to: reduced cost, there is no doubt that G.E.’s the lowest temperature and pressure possible. In. this synthetic diamonds will see much use. Those produced 
way it is possible to avoid exceeding the limits of the %° far are only of industrial quality, but gems are next 
press and still remain in the region where diamond is lie. / aoe 
more stable. The temperature and pressure can be kept Primarily, the research possible in this new tempera- low through the use of catalysts, elementary starting fre pressure region is one of interest to scientists in 
compounds, and tiny diamonds to seed the reaction, their search for Rew, materials with more desirable With these methods, atomic migration can be increased properties: This region is indicated by the red area on to the extent that diamond formation will occur as Figure 1. . , theoretically predicted In the light of the advancement they've already 

Anotl f 1 ight | . : made, Dr. A. J. Nerad feels his group will be able to 
(ie ve foe — mig : ne he important in the push on to higher and higher temperatures and pres- 

synthesis of large diamonds is the element of time. sures that simulate conditions deeper and deeper in 
Now that we’ve examined the historical and theore- the earth, His goal, he has said, is, “to hell by 1960.” g > ) tical aspects of diamond synthesis let’s look at one more THE END 
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Sneed’s Review 

another example of exciting work at los alamos... (Continued from page 78) 

) Northcott, L. Molybdenum, 1956 

Z 3 ID > | | Oppelt, Winfried. Kleines Handbuch 

4 2 | technischer Regelvorgange. 1956 

| Organization for European Economic 

| Cooperation. Traffic engineering and 

control in the United States. 1955 

9 9 Orr, William. Beam antenna handbook. 

1955 

PLC. TYRES SLEGQND Oswatitsch, Klaus. Gas Dynamics. 1956 
Plechl, Otto. Elektromechanische Schal- 

tungen und Schaltgerate. 1956 

| Robertson, William, Stress corrosion 

Here at Los Alamos, the de. | cracking and embrittlement. 1956 

velopment of high spee - Rost, Rudols. Kristalloden technik. 1956 

photography has produced Rd a A, osc Horst. Elektr ue PVE 
fi 2 pe ; Rothe. Horst. Elektronenrohren Physik. 
raming cameras of unpreces F “ 1953 ? 

dented framing rates an rt vi | vos 

exposure Huige: "These cam- 2 7 tT Schmidt, ey E. Highway traffic esti- 

eras are capable of taking as ° > oa | mation. 1956 

many as 90 frames at rates 4 : ; ‘me | Stallings, J. Soil conservation, 1957 

as high as 15 million frames 4 eal Sine iomnh | Stewart, John. Circuit theory and design. 

a second. They employ ther. ia | 1956 

ac] i o reepi a a e a . . me 
technique of sweeping the!j i La] - Stussi, Fritz. Vorlesungen uber Baustatik. 

AMA GE, reflected from a oe. iL aa | 1953-54 

rapidly rotating mirror, over sii dl li < — ee eg ie, 

a set of correcting lenses Santen ep foawet propulsion ele- 

onto the recording film, This Ments: SNC eG.s tN. 

results in the effective stop- } Tegart, W. Electrolytic and chemical 

ping of image motion within j} polishing of metals in research and in- 

the frame. In addition to the “ gf dustry. 1956 

creation of new optical com- en ne y <qp5 es Thirring, H. Power production: the prac- 

ponens: the ea of ye @ ss ee) : : © tical application of world energy. 1956 

these cameras: has LAVOINS ee ee | Tibbs, Christopher. Frequency modula- 
the development of tech- , \\ aera Re | on ei iSetli 1956 
niques for rotating mirrors )\ £2 ~ wa! Hon enpineelng, tee0 
of substantial size at speeds (EZ 2 em < Y BS Town, Harold. Engineering inspection 

as high as 22,000 revolu- Vi ee \ | i a) \ A \ measurement and testing. 1956 

tions per second. . MN) 7 Op } | Trance Co. Refrigeration manual. 1956 

Used in a wide variety of re- Y NG ee ae JA ed. 

search programs as well as ote DNS J 3 “pas See 4? | Troxell, George. The composition and 

in the Laboratory's weapon Lf € S| \ ay Ie a properties of concrete, 1956 

investigations, instruments &\ ¢ r =) / Le i) ye Turner, C. The bottled gas manual. 1944 

such as these ty pAby, the. eXx- 9 i al Es ; \4 U.S. Aberdeen proving ground. A survey 

cellent resources, in facilities Lg NES gt LA SI | of domestic electronic digital comput- 

and in the capability for cre- Yo ee (ES ] | ing systems. 1955 

ti vholly new experi- % etek a systems, 195¢ 

cena peweds, enjoyed by CO RR a Upthegrove, Clair. Elevated-temperature 

the scientists of Los Alamos on ae! a ame Wy properties of coppers and copper base 

Se VPS eee Sg alloys. 1956 

(fs . 5 Sk ee i Uren, Lester. Petroleum production engi- 

Lg aS neering. 1956 
SEN _ Urry, S. Solutions of problems in acrody- 

Ne 
Y; 

a The enlarged frame above shows the collision namics. 1956 

of a steel ball and an aluminum plate at an | Walker, Harry C. Analysis of engineering 
approximate velocity of 4 millimeters/micro- : ° 

second, illustrative of studies of interaction of problems. 2nd ed. 1952 

metals at high impact velocity. The cutaway Warburton-Brown, Derek. Induction 
drawing shows some of the features of one of . mane 1956 

the Laboratory’s high speed framing cameras. heating practice. 1956 
| Wass, C. Introduction to electronic an- 

| alog computers. 1955 

[ 4 | Weizel, Walter. Theorie elektrische licht- 

o¢ offs ° | bogen und Funken. 1949 

\ / | Western Conference on Prestressed con- 

° 1 ope | crete. Proc. 1952 

scientific laborato TY | Wikon, Willan, Preto sation of 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA | torsional vibration problems. 1956 

Winch, Ralph. Electricity and magnet- 

e LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO | ‘em, 1958 
| Zaehringer, Alfred. Solid propellant rock- 

| ets, an introductory handbook. 1955 

| Zerban, Alexander, Power plants. 1956 

| THE END 
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(Continued from page 63) |. eat sot oe A a 5 

: a : eee | = Pee | 
the Du Pont Company under its soa) Ne . Gis: apa | a F 
o » ee Sana i oy yee “Freon” trademark. Three types, | 4] \ s\ A \ ae | ij : 77, as 
all classified technically as “selec- eA | fe if Like “ 
tive solvents”, are available in con- ie ae i SrA Vay fi KTS 

: p a Maca sad | eS anew Ay 
tainer sizes ranging from 10 to 55 A ‘ View | on | Ma a y NN ) 

nm Ma | EVE ea j 
gallons. DF ! HA 1 gf ae 0) gays iN AN / WA Ls : # 4 i | os mt Bk MLN y 

Big advantage of the “Freon i ae 4 haa A} fos aN 
kere Hi fing, gee awe NY 

solvents, the company’s “Kinetic hh ce \298 NSS \ \ 
j Fat . Wy sf } ee Vo NN s Chemicals Division says, rests in Wh | | as { \" \\ / 

. . VLA] i ay \ Nine 
their safety, both from a personnel ny | i \ ee ee 
exposure and material standpoint. ole . ———— 
Because they are nonflammable ; —————e a ? an == 
and nonexplosive, they can be used ill j i Bo oe 
in open shop areas without danger _ 7 be a = 2 ee = 
of fire. In addition, from an inhala- or a a yy, Sie lll : os is ; ee ar) | ee ap ii 
tion toxicity standpoint, they are ge” ee et 7 ie a 
rated as the safest of the commonly mE an a be ey a LoS . 

Pr ee. Pn agen a ee ie 
used nonflammable solvents when : i 7 

s : : . chinii s i - ii ill. i F of eight 57,000-h.p., 112-ft. used in properly designed e . Machining stay ring on 40-ft. boring mill. Unit 6 or g 5 > t 

| i E ee esigned equip head, 85.7-rpm_ plate steel scroll case hydraulic turbines for Fort Randall Reservoir ment which minimizes vapor losses. Project, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. 
Most important use proved to 

date, the company said, is in clean- 

ing of electrical motors, both new 

and reconditioned. Biggest problem 

there in the past has been the ten- 

dency of cleaning solvents to attack mS SS Thay insulati - wiri —- iS Te insulation on the motor wiring, Sa he 
weakening or removing it  suffi- a | =. Te bs + 5 x ee A =| ciently to cause short-circuits when —_ SEES “ak : 

‘i ‘ ‘ z iT esi ed S the motor is placed in operation. f . SS ey, ae 
Three years of tests indicate that Bid “- > = uae & 

« ” : P a ™ SS < the “Freon” solvents will not soften, i meg if alll ae, a ; 
craze or dissolve any of the com- =e Ki} iE NE o Ge 
monly used wiring insulation mate- aa Nimes y VA. i. deca = U/ ae” _ Vit ey = da aig Pc Lm rials. a a * OR @\ a a bed Ake Bs 4 s i = , face, / Other important uses developed cmt it Ss : = Pa eS 
for the “Freon” solvents, and Na eax a g Lee a7 \ pe 

proved in field applications, in- \ | “ond a cre eral aS 
. C : é i M maa £ mene & cae clude cleaning of electronic instru- [Ag ? eS —— al 1 

ments, photographic and sound re- me! eee a es eres Se Se 
cording films and tapes, oxygen Soa ee ik SS Ce ae — : : oe en ei 4 So breathing apparatus, and type- " AA ive) |. F eee ee 

. « » _ , : 4 a. ge 
writer rollers. The “Freon” solvents | 4 Es , atts one 

also have proved useful as general ms _ ite SE i 4 ‘ ee ee laboratory equipment cleaners and ee: SS oe Se ee ge 
: ae Co eg ee ee ne Oe ee. ee as safe, efficient heat transfer agents oe Oe le oe ee 

in place of flammable and explosive Larger machine tools are being developed to handle the steadily increasing size 

acetone in low-temperature labora- of power generating equipment now under construction for the electrical industry. 
tory chill baths Here a 144-inch engine lathe is being used to machine a rotor forging for a 300,000-kw 

* ee ‘ steam turbine-generator unit. 
Another potential use of the . . 

“Freon” solvents is as an additive The newly installed lathe is one of the largest ever made and measures 60 feet 

between centers. Its 200-hp drive motor and the motors used for supporting gener- 
to other, more dangerous, solvents ator excitation have magnetic amplifier control. The 10-hp carriage armature is 
to decrease the latter’s flammabil- controlled electronically. The carriage follows the spindle speed giving a constant 
ity, or change their solvency or feed which is adjustable from 0.003 to 0.75 inches per revolution. 

boiling point properties for special The rotor being turned on the lathe is for the 146,000-kw, 1,800-rpm, 18,000-volt 
| generator on the cross-compound steam turbine-generator unit. The rotor is five 

(Continued on page 85) feet at its greatest diameter, 35 feet long, and weighs about 200,000 Ibs. 
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This new Columbia-Southern barge for transporting caustic soda has a 1200-ton capacity, and reflects the latest in design and improvements. 
Setting the pace in chemical transportation is just one of the many contributions to the chemical industry by Columbia-Southern. 

If you are interested in building a successful and caustic soda, calcium chloride, pigments used in rubber 
ye . . . 8 . . 2 . E 8 

creative lifetime with a firmly established, constantly compounding, chrome chemicals, and numerous others. 
expanding company recognized as a leader in its many Columbia-Southern’s position as a leader in the fast- 
fields, you should investigate your career opportunities rowing chemical industry stems from its reputation 85 y vestigate y PP growing y P 
at Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. for solid business practice and customer service, backed 

In addition to being a leading name in one of the by constant research and development. 
nation’s most essential industries, flat glass, PPG is a If you are interested in a career with outstandin 
“blue-chip” organization in the production of plastics. job opportunities where your talents and initiative are p” org, P plastics, job opp y i 
paints, fiber glass, paint brushes, and chemicals. respected and rewarded, by all means look into your 

Columbia-Southern Chemical Corporation, one of career possibilities with the Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
PPG’s subsidiaries, is the world’s largest merchant Company. Write for more information to the Pittsburgh 5, 8 pany e 8 
producer of chlorine. From Columbia-Southern also Plate Glass Company, General Personnel Director, One 
come tonnages of vital industrial chemicals: soda ash. Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. S' 9 y ° 8} zy 

3 i Hip on _ ecm 
7 ee 'e Lm d Ls 

| NT ¥ Lr Sg i is 

PPG produces large quantities of Pittsburgh Plate’s fiber glass and Colorful Pittsburgh Paints are the 
glass for automotive, home build- plastics are being used in many new overwhelming favorites of Mr. and 
ing, commercial and industrial uses. applications every day. Mrs. Homeowner the nation over. 

Ip PAINTS + GLASS + CHEMICALS - BRUSHES + PLASTICS - FIBER GLASS 

G 5 5 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

345 PLANTS, MERCHANDISING BRANCHES, AND SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN 250 CITIES 
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applications. In such cases, it is im- — a 2 Fe Le 8 
: SS ,,rr,rrrCO C=*=E,, SS Oe portant that the solvent mixture be — SF Eng OS Ee 

formulated carefully so that the oe  . i, ne od pt, 
“ye . : Oe zs Ei — =. ea 4 flammability of the mixture will be i . 8 q be 7g el ee 

reduced to a safe level under all een : Bh / , . aye: eae _ .—s=Ctéaisk normal operating conditions. a 4 4 A i : ee >, Ji 3 Run Three types of the solvents now _. ey el“ SN 
are available—“Freon” MF, with a a oy eS Ree ay . meIRBIEA ee aT S| en Fe. —_ boiling point of 75° F.; “Freon” BF, ® ee ay “iy —_ | 2 = “<p » + 7 ~ fo a" % a . sat 199° 3 zi er : Gg. which boils at 199° F., and “Freon Z 7 | wl Li aie a 
TF, whose boiling point is 118° F. e oe jj = ee 
That range, the company explained, “4 YZ i << ” Mh, v Yio ag makes the “Freon” solvents adapt- — oo P Wwe Ni eee 

2 the ‘reo solvents adapt —— an (- LE a ZED : 
able to use in many type of me- a i oe 
chanical cleaning equipment. Small, ie poo | 
portable, and inexpensive cleaning a ae = eid PE 
tanks, which would not be suitable  ~=—=—sOse. a i 
from a safety standpoint for use a FY a 
with more toxic or flammable sol- Wo iy ‘ 
vents, are now being developed to _ ~~ _ —_— | cae) 
make the “Freon” solvents easy to ~~ eee oo. a : Po te 
use in small-scale cleaning OBEra> Embodying a micrometer device for horizontal measurements, the new Kodak 
tions. Contour Projector, Model 14-6 features ample table travel to simplify staging. The 

projector, which will be shown for the first time at the Western Metal Exposition, 
March 25-29, in Los Angeles, is expected to find wide application in receiving- 

UNDERSTANDING OF GLASSED inspection and tool-room optical gaging. STEEL PROCESS EQUIPMENT a —_ oo AIDS ENGINEERING , — 7 
STUDENTS 

. OVER BILLION REVOLUTIONS Normally used in the chemical nd still going strong 
industry to combat corrosion, a 5 aie s s 
glassed steel equipment is also ony as (Saag 
used extensively in other industries 

ir @ such as plastics and synthetic rub- ae ear: a LONG 
ber. Some processes do not usually Se on = 5 4 psy a | i “ require the corrosion resistance of ee: | oS ae Hsu Es 

+ a i a el glass, but here glassed steel is used e@ot =4 SS <= =| ae " ey ea . = a i wae o4 A for other reasons. The type of i \ Bl =a ioe \ J . “7 . = rg Le glass used might differ widely from ows = VA wn cll 
that used in corrosive chemical ss eet MMBO.Wi-CH spring” e i aa & es | loaded bal earing, services. This difference must be , s Cw a Machinery, Company 
understood by the chemical engi- : wheelhead illustrated. 
neer whose responsibility it is to ! The: Fatnie Bering. & : : ; A : i i e Fafnir Bearing Company specify or to use this equipment. | This Pope-built motorized grinder wheelhead, | consists of six plants — all | equipped with its original Fafnir Super-Precision Ball | — [ocated in or near New Britain, 

Glassed steel is a laminate fused | Bearings, has totaled over 14 billion revolutions, oper- | Seer te Manus actuating 
‘ ‘ inding the races of | t bearing division) totals together chemically and physicall ates at 72,000 rpm. Used for grinding t sees ic ment bearing 8 , Bey BBY y | extra-precision ball bearings, this wheelhead is still | — more than £7 2.008 sauore feet. by excessive heat. The two cOMpO- | in production-line service. ! ducts and research facilities 

nents of the laminate are glass and | Fafnir engineers worked with Pope Machinery Com- | Sree ee eenones a 
steel. Sometimes the glass is placed pany in selecting bearings for this high-speed wheel- i Fotnir engincers have enioyed 
on the outside as in the case of | head. The specification of Fafnir ball bearings plus beard experts serving not jest 

~ ° “ isa | their remarkable record of performance, demonstrates | one or two, but all fields of agitators, bafHles, and thermowells. how Fafnir keeps pace with machine tool progress . . . bs Peles Fafnir offers you the 
The universal use of glass in the and why more and more engineers look to Fafnir opportunities you want in en- 

: i" a 5 | for help with bearing problems. The Fafnir Bearing | gineering and sales engineer- laboratory is evidence of its re- ee ing. We'd be glad to hear from a oe - - Company, New Britain, Conn. (23 Branch Offices) 1 you. sistance to corrosion. As with all ! 
things, glass does have certain limi- (2 | 
tations, the most outstanding of | KOs MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA 

(Continued on page 91) | BALL BEARING Ss “ 
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IN ENGINEERING THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN AVIATION IN AVIATION THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCG 

PRIME CONTRACTS TTT Tr, tag a 

r a 
PLT TET ETT TT Tt en alas 
PrP eet rT TTT TT re 
PE trrr ryt TT ee | 
Pettey yt yy Tlie 
Pity ttt | | he OW ign! | | 

Be >... 7 

== a Coe Sew, | 
Pi ttt tt — anne 

Pit ttt sey ro i | | | 
la a go + 

| td LT LH es yer | | | 

ef ) cco 
Soe CCC eer 
na 3 : PT ET TT 

f (Szaca | 
Witt ce aa! bot 

Growth — in prime contracts earned, for example, These significant events cap eleven years of sturdy 

tells the Temco success story. growth at Temco. Together with other aircraft, mis- 

. . . siles and weapons systems now in development, these 
In January, Temco announced its third prime contract prime contracts are building Temco’s prominent posi- 

from the U. S. Navy within a seven-month period. tion in America’s aircraft industry. For the engineer 
This 16-million-dollar order, for a classified guided who seeks a truly rewarding career, they spell out a 

missile weapons system, is another Temco engineering story of challenging opportunity. 

accomplishment, another advance in the company’s 

rapid growth as a prime contractor. prone eee e ene - 3 eee ggg - ---4 
' . . - t 

In June 1956, the Navy selected Temco’s TT-1 jet air- 1 Mr. Joe Russell, Engineering Personnel ‘ 

craft to become the nation’s first primary jet trainer. | | Room 100-D, Temco Aircraft Corp., Dallas, Texas ' 
. i 1 

Just six months later, the Navy ordered the Temco uy Please send me complete details of the Temco story of | 
rocket-powered XKDT-1 rocket-powered missile | ws : . ' 
target i unusual opportunities for creative engineers. I am es- 1 

is 1 1 
1 spectallycinterested tie. i 

Pt 
+ 1 

— te { NAME, — 
1 1 

/ 1 Appress__— 
‘ ! 

oes : Cty OS TEL j 
t ' 

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, DALLAS beeen eee ee ne ee ee ed 

IN ENGINEERING THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN AVIATIONIN AVIATION THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCO 
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eee | HOW WOULD YOU LIKE <6 
eet a» TO WORK WITH Ir) 
Ae sa GENERAL MOTORS IN THE icy, 4 

tm ae FIELD OF ELECTRONICS? ~ ae Tf 
Se ... WITH MEN WHO ARE —_~ Poo, 

» ENGINEERING AND is a 
m. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY’S -_ yy 

: HIGHEST POWERED ‘ it 
GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS y y, i 
AND OTHER ELECTRONIC ' Wf Tv 

' COMPONENTS AND fi i 7 
, PRODUCTS? [ ] * 

; / : ' ‘ L | 

...men who have the ability to solve | | _ : 
problems that stand in the way of ( S 

/ progress ... men who give a qualified i 
college graduate a running start on 6 j 

’ success. They’re Delco Radio men— : : p 
: and our most prized asset. You can 4 

work with them—become one of them. 
- They have perfected the new high- 

powered germanium transistors, the 
beginning of an expanded program of 

4 research, development, and produc- 
; : tion at Delco Radio. This revolutionary 

id transistor is already filling a vital need, 
4 and its potential use is incalculable! > 

To keep this program moving and to 
develop equally big, new ideas in the 
field of electronics, Delco Radio needs 

i men like yourself—graduates with de- 
grees (BS, MS and PhD) in electrical 
engineering, mechanical engineering, ‘ 

metallurgy, physical chemistry, phys- 
} ics, and production engineering. If you j 

j are interested in permanent work in 
the field of semiconductor devices, 

4 applications, production, and related | 
| engineering jobs, contact us today. : 
j j You'll find Delco Radio’s policies re- 

q garding salaries, promotions, and bene- 
fits as advanced as the transistor itself. ‘ 

4 “e 
—y p Address: Employment Supervisor—M 

i 2. MOTORS 

“ : GENERAL MOTORS on 
KOKOMO, INDIANA 
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ji. Ll, 2c ax” W.S.P.E. 
/ . a t | Fy | Fp hur os (Continued from page 56) 

7, . 4 |i aC _ 2 23=—ses—B. . 
. # : zl yf i ( a1 snoimeers a ice ¢ yaa s aU eULD6*hUmemlmUCUmD -.hOrtwtéi‘OéeO—COsOSS / tain engineers by the device of an 

r hs | — | — i errStst—~”~—~—C—C_CiCOWCiCNzsCD an . 
eee eee eed “— , = =r Whereas: it is the considered 

, a — ©. ee ltrrtrtr—~—C—COCC opinion of the Board of Directors 

On as ee aa! | —rti‘“‘i—OO—S of W.S.P.E. that registration by 

ll y — cord with the purposes of the Ideal 
oo . r-.rrr—CsisiCs . . . 

Yr... _ , Registration Law nor does it con- 
eo a - = $ C cet, 

ee RIE | -  .r,,tCsCs tribute to the professional status 
ood rr °C !r”rr:~—CCC of sacihesrss and 
oF oe ss i ‘ 
Lg Ss - | ws i Wuereas: other recognized pro- 
— eee ea i : s, 
— fee ey 7. aS a fessional groups, in the amend- 

rtw—S—S Ss . fo ‘ : imi i — _ ment of their practice laws, elimi- 
— ae ; 2 oo «<. » . oe a... J EE ox Ne nated “eminence” as a measure of 

Lye - —  . ee | ~~. 
eo, __- (a © FD hecccee mS f | professional ability; 

“ “ / oo Ly oa Now, therefore, be it resolved, 
| pee ; i Poe , y Pg 3 7 that the W.S.P.E. by its Board of 

| be %] aa po la - - : Directors, at a regular meeting, 
ee | fe  . 8 o 

Ly. oe — rr ~~ Be al : . _ { hereby request the N.S.P.E. to take 
en ee _ : : : 

ole Les — i ~~. | Po a - : appropriate action to strike the 
os Ur eG —rti‘<Cerz™OCO~O—OSsS— _ _ } : 
ee | +¢€ (aoe) ‘" . _ | eminence clause from the proposed 
er ma 7 . | . _ q . 7 a 

F es | ey Ls ee Ls } | Ideal Registration Law prior to the 

oe ee ad | promulgation oF sued as te nae 
a ee A eda ‘ tional policy of professional engi- 

VA neers, 
‘ iy : 

OD 4 By the Board of Directors 

BY our first move W.S.P.E. on Jan. 24, 1957. 
a 

y SS The resolution was drafted b 'y 

CAN DECIDE THE GAME Glen Coates and Harold Trester. 
fi * It was then transmitted to Paul 

! you r first job Robbins (N.S.P.E.) requesting that 
F CAN DECIDE YOUR FUTURE N.S.P.E. remove the eminence 

clause from its proposed Ideal Reg- 
ZB Scan 

. . . istration Law. 
>). That important first job can start you off in 

the wrong direction—or it can lea u straight toward your : i an lead you straight toward you ENGINEER SHORTAGE 
goal. If your ambitions are high, Motorola has a place that will | 
give you the finest chance possible for the advancement you The product development and 

want. You’ll get security and good salary, but, more important, plant expansion programs of Wis- 

you'll be working on projects with a future, like missile guid- ; consin industries are being held up 
ny eee and microwave tne door is wide open at Motorola, due to a shortage of engineers. 

and tne opportunity’ to your ambitions 1s yours. Mr. Frederick said that despite 
If you SG GEC TIGA INES, MECHANICAL, SSIES or PANSTCIT. the: inéréase: fi, the womber of 

. sraduating engineers, the need is CHICAGO, ILL.: MR. L. B. WRENN, Dept. CO., 4501 Augusta Blvd. | & adu ning engineers; : 
Challenging positions in Two-Way Communications, Microwave, Radar and increasing because of automation 
Military equipment, Television (Color) and Radio Engineering. and keener competition in product 

PHOENIX, ARIZ.: se a 
RESEARCH LAB., MR. R. COULTER, Dept. CO., 3102 N. 5éth St. development. 

SEMI-CONDUCTOR DIV., V. SORENSON, Dept. CO., 5005 E. McDowell Rd. The Wisconsin State Employ- 
ee nei ep Cae ee ing evelopment atid: production ot Military ment Service has more than oo 

enines 4 > rofes- 
RIVERSIDE, CAL.: MR. C. KOZIOL, Dept. CO., Box 2072 openings un led at “the: protes 

This new modern research laboratory, located 65 miles from Los Angeles, sional placement service. 
needs men in Missile and Military equipment systems analysis and design. Information about these open a a se 

Contact your Placement Officer for further information regarding interview inc's can be. obtained from: thé 
date on your campus or write to one of the above addresses. 2 * * 

district office of the Wisconsin 

State Employment Service, 448 

MO OROLA State Street, Madison, Wisconsin. 
THE END 
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To eee 

: | - | i Bart 

i | : G General Chemical 
| Ms %, BE llied National Aniline 

; a DIVISIONS Nitrogen 

hemical setciy | 
ray Proce FOR YOUR INFORMATION Wer 

> ball-point inks 

> odor control 

> biological grade chemicals 

rut wie HELL A TREBLE ey to sewage or spraying on garbage 
(ATLA | \ | tat || ih A ah ‘ll y and other odor sources. 
RU ae | a 
ARETE \ re a \h ok a pe OzENE works on odors these 
By ae nl \] ee ll | He } ae ! a ways: its own odor serves as a 
NACE a \ i Ha Ll i \ | \ 4 i PRE to. masking agent; it slows down the 

: Hit : Wn | | i | | i \ i Wie | | | \ \ | Ht \ a | iy (| | production of bacteria which cause 
HH a ee | VA WY an I 2 sulfide odors; it prevents the 

growth of fungi which speed the 
. decomposition of waste matcrials 

A dark-colored liquid, OzENE 
} \ mixes readily with water and can 
Ht | | be substantially diluted for eco- 

i \ | i i nomical use. 

: | | | Biological grade chemicals 

‘ " Preparing balanced salt solutions 
. . . for the growth of cultures is typi- 

Ball-point inks in fluid inks. But ball-points have cal of the stringent needs of bio- 

Ii you drew a continuous, un- different ink eda) COnMrcaesy good chemists for extremely high-purity 
broken line with a ball-point pen flow Br operties. jubricity, solubil- chemicals, products which have 
until its ink supply was exhausted, ity, storage stability and—most been purified even beyond the uni- 

the line would be two to three a DOnLaILe ian exceptionally versally recognized American 
miles long. Enough to write 50,000 Hac ima oper Gongs dye: Tine: Chemical Socicty quality stand- 
to 70,000 words, compared with tae fa th a De IAventty Hines ards for analytical reagents. 

5 d cords v : at of a fluid ink. . “ ” 
the 2.500 to 4,000 words you get .. ay . Three such “reagent plus” com- 
from the same amount of fountain 5 From research has comea special pounds have been added to BAKER 
pen ink, ling of NATIONAL dyes, tailor-made & Apamson’s line of 1,000 labora- 

Because you would be exhausted er pale point ks. Research he tory reagents. These initial chem- 
long before your ink supply, a me- on Den WAn a's no wn 15 5 ine icals—sodium bicarbonate, sodium 
chanical scriber—which produces i “point i: supplant “te heen chloride and potassium chloride— 
those mysterious zig-zag lines ne pointed pen, in use Tor 19 cen= show very minute trace impurities, 
above—is used to test hundreds of — tUTI¢s. materially lower than in similar 
ball-point ink formulations. Odor control chemicals produced to A. C. S. 

The amazing number of words — Odor control presents an ingen- specifications. : f sents g 
coming from a ball-point pen has jous twist on the old question of They are the first in a proposed 
enabled ball-points to roll past whether there is any sound when line of biolovical grade chemicals 
both fountain pens and mechanical a tree falls in a deserted forest. made especially for such import- 

peficils to, Become ‘the most Com: We have always had odor-caus- ant scientific applications. 
monly used writing instruments ing sites. But today, with industry . 
today. Ore Saal ban e Creative Research 

This would not be so if the ball- expanding and our suburban com- 
otnt “pen remained anchaneed munitics moving further into the These examples of product de- 

z ny ae SESS ced country, these odors become a seri- wel t work are illustrati 

still staining, skipping, smearing, ous problem. Some sources of this MELO PMNCAES DORR (URE TMISERELDe 
drying up. A better mechanical problem are sewage plants, land- of some of Allicd Chemical’s 
tool was needed to start with. fill garbage, drainage ditches, research activities and oppor- 

Once accomplished, the ink be- storm sewers and market area tunities. Allied divisions offer 
came the most important clement, streets. : ; : 
and synthetic organic chemists Sotvay Ozene (emulsifiable or- rewarding careers in many dif- 
turned to the key element—the thodichlorobenzene) is becoming ferent areas of chemical research 

: heh ge ‘ a pt ty s$ 
colorant—which is half of the en- widely used in industrial odor and development. 
tire ink formulation. control situations, for dripping in- 

Early ball-point inks were made SEE Aaa. ORR BAKER A: ABRIRON ALLIED CHEMICAL 
with the same dyes used for years are Allied Chemical trademarks, 61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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we S Y T h k 

° | e7 oure ! 
i 

by Sneedly bs ’61 

radius and circumference of the earth. Let C + E = 
2n(y + d) be the formula applying to “Wild Bills” fence, 

Cc CE 
when set up. By the second equation: 5-+5-= y +d. 

Qa | Qa 
Cc . : ‘ 

By the first: 5~ = y. Dropping equals from both sides 
Qar 

E oo 10 
leaves a= d. Therefore if E = 10 feet, d = gror 1.59 

aT “T 

feet or about 19 inches. 
soe 

A metal bar weighing 40 pounds is to be cut into 
four pieces so that, equipped with a balance scale, 

Aly April. The beards and green beer ig but a mem- any object weighing an integral number of pounds 

an none Everday the.grass dole Greener avid the hill between one and forty can be weighed. What are the 
boii i ane on " we ei s of the r pieces i ich the bar st 
students look leaner. Most of them are over their sniffles pesigits of the four pieces into which the bar mus 
now and some have even stopped wearing their rub- , ade 
bers. But we must leave their world of fantasy and . . - 2 
otgn to the tarpon things . Two tourists, traveling on foot, set out from the 
recur 2 rte Ss. « ® + . I 8 same place in the same place in the same direction, 

oo A walks at a uniform rate of 18 miles a day and after 
First of all, how many of you were able to determine 9 days he turns back and goes as far as B has traveled 

the two locations in the world where it is possible to ee oa, a ES Sie noth ane over. 
walk one mile south, one mile east, and one mile north‘ wh ot is oe. 2 aa rom i ume ‘ -_n a . 
and arrive at the place from which you started? Sneedly aie >. is Ds rate of speed, assuming it to be 

hopes that you did not neglect the North Pole, which uniform: ww a 
is one solution. The other is from any point 2.19 miles mcs . 

north of the South Pole. It will be found that after _ i ea a ba pom m he last one nt snddenly 
walking a mile toward the Pole, traveling a mile east nee i on he Birthe dhe he me not fhe mm years 

as vice _ S$ 3 r zits = Sar 
will lead you in a circle, the circumference of which whi i ke “ bon ‘Ais yl rou ae s ° ne ye “A m 
is one mile. All that is left is to retrace steps by walking wire ne was pom. SO fis Ors ‘age 1 Years When: 

t mile north to the origin ° celebrating his birthday in 1944 was the sum of the 
‘ am four digits of the year of his birth. How old was Wil- 

ve x liams in 1944 and how old was his son? 

Pete P. Robbins was right. That fence around the 28 8 

earth at the equator that was 10 feet too long wouldn’t Send your answers to the above problems, or some 

hold rabbits for long, since it would be about 19 inches teasers of your own, to Sneedly at The Wisconsin 
off the ground. Use C = 27y as the formula for the true Engineer. 
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Science Highlights Designed for highly-specialized mass production could eventually 

uses requiring small size, long life, lower this to about one dollar. 

(Continued from page 85) and high voltage output, the new “THINKS” 
which are fragility and thermal cylindrical, one-inch-long battery A new 8 million dollar testing 

shock susceptibility. When the has a projected life of over 20 gevice which “thinks” faster than 

process of applying glass to steel Years: a guided missile will be put into 
was perfected, the chemist truly The company believes it can be operation by the USAF at Hollo- 
had a container with the corrosion a new power source in such equip- man Air Force Base in 1958. 

resistance of glass plus the working — ment as remote fire and radiation Known as a “real time” closed 

strength and protection of steel. warning devices, deep well survey loop analysis system, it is intended 

Because of the myriad number of — equipment, and electronic instru- to allow a single flight test to give 
attributes that makes glassed steel ments. results which now require several 

such excellent process equipment, The new battery produces 95 tests to obtain. It was explained 

it is much easier to discuss limita- volts. It weighs less than one-fifth that the new technique will reduce 
tions of glass rather than to cover ounce and is less than one-third the data from the first few minutes 

all the satisfactory conditions. inch in diameter. of a missile’s flight and compare it 
Borosilicate glasses of which glasses According to engineers of the with the estimated performance of 

applied to steel are typical can be Specialty Electronic Components the missile. On the basis of this 
regarded as having three definite | Department, the battery's long life comparison, it will be possible to 
chemical limitations. Briefly they and other unusual features result select new settings and variables 

are: hydrofluoric acid, strong alka- from its solid, dry internal con- and transmit new instructions to 

lis, and steam or hot water under struction. the missile still in flight. 

pressure. The first one is self ex- It contains 127 hair-thin discs, of By using two high speed “Uni- 
planatory. Hydrofluoric acid is a silver and copper compounds and yac” computers and careful plan- 

known solvent for sand and sili- carbon, stacked tightly within the ning before flight, it will be pos- 

cates and hence the fluoride indus- _ case. sible to do in half a second what 

try is given a wide berth by sup- Present price of the battery is is usually done between flights. 

pliers of glass or glassed steel $12.50, but the company believes THE END 

equipment. Most chemists are 

AwaresOb the Face eat: SECT GIN ecg a z 

lis severely etch glass. The concen- WwW a ; 

tration limits of alkalis are in the | oo w Ai ae Wu | 
region of pH 12 at 212° F. The | Bfe# 6 

temperature is the most important | Db, The lor S ITE UteLeV EE 
single factor in corrosion resistance. | \ A a 

Many times, by lowering the tem- BR Nas 3 \W hd 
C AXSy Ce perature even a few degrees, PSN A 3 

higher concentrations of alkalis can HCA \ 

be safely handled in glassed steel PSN t | \ ig 
equipment. Wt ii )\ cere Ri 

The inability of glass to resist eat Ap Starts You toward q vl 
steam is not widely recognized. Aer iV vars iS 

This may be due to the fact that Se i Des BRIGHT FUTURE A 

chemical glasses were developed to | fj Ny Rt A lings ne comenbineeting Schools—you are the dar- [IF 

be acid resisting and not much | - EA | fama} = continued success will doves you graduate. But our | 
attention was given to either alka- Hy h oe alent close application Yours ability. Native We 

line or water resistance properties. | . 7 “| Cleats ae Braphite-saturated lead of ioe ne q 
Other materials of construction | Pi Adds skill to the hands of sexsos opinion, Ghee 0 
were generally available which | | ine oe in your formative va “ape CASTELL ‘| 

were satisfactory for other than graded for iadtent Wee on your ow; .. ind you 

acid conditions. | # Superior degrees, 8B to On of most of the 20 
; § If you pri 

TINY NEW POWER SOURCE is, Buried che Se Ay Lockrire with 
The General Electric Company "Shop in Your college store, af Carat. 

announced that it is in pilot pro- | 
duction here on a tiny new power 

source, only 1/35 the size of a com- | A.W.FABER i CASTELL Y 
mon flashlight battery, but with 60 PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3, N. J. 

times the voltage of such a battery. 
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Amalgamation 
(Continued from page 76) 

A recent survey shows the average engineer to be 
worth a bit less, salary-wise, than the hourly paid pro- 

duction worker, and a bit more than the lawyer (as 

expected), although the lawyer overtakes the engineer, ay 

salary-wise, and passes him by seven or eight years e 

after graduation (not as expected). This is partially \\\ [ \ ’ | 1 D . 

due to the take-the-engineer-for-granted attitude men- 

tioned earlier, and as long as the engineer does not 

object strongly to this fate, these conditions are not 

likely to change. Employers having an eye to profits 

are not apt to increase salaries without good reason, P7 Lei Sty 

Changing pay may be a tough problem, since the J Y 4 wu" YY 

engineer oil use existing, successful methods, The AB y, iG Ze Y, 

doctor, a recognized professional man, changes his pay =U, ; B =a Y 

by setting his fees in proportion to his ability. The =Y;, Z Yi=/ Ly 

union man, who is not a professional, works for a wage pend $X-NEZz 
or salary and lets the union raise his pay. The engineer, AEFZIk: 61328 | 

who is a professional man, cannot raise his fees, since 

he usually works for a salary, nor can he Jet a union 

fight his battles because he is no longer a professional Joe Getahead 

man if he does. It looks like quite a situation, does 

it not? 

There is a salvation, however, and one that does 

not seem impossible. A figure mentioned earlier was 

that 71% of all engineers opposed unions. Suppose all 
of these were registered professional engineers. Then, FO R WOR K oO N TH E 

of the 500,000 engineers in the country, over 350,000 

would be in the organization. This is, indeed, an impres- 

sive bargaining body and one that need not sacrifice bb E N G | N = E R ” STA FF 

professional status to gain its power. 

Currently there are about 200,000 registered engi- 

neers in the country and the figure is still climbing, 

although weakened by the 300,000 engineers not regis- 

tered, Perhaps, a “wake-up” campaign is needed to 

avoid losing the battle by default. A unified front is 
essential and even the lawyers have a very solid Bar 

Association to which all practicing lawyers belong. The STOP IN OFFICE 

unions often cite this as proof of the need for a union, 

but fail to point out that the Bar Association is a truly 333 Mechanical Engineering Building 
professional group. 

Much could be done concerning favorable legisla- 

tion and ordinary, outright pressure, if all engineers 
were professional men, as they now claim to be. In 

this, the unions are right; a solid membership is the or 
key to bargaining success. No single individual can do 

all for himself in the increasingly competitive world of 

today, unless Fortune smiles at him all the time, a con- 

dition usually noticeable by its absence. CALL JIM SCHILLING 
In short, a professional society of engineers can do 

what is required for prestige and eventually for pay- - 
check, provided it gains support from most engineers. Extension 4452 
Membershipwise it is gaining on the unions because 

it offers more in the way of professional benefits. It 
still leaves the engineer to bargain for his own pay- 

check, but places him in a better position to do so. 

THE END SS 
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a combination hard to match... ANYWHERE! 

Important, interesting . . 

work YOUR CAREER vongennay eas 

Creative Opportunity DIVISIONS OF Finest Facilities 

High Professional AVIATION, INC. Advancement on Merit 
Standing 

The factors that make the difference between a satisfactory job and 
a rewarding career are hard to describe, but easy to recognize. We 
believe you find them in full measure in any one of these exciting 
fields at North American: 

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. 

Over 100 sub and major projects under The mightiest propulsion plants ever built 

way, including the SM-64 Navaho Inter- —large, liquid propellant rocket engines, 
continental Missile. the power for outer space. 

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. 

Electro-mechanical systems for missiles and A complete organization, engaged in every 

aircraft—automatic flight and fire control, phase from research to production on 
inertial guidance and navigation, advanced nuclear reactors for power, industry, medi- 
computer techniques. cine and research. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR: Equipment Design Engineers Weight Control Engineers 
Aerodynamicists Engine Systems Engineers Aero-Thermodynamicists 
Thermodynamicists Reliability Engineers Aeroelasticity Engineers 
Dynamicists Standards Engineers Mechanical Engineers 

Stress Engineers Hydraulic, Pneumatic & Servo Engineers Structures Engineers 
Structural Test Engineers Mechanical, Structural & Electrical Designers Controls Engineers 

Flight Test Engineers Wind Tunnel Model Designers & Builders Rubber Compounding Engineers 
Electrical & Electronic Engineers Physicists Computer Specialists 
Power Plant Engineers Chemists Electro-Mechanical Designers 

Research & Development Engineers Metallurgists Electronic Component Evaluators 
Weights Engineers Ceramicists Electronics Research Specialists 

Environmental Test Engineers Computer Application Engineers Computer Programmers 
Instrumentation Engineers Automatic Controls Engineers Electronic Engineering Writers 
Fire Control Systems Engineers Inertial Instrument Development Engineers Mathematicians 
Flight Control Systems Engineers Preliminary Analysis & Design Engineers Electronics Technicians 

Civil Engineers Systems Engineers Specifications Engineers 

Design & Development Engineers Armament Engineers Engineering Drawing Checkers 
Test Engineers Servomechanism Engineers Air Frame Designers 

For more information write: College Relations Representative, Mr. J. J. Kimbark, Dept. 991-20 Col., A 
N\ 

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. 2 
12214 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, California 
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al 

The aviation instructor, having delivered a lecture An Engineer is a person who passes as an exacting @x- 

on parachute work, concluded: pert on the basis of being able to turn out with prolific 

And if it doesn't open—well, men, that’s known as fortitude infinite strings of incomprehensible formulae 

jumping to a conclusion. . ° Fs «os 
calculated with misromatic precision from vague as- 

ae sumptions which are based on debatable figures taken 

The E.E.’s Lament from inconclusive experiments carried out with instru- 
Through the smoke and ozone fumes . 

. ments of problematical accuracy by persons of doubt- 
The student slowly rises, a . . 

His hair is singed, his face is black ful ability and questionable mentality for the avowed 
s hair is s , his fa c 4 
His partner he despises. purpose of annoying and confounding a hopelessly 

He shakes his head and says to him chimerical group of fanatics referred to all too fre- 

With words so softly spoken, quently as Engineers. 

The last thing that you said tome (Editor’s note: Engineers have no use for English; 
I’m sure the switch is open’, 3 

so supply your own punctuation.) 
o 8 8 

Then there was the fellow who had a hobby of ee 6 

collecting rocks and putting them in his bathroom. He 

had rocks in his head. 

oes After watching a drunk try to unlock the door to 

X big buck Indian had just ordered a ham sandwich his house without success, a policeman went over and 

at a drug counter and was peering between the slices asked if he might handle the key for him. 

of bread when he turned to the waiter—“Ugh, you “No thanksh,” the inebriated chap answered. “I 

slice °em ham?” gotta pretty good hold on thish key. You try and grab 

The waiter replied, “Yes, I sliced the ham.” the housh.” 

“Ugh,” grunted the Indian, “You damn near 

miss em.” oes 
eo 8 8 

Two lunatics were playing a little game. “Now children,” said the kindergarten teacher, “we'll 

“What have I got here?” asked one, with his hands draw what we'd like to be when we grow up.” 

cupped. At the end of twenty minutes everyone handed in 

“Three Navy Patrol bombers, said the other. a picture except little Butch McGurk. His paper was 

The first one looked carefully into his hands, “Nope.” plank 

~The Empire State Building?” eeu, » 
“Nope.” E b ‘Why Butch,” remonstrated the teacher, “isn’t there 

“The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra?” anything you want to be when you grow up?” 

The first one looked into his hands again and said “Sure teacher,” replied little Butch, “P'd like to be 

slyly, “Who's conducting?” married, but I don’t know how to draw it.” 

94 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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F YOU'RE THE IMPATIENT TYPE IF YOU'R HE IMPATIENT PE, 
COME TO WORK FOR. US ! 

We want YOU! The kind of engineer who Our training programs for engineers are 
won’t settle for a mediocre job. The kind of among the most complete in the country. 
engineer who keeps pushing himself to find And as a Standard Oil of Ohio engineer, you 
par a approaches to problems. The —_ would be working in one of America’s largest 
ae te meiner ff th € to thi and most challenging growth industries—oil! 

at company offers the most to this ‘ 
“impatient” kind of engineer? We believe it So ee ae “Ohio eee 

is The Standard Oil Company of Ohio! We anto: ndar mo Ho — where creative 
are engineering-minded. Seven per cent of Acaine ek aceite Conta the oo 
all our employees are engineers. One-half of director of your school. Or write Mr. E. G. 
the president’s staff—our top management Glass, Jr., Standard Oil Company (Ohio), 
—are engineering graduates. Midland Building, Cleveland, Ohio. 

THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY (OHIO) 
APRIL, 1957 95
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IMPORTANT ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR POSITIONS AT 

North American Aviation, foremost in the design and production of 

military aircraft, has an established engineering team at its Columbus 

Division with prime responsibility for complete design and development 

of Navy aircraft. 

The New FJ-4—Navy’s latest and fastest Fury JeT—is the most 

recent achievement at Columbus. Other, even more advanced designs 

are now being developed from initial concept to actual flight...creating 

top opportunities for virtually all types of graduate engineers. 

Contact your Placement Office for an appointment with North 

American representatives. 

Or write: Engineering Personnel Office, Dept. COL, North American 

Aviation, Columbus 16, Ohio. 

N 

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. AWA 
COLUMBUS DIVISION 

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD 
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In the Arma Visual Computer, a single control selects the rh > yt ~ ES ia 
desired chart from as many as 700 photo slides. Each slide me oe | ee PF i 
contains punched code holes which automatically tune in a 7 hove ag 
the corresponding Omni Bearing Distance station. The i > ane 8 —h 
image of the plane is governed by a combination of the [jo gage > 0s tg 
radio signals and the plane’s gyro instruments. ~~ = oe y 

) A s, : Ape Ae . Photography teams with electronics and adds 
° ° 

New certainty to 1g Ct 

Now a visual computer pictures a plane’s So again we see photography at work helping 
precise position and heading on projected to improve operations—doing it for commercial 

photos of aeronautical maps. aviation just as it does for manufacturing and 
distribution. 

Arma Division, American Bosch Arma Corp., Photography works in many ways for all kinds 
working with the Air Navigation Development of business, large and small. It is saving time, 

Board and CAA, has developed a valuable new saving money, bettering methods. 
aid in air navigation using photography. 

With it the pilot, high above the weather, flicks CRREENS: Witn KOBAK 

a switch and before him appears a map of the area With photography and photographic processes becoming 
he’s over. On the screen a tiny shadow of a plane increasingly important in the business and industry of 
moves and shows exactly where he is, where he’s Tomorrows there ie new and challenging opportunities af 

‘1 ; a research, engineering, electronics, design a heading and whether he’s ov ROUSE production esearch, engineering, clectronics, design an 

This spells added certainty. Even more! It can If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity, 
: sae 7 write for information about careers with Kodak. Address: 

mean, savings in time and money, too. For the Business and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak 
flight can proceed by plan rather than by dog-legs Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 
on the beams. PGS Soa SRST sow SS wwe ew 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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How General Electric stacks up 

Oo our job check list 
@ COMPANY REPUTATION—As an engincer, the names of @ ADVANCED STUDIES—General Electric offers to technical 
Thomas Edison and Charles Steinmetz should be known to you. graduates the Tuition Refund Program and Honors Program 
These men. who so greatly influenced the industrial surge of our for Graduate Study wherein you may take graduate courses at 
country since the [9th century. are symbolic of General Elec- nearby universities. In addition, G.E. sponsors graduate-level 
trie’s past and present technological leadership. Company courses where top professional men teach in their 

‘ 5 ae : ‘ respective fields. 
@ SALARY—General Electric’s salary program is planned with F 
a long-range view for your career; a well-considered starting @ TRAINED COLLEAGUES—As a G-E engineer, you may be 
salary and merit increases based on your contributions. Through working with outstanding men who are responsible for the 
regular counseling by your supervisor you know just “how you envisioning, production, and distribution of such new products 

are progressing”. as man-made diamonds, high-speed rocket and jet engines, the 
1. new heat pump, commercial atomic power reactors and elec- © OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT—Through the — fromio ovehe. J 

Company's Personnel Registers, and individual appraisal of 
your qualifications and preferences, you are considered for all @ EMPLOYEE BENEFITS—General Electric’s outstanding bene- 
new or related jobs and promotions throughout the Company. fit program for you and your family includes all the usual life, 

i accident and illness insurance and pension plans, plus a Savings * 
@ TYPE OF JOB—Based on your personal preferences and and Stock Bonus Plan and discounts on G-E home appliances. 
abilities, you will work in various marketing, manufacturing or 
engineering fields. Your technical or managerial experiences @ THE COMPANY'S FUTURE—General Electric’s investment 
may be in any of nearly 100 product departments where you in research can mean much to you. Forty-two major Company 
contribute to the engineering. manufacturing or marketing of laboratories, dedicated to invention and innovation, will play a 
some of the more than 200,000 G-E products. major role in doubling the Company’s sales during the next 

eight years. Only through research is a company assured of 
e _—' ra ae a" i. ~ ~y° . 
EI PERSONNEL ead eee General future growth. For you, this growth at General Electric means 
Mlectric, a eer strial tre ¢ programs, hastens r 2 . : oe eclnig, @ pioneer nAndustria’ taining programs, .nastens: your new and challenging technical and managerial positions. 
professional development through classroom and on-the-job , Ora Bacags 59.2 Cale pee : uo = t “J General Electric Company, Section 959-3, Schenectady 5, N. Ys 
assignments as a part of the Company Ss marketing, manufac- 

turing and engineering programs. Specific position placement is 
also available if your interests are already formulated. Progress |s Our Most. /mportant Product 

@ JOB LOCATION—There are opportunities for you as a G-E 
engineer in 150 cities in 45 states, plus many foreign countries, G E N E R A L E LE C T R | C
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